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FQREWOkb

For three years now, the principal investigators of this

grant have been engaged in studying the development of literacy

in selected bilinguL settings in various parts of the world.

__The chapters_in this report constitute the immediate results

of such endeavor..' However, as in any study of such propor4--

tions, these initial three years have opened up a multitude

of new and additional lines of literacy-related inquiry that

await further development and study:

The complexitl/ of the process by which societies, develo

literacy in any language,whether standard pr iiernacular,

whetherthe aim is mono-literacy or bi-literacyhas become,

more apparent to'us-. ',In the final chapter of this report' we

have identified a number of facto s that help explain the

growth and developmT ent of vernacular literacy-in different

societal and sociocultural setting's. The identification.of

these factors is the initial step in the development of a

socioolinguistic model that more fully,..accounts for the dif-
. _

ferential\reception :of vergacular literacy.by various Cultural
(

'groups and societies. The s udy of more cases and the careful

comparison of these with the situations on w ,hich we already

haVe data:, should, lead to further refinement and deeloliment

Of a model of vernacular literacy that will lead to imroved

educational practice.

Finally, a few preliminary comments are necessary-to assist

the reader in following the format and contents of this, epdrt.

Chapter one is essentially a slightly modified version the

original proposal for thegrant. , It attempts to present the

overall purpose and significance of the study as it was initially



.

conceived!' _Chapters two through through en consist latgely^

of papers dealing with the individual case, studieS,of.societal

literacy related to the particularsociocultural settings and

populations which we identified in the original proposal.

:To some degree, ,these chapters attempt to. compare and Contrast.

findings beftween one case study and another. Chapter.eleven

is an effort to integrate the findings of'the----Overall study

by identifying some critical factors that help explain the

conditions. necessary for the 'development Ofvern(cular literacy .

Lastly, the principal investigators of this study wish
I .

to extend our sincere appreciation to the,individuals and

organizations who made this study possible. We are grateful

to the National Institute of Education and the University of,

New Mexico who sponsored

people oft :Tonga,Israel,
,

northern'New,Mexico, who

from. their', And finally,
°

the study. We are grateful to the

Paraguay, the, Navajo nation, and

so generoUsly allowed us to learn

a special thanks to Dr. Candace

MiNamura, our project officer in the Natibrial Institute of
4-

Education, who offered continual support and assistance in our

wink_
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Since colonial timT , literacy for all citizens has been

a major goal of,AMerican education. With the recent strong con-

cern about the decline in. academic achievement throughout the

nation, and with the subsequent "back to basics" movement,

the achievement of literacy clearly remains one of Americas

unresolved eddcational problems. In Ainerica, as in many parts

of the world, universal literacy eemains an ideal rather than

a reality.

While therp is considerable evidence to suggest that the

lack of literacy skills is not confined to any one Segment of

the. American population, it is particularly acute among chil-
.

'Aren and adults who are members of linguistic-a other minc3-

rity groups. There is a sizeable ,body of resear h which indi

cates that minority children, who are, socially, ulturully; and
0

linguistically different from the general societ are failing

to achieve standards of literacy that are presu ed to lead to

economic advancement, and°ef.fective\Rarticipatio in civic res-
-

pOnsibility.

/

Major resources have been mobiliz d in many attempts

to;improve'the level of literacy among the'Se'mar inal groups: .

It is now starting to be realized, hoW6ever, that solutions to

the problem Tlepend,not:lust on enthuSiasm and mop ey, but on a

cleare -undetstanding of-the complexity of lite ac3i.

It is part of the conventional wisdom that literacy has

intrinsic value for the individual as well as f r society.

For the individual, literacy skills' liave been c aimed to result

in a'Tange of benefits, including the developm t Of abstract

reasoning abilities (Greenfield and Bruner:, 19 6; -Greenfield,

1972; Olson, 1977). For society as a whole, a literate

citizenry is assume to'be more enlightened an

7

ready fOr rapid'
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modernization. It is further Argued that literacy is funds-

mental Co economic dev ent and that it man liberate the'
f '

individual from the const nts of politic 1 oppression (Freire,

1970; for a review of related literature, see Arnove and
A

iv
- .

i'44

.ArboLeda, 1973). These are but a few of the claims made for' ,

.

.* the way'in which literacy serves as a panacea-for a gret number .a.

of social problems.

( Before these claims Can be evaluated, we need a clearer

idea of the sociolinguists dimensions of literacy. This is

a surprisingly unexplored.arda: we know about orthography

reform, but li't'tle about the sociolinguistic aspects (Fishman,

1977). We need .a historical' view-Ofthe effetts of literacy

(Goody and Watt, 1963) 4nd to note hqw conditions aild situa-

tions change- (Resnick.and Resnick, 1977). We need to know how

to design literacy efforts to fit specific situations and popu-

lations (Harman, 1970). It is clear that literacy_ is, much

more than just a technic41 skill or a set of discrete beha-
.

viors that can be considered independently of'thesocial con-

text in which literacy occurs :. In our view, it is a complex,

multidimensional phenomenon. Scriber arid Cole (1978) have

made clear that literacy must be studied by finding out "what

people in various communities and walks of life do with lite-.

racy aw.they use- theirknowledge, of -reading 'andLiting,

.to what tasks they apply it, how they .accoMplish these tasks."

They call for research into this problem.

To meet their challenge, we propose:tO develop, on the

basis of historical and comparative studies, a sociolinguistic.

model of the functions ,qf literacy in various societies and ti4k.

test the model in field. observations in s4lected cases, Our

8
-./"N



model will be simpler than the full ethnographic pict

communication proposed by Dell Hymes (1962, 1972) following'
1.6

Roman Jakobson (1960). It will need to include at least the.

basic elements that Ervin-TTipp (1971) and Fishman (1971) find-,

essential for a sociolinguistic domain (setting, topic,' and

interlocutors), and in addition, the choice of channel (written'

or spoken) and of variety'and of.the written channel' by a

specific society or individugl. Our focus will be on the adop-

tion or rejection-of literacy by various groups. By looking at

the particular sdciolinguistoth,patterns involved in the adoption
?

or, rejectiOn of Li eracy by a number off' specifig groups in

'various parts of'the world at various times, we intend to

identify the principal factors 'that need to be'taken into

-

account iriplanniftg for popular litoraby. The general nature
\

of our `stilly. can be illustrated by looking at 'some examples

of diffe &ices in the
,

reaction to literacy in some cases'.

In the Nineteenth Century, two particularly-striking cases

of the acceptance of literacy' in the, vernacular weretlrhe Cherokee

Indians and various -Polyne'si'an peoples including the Maoriof

New Zealand. both the Cherokee and the Maori-case, there

was rapid acceptance,of literacy in the vernacular so that

within a comparatively short period%f timd, more Maoris and
fir

[
Cherokees were.reported to be'literate than was the_case among

English speaking settlers living among them. C ntrasted with '

these two cases of rapid acceptance of.literaey, one might look

at the Navajo and the Pueblo peoples of the southwesterri United

States. While there has been an official orthography of Navajo

since 1940 or so., fewer Navajdaare l*te.iate in their, own

language than are riterate in'English.': Among. thePueblos,

9



'there has been until quite recently §trong opposition to

,literacy in ehe nati've' languaie, but acceptance of 1)iteracy
--.

,,

. 'inEnglish. \

An early question for us'to inve gate will be the
2 s.

relative acceptability of literacy in a kandard language

and in a local vernacular. In-looking at this, question,, we

will be helping to explain Some of the cotltradi4ory data

analyzed by Patricia Engle in hei 1915 summary of:Ouldies .

of the effeetivenkss of teaching initial literacy in Ae 'verna-

cular.' 'While there are good artuments in favbr of teachfp

,--
children to rkad first in the language of the home, Epgle

,..-i,

shows how difficult it has proven to be to demonstrate this
o

'c nclusively. There seem to be.as manycasek of failure of
t.,- . . .

,,,

such an approach as cases of success, and'it is cl ar that

) resolution of the contradictions involves a md're complex socia-
,, - -.

linguisticewodel than has po far been used. Our interest goes

beyond this, for we are asking not just abot4 initial literacy

but dealing. with the larger question,basic to so much language

-planning, of the values' and cost4of developing a full fledged,

vernacular literacy. To do this, our approach will be to seek
e.

the conditiqns that appear necessary to the development of

popular literacy.

The need for work in the sbciolinguistics of literacy

was pointed out by Charles Ferguson in a major presentation to

the 1978 GeorgetoWh Roundtable. It was further clarifled for
. .

the authors of this proposal 'by ,hearing a confrontation between

a distinguished American linguist and a group of comp6sition

teachers. The linguist's argument for the greater pqwer of

vernaculhr narrative compared with college writing sholkd a

10
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remarkable lack of understanding of the implications of

functional differentiation for language varieties and styles.

Lacking a sociolinguistic model, one can easily make the false

assumption that what is appropriate in one function is likely.

to be appropriate in another.,

In analyzing the various cases that we will be looking at,

we will start'with a simple heuristic model based-on Fishman's

conception of sociol

look at the exis

speaker, topi,c, and

uistic domains 4kEssentially, we will

various domains (a composite.of

situation), look to Sep what Langua

variety.,fs considered suitable Egli- that functidh,and ask the-
.

added question about the ar_geptability of( writing in that

domain. Our initial hypothesis has two parts to it: first,

literacy in any language is.most likely to be accepted when

there already exists a domain or domains in which it adds to

the efficiency of communication and second, ,that literacy

in the vernacular is, only accepted initially fl)r domains and

functions4that are or become integrated into the traditional

-social and cultural patterns,of A grow... Literaoy,then, is

More likely to be accepted when there'-is a ready madejciace

For. it to h'e useful. Further, because the ntroduction0;6f

lfiteracy is often associated with.cheintroduction. of neW:,
t

technoloacal or modern functions and domains, and because\\a

second language is often associated with these new domains

as well as\with literacy, it is often the case that literacy`

for these new functions is, preferred in the second language.

An Nxample might make this clearel!).'iAn important featu

of traditional Maori life was-the "schools of learning", whi

as Eisdon Bost describes them, were intensive training perioasi
tZ0



(six mo4ths or so) for selected pupils who worked to memorize
4

trftdkti9nal lore and genealogies. Literacy provided an effi--.

f

cient way to speed up and''simplify this-task: Best t-dociiments

the resulta_when, in the mcd-Nineteenth Century, students

'Itarted to. write down.rather than memorize the pa'teriaL

this case, it i4as _considered appropriate to use writing in the

e

'vernacular to.carty on a traditional- activity. Oulp.tmpression.

Of Navajo and Pueblo experience is that literacy has only been .

seen so far "as useful. 1.7alien domains, such. as school, govern-

-ment, or:non-traditional religiOn, so that any literacys'-

felt more appropriate 4n the alien 14Dguage,English.

In' choosing a comparative and historical approach, we, are

influenced by they arguments presented by E. .Glyn.Lewi' in his

paper- at the NIE Conference on the .Dimensions.of Bilingual

Education in 1.977. By comparing and contrasting selected

cases. we will-look for the most parsimonious explanation of

the .nature 'of the differences. For instance, one might. if

comparing simply the Cherokee and Navajo case suppose that the

critic i1 difference,ftlighthaVbeen that.' in the Cherokee ease'

the orthography was established withiv'while'in they Navajo
,

cruse , the orthography was imposed fnomf A out; this particular

.explanation would clearly be. ruled out when you add. the Maori

e.,ase, where just as with Navajo, ritepey and the orthography

wort\ introduced by outsiders. Similarly, arguments in favor

of the greater'effectiveness' of initial literacy in the verna-

cular would need tiAdeal 1414 the very high standard of literacy
.. 11,

in Mbrew, a lanp,ue they did not speak, among Yiddish-speaktng

Jews in the early modern period.

We have chosen cases for study on the basis of two, main.



criteria: our familiarlty with and ease,of access to the
#

specific cases and the a priori likelihood that they will

include,a number of the major factors that we believe likely

to prove relevant in our model. We have, chosen to start with

the'following six cases for historical/comparative data as they

are particularly intriguing to us at this point. We will add

additional' cases asche research continues, and they Will' bey

included in the'14katorical/cOmpartive part of the study,

1. Medieval Jewish communities: Here, we will look at
w.

the reasons for high valuing of literacy and look at its

relations with multilingualism. In addition, We have

selected the following four cases for detailed obser-
,,a

vation's as well as historical study..

2. Navajo. - While an official orthography was-developed

for Navajo by 1940, the varioe attempts at: developing

literacy in Navajo have not so far been particularly

successful. There is however increasing literacy in

English among bilingual Navajos.

3.. Northern New Mexico. By looking at a noithern

New Mexico village,. we will aiMto trace the original

it On the additionSpanish literacy ,and the effect of

. of English liter y

4. Spanish-Guarani Literacy in Paraguay. Although

Paraguay is a widely known case of societal bilingualism,

there. 1s little known'about the present status of

Guarani literacy.. We do knowthat Spanish is the

official language of education but we Would like to

assess the degree to which Guarani literacy is being

,.promoted as a written language. As explained in'an

early quarterly report, we are substituting the Guarani
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case for the Aymara case in the Bolivian Altiplano.

Tohga. As in other, Polynesigen).slands, literacy in

Tongan was rapidly accepted at the time.,of missionary

Contact in,the early Nineteenth Century Literacy in

Tongan remains, and English.. literacy has been added.

The conclusions drawn, from the contrast andcomparison of-

findings in'each study will serve as :a guide for planners of

literacy programs and teachers in the°development of such

- programs,at international, national, and local levels. A ocio-
.

linguistic model of literacy drawn from observations in jvarious
t

settings will serve as a theoretical framework for the creation

of opportunities for functional usage of literacy.

The findings of this study will be ecialivalue to
1

;those involved in bilingual programs in the Unitela States and

elsewhere, particularly tn cases,when these programs attempt
o

to promote literacy in the vernacular before :literacy in the

standard language.

The fundamental importance of our study for the "education

of poor and minorityopdpulations lies, We believe, in the fact

that the teachink of reading and the development of literacy

will be most successful when it recOgnizes the sociolinguistic

issues involved. If literacy is een as an alien device, it

will be accepted only when it is Suiable for established func-

tiongorwhenisseenasnecessary for functions that are no

longer alien. For example.tEle deVeloptent of vernacular literacy

in Navajo might be- aided not so much.by showing its usefulneSs

in a completely alien environment, the School, but-rather'by

showing its value in maintaining-contacts.between separated.

Members of a family. ZItit work then should provide some way
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relating a literacy program to the needs perceived by the

community.

Our starting point for the-historical studies 1.s described
4

,in the following sections-:

1. Medidval Jewish communities. Epecially in western

Europe medieval Jewish communities were very small: the

travel account, by Benjamin of Tudeld is suggestive ofj the

great Niralue of llteracy.in these 'scattered conditions. Baron's'

Social and Religious History gives some good evidence of the

state of. these communities Goitein's recent publications

based on the material in the Cairo Geniza permits access to

primary material that will give a clearer picture of actual

commuhication networks.

2. Navajo. During the graduate seminar last year which

included two of.the principal investigators, we pulledto-

gether material on the history of Navajo literacy. The major

studies in this area include a doctoral dissertation by
1

Wayne Holm (1972) and a master's thesis by Sally ,Kruis (1975),

both written under the direction of Spolsky, and a history of

written Navajo by Roby Young (1977). A bibliography of

Navajo written material, aimed to include everything of note

in or about the Navajo language was prepared by James Kari
1

under the direction of Spolsky and published by the University

of New Mexico 'General Library in 1974. The general picture

that emerges is of three main attempts at developing-Navajo

literacy: one associated with Protestant missionaries, one

as part of Bureau of Indian Affairs policies, and the third

slated to current efforts in bilingual education and parti-
,

cularly associated with Navajo-controlled schools. (A draft

5
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resolutiop has jilp been prep red and will be submitted to

the Navajo Tribal Council cal ng for the acceptance written.

Navajo in educational a9d legal areas.) Generally none of

these ha'S' so far had any marked. effect; such: litetacY as

. exists is much more likely to be in English. Our historical

study will put this pieture,tOgeLher, tracing in particular

the goals and methods of the first two attempts in order to

'provide a baMi for our field study.

3. Northern New Mexico. In a study written for the graduate

seminar referred, to above, one student traced the general,

situation of Spanish literacy in New Mexico. There are,no

full studies, so that a good deal of primary historical work

is still needed to establish the exact picture. The impres-

,sion that emerges from sOrk to date is of a slow growth of

literacy from early settlement until the mid-Nineteenth Centuty,

with a burst of growth from annexation until the mid-1930's.

In the 1930's however, English influence finally started to

push written Spanish-into the background. One critical ques-

tion we want to look at is the actual language practiCe In

northern New Mexico schools in the period before the second

world war. Various studies suggest that many teackers spoke

--, Spanish, even though official policy was to use English; we

would like to find out what role written Spanish played.in

community life. We will focus our study on, the village of

Arroyo Seco, which we chose because Leroy Ortiz conducted a

sociolinguistic study of the village in 1975 as part of his

doctoral work:

4. Spanish and Guarani in Paraguay. Paraguay has long

been known as a country having a well-established stable
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bilingualism involving Spanish and Guarani. The work of

Joan Rubin has been partj.cularly helpful in giving us a,

picture' of the- roles Played by Spanish and, guarani itt.a

societal levfl. Since Paraguay Was recently instituted bi-

lingual eddcation.at the national level, we are interested'

in seeing to what extent Guarani is presently being promoted

as a vehicle fqr literacy. We have a" number of contacts 'in

Paraguay in connection with AID.sponsored projects conducted

there' by the .UNM College Of Education that will' be helpful

to us in proceeding with this part of the study.

5. Polynesian Peoples. Basically, the various Polynesian

PeOples provide examples of rapid adoption of vernacular

literacy after contact. In. New Zealand, literacy in Maori

started in th9 1820's with missionary contact. By /870,

most Maoris were report-e2d to be literate in their own language,77

and a book was written to teach them literacy in English

through Maori. In our hiptbrical .studies, we will look at

*various. Polynesian cases, but for the field study we will

choose Tonga, where literacy has continued until. the present.

A nlpber Of accounts have been written of the development

of Maori literacy, b1 Aut our studies in ts'area are still. at

a,preliminary :stage.

Some of the initial questions which will guide our studies

and Observation of all of the groups include the following:

(1) Under what circumstances do certain groups of
4

people accept literacy in the vernacular? What conditions

prompt g s to move towards literacy in the standard

language? 'at are the,tensions that arise in each of

the decisions?

°
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(2) Was literacy-in either4the vernaCular
;

.
,

generated, from within' the grouvor!vas'it intro ced

froM the outside? With what. 'consequences?

(3) What'are thefunctionA:of language -.in t h community? ,

, ,- .

I
Who who about What:toPics,-.in what'

settings? Which language ia'usedZ If more than,oife

is there-a diglossic or fUrictional d fferentlation..of.

Janguage?

(4) _.To what extent4 are the functionsassociated with

literacy rLigenbuto the culture an to what extent

do they derive from technologica and ocial change

associated with contact? To what.exteqUas change

occurred over time?

5) What evidence is .there of,school-bs d literacy?

of non-schobl based literacy?

(6) To what extent are school-related literacy programs,

including teaching practices, curriculum and materials

:developed or planned on the basis of knowledge of. the

sociolinguistic situation in the community? What

functions of language to the schools.appear to value.?

Are they the ones that the community also value?

(7) What evidence is there to indicate-that literacy,

either in the vernacular or the standard, has a: payoff

in terms of socioeconomic advancement?

The field observation studies will be conducted in two

stages. In the first stage,. we plan to develdp a general

picture, in terms of a sociolinguistic domains model, of the

non-school related functions of literacy within the selected'

community. In the second stage, we plan to observe schools
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in order to see if there is congruence, between their view of

\S
literatv and that which emerged from the community.

r,

In our:field obServiition,: we will ,be looking for use of

written material in-a number of!setttngs. In each, we will

api ',or' observe Whether, writihvis:_iised:and how much and

in which language. In each setting. vie will lobicfor 1) the

topics.handled by writink and 0 ;the participants in each
a

written communicative act - writer and reader. We will also

look for.existence of commonl'efunctions'where writing is not

usecLbut coald useftlly be added.- TheSe afe.,,the settings and

the kinds.of items.we expect to look at:
A

Settings Examples

Home Newspapers
Books
Writing Materials
Letters
Notes to each other
Distribution of printed material
Decoration - samplers

Church

Neighborhood

Community
Government

Government

Work

Bibles
Hymnals
Bulletins
Notice Board

Notice boards in stores
community halls
laundrOmats

AnnoUnCement of deaths/births
Library

Meetings - Navajo Chapter meetings .

(minutes, announcements) -°

Any government agency, the headquarters

1

of wh ch is one level above thekocal one:
Emp oyment office
Soc al services offices (forms)
Political campaigns (material)
Voting - ballots

Nips

'`SignsSigns

Sociolinguistic domain theory (Fishman, Cooper, and Ma, 1971)

.1.9
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suggests that domains are a function of th I interaction between

topic, participants, and setting. We might ask then whether

writing is used to communicate in the home/between members ,.of

the family about daily life or whether-wi ttng is used in a
,

public office to communicate with a gqver rilerft.Afficialabout

legal matters, or whether writing is useditkcommunicate to

an absent family member 'about home events' We would also look

for cases,wilere,writing wWuld be us ful 13.6t is not used i.e.,
r

where messages aresent orally by m ssenger to distant family

members because nobody can write or read letters. For example,.

radio programs in Aymara fill, the fiinctions that in a literate

community are eaken'care of by. the newspapers.

In the: observational study of school-related literacy,

we will observe all uses of writing and reading in the school
- ,

system looking particularly at any distinction between what

we might call real communication and the -Various kinds vf more

atypical communication contrived by the teachers as part of

the curriculum in.order to give the students opportunity to

practice written communication. Among the functions we will

obserVe ale:

Schoch 1) real - a ribtice carried to the principal, with"'
instructions for,punishment

request for noteS:Ofpermission with
parents

- posters,' calendars,, bulletin boards,
labelsonAoars \

- texts, umrkbooks, reference .materials

- homework assignments written on the
board

16.
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2) practice -'exerdises, drills on grammar and
3 spelling

writing stories, ems, essays

- making up senteqc s

. .

Again, these functions will be adnlyzed it 1 gll .of sociolinguistic

,

theory in order'toTSee the degree of ongruence between
,, :- J)(%

- , m ,-,

the sociolingUistiodel Kliteracy'which Merges from the

:

-school.ntudy'aS compared-to .the description f literacy func-

tions which emerged from the comMunity obser ations.

,The product of our studies will be a nu ber of papers

describing the cases we have looked At, comp ringand contrasting

the nature of litex'acy iweach, and showing he strengths and
-

weaknesses o the model of the sociolinguistics of literacy

that develops. .An extremely important by-pr duct will result,

id believe, from our interactions witheducat ors and 2thers in
J +

the communities 'tae will be studying. Wherev r we work, we will

accep t responsibility to 'provide information of just "about' our

own stu y and its findings and, relevance to tile local situation,
4

but al to provide any other assistance aske4 that is within

our areas of competence:

We do not believe that this or any othert1basic study will

lead to single formula for implementation. Our fi ings

the sociolinguistics of literacy will not be directly

translatable into policy decisions or 'classroorM practice. But

the knowledge We discover promises to be significant to both'.

.A deeper understanding of the sociolinguistics of literacy

will help educators make better decisions about language

education policy. It will help to understand whether h.

community is likely to be better served, other 'things being

equal, by an approach of complete bi-literate education, .or of

21
17
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initial literacy in the vernacular,, or of teaching.of literacy

along with the teaching of the standard,language, Similarly,
4111.*

the model ;of literacy-in-aleommunity need not be translated

directly into classroom practice,_but,our fuller picture of

community literacy should help teachers*understand better what

will seem like meaningful uses foi reading and writing totheit'

students and so make its contributions to dealing with an un-,

resolved problem facing American education.

6

4
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One of the moat hotly debated isaues in the detvelopment.

language education polity for minoritied is the choice of language

jot- initial literacy teaching, The case for teachtngcklaren to

read first in their native ,language and later to the seandard
te

languagie 114401)04ln w041.-tlitod t)Y...among othera, MacNamara 0966),

and Moaiano (1968) . . The /assumption underlying this position,

hayed in large measure on linguistic arguments', is that it is\_

easier to learn to decode language patterns that are already knAwn

to the child aurally and orally, Although many reading programs

have wied this am-woad:I with sUccess:the evidence that children

learn to real more asily in their native language than in'nnother

hi still inconclu

This paper

(Engle 1975).

it will not focus specifically on the qUes-

Cion of Initial literacy, assumes that there are other factors

besides linguistic ones which help account for the success or

failure of \ literacy program; we plan to deal in particular with

the sociolinguistic factors which are involved. Does it make

sense, for example, tot introduce initial literacy in the native
'1

language to children when that language has aIimited literary
..I

tradition? We have .come to believe that literacy is in fact more,

than just a technical skill that can be considered independently

of a social context. It is rather a complex of functional abilities

among which the abiity to decode is a first but minimal step.

Before We can understand why literacy in the vernacular

language sometimes seems inappropriate, we need a more precise

understanding of the functions of literacy and the individual

settings in which it occurs. Such a description might usefully

include various-dimensions including domain (as Fishman describes).

2 2
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it), choice o'f language, choice_o variety (including style

.and 'register), and choice of:oral or written channel'. Thug,

we would deScribe.theusea and fundtions.of language- as they

loccur in.a.nutber of domins,puCh ashome,-:church, .comtunity,

and place of,Work. In each domain, we would note Whether:umiting

has a place and if So,..how much and in what:language; fUrtheti

,

we would note whap topi%s are handled by writing and who are the

.participants in ,each.written communicative act. After describing

in this way the sociolingulstics of literacy in a specific

community, we hope 'to be able to compare several.communities to

establish the sociolinguistic factors most relevant to aaoPtiOn

or rejectilm,of literacy in the standard or vernacular language.

These are some of the questions we expect to help us ;do this

1. Under what'Circumstances do certain groups of people

accept 'literacy in the_vernacular? What cpnditions

prompt groUps tb prefer llteracy in the standard

language? What tensions unaerlie each=of these. decisi

Was literacy tn.the vernacular generated from within

the group or was it introduced from outside? If from

outside,, who within dip group' first accepted it?- For

what purposes was it introduced and accepted? What'

were the consequences of, atceptance?

3 What now are'thefunctions of literacy in the com-..

munity?. Who,.Writes, who reads, about what topits,

in what settings? Which language is used? If more
tr.

than one language is used, is there a diglossic or

functional differentiation between them?

4. To what extent are the function's now associated with

literacy indigenou's to the cultUre and to what extent

27
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do they derive from technological and social change

-associated with contact?

. What.congruenCeis there between sChopl-related

literacy programs and the:.sOciolinguistics situation
± , -

of:the..community?', What fUnctionS ofjanguage and

literacy do the schools value ?a. Does..the'community

share, these value's?"

Answring:queStions.s401 as these will, we belieVe, help us

understand not-jUst historical cases.Of literacy development:

but also contemporary issuesjacing language educatOrs. Let us

first look at some_ liStorical examples of the. introduCtion

Vernacular. literacy Which are relevant to the develOpment of

s9ciolinguistic model of literacy.

Two cases of the acceptance of literacy in the vernacular

during the 19th century are particularly striking. In New

Zealand, literacy among the Maori people started after the

'arriyl of missionaries around 1820. Within fifty years, most

Maoris.were reported to be able to read and write their own

language, andia book was written to teach them qnglishliteracy4'_

through MaOri: ,By 1900., therd were:more iteMpiniblished in:NeW

.Zealand in Maori than in EnglishA similar case of rapid

acceptance of vernacular'lfteracyprOvided by the-Cherokee,

a special case ong.American Indians. In 1821, Sequoyah 'a

Cherokee, developed a syll3bary for writing the, languag hat

was immediately accepted and widely used Within

Cherokees could read and write their own language

syllabary (White.1964.Walker 1969) .

a decadeilmost

using the

There have been many other cases where there, has been

minimal acceptance of literacy in the.vernacular. In-the ,case

of the Pueblo communities of, the Southwest, active opposition

28
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to literacy in the vernacular has continued until quite recently

but there is 'acceptance Of 1' racy in English aWone of the

normal concomitants of progress. A similar case is that of the

Navajo Although literacy in. the Navajo language was introduced

in he early part of this century and although astandard ortho-

.gr by was accepted in the early days of the. second World War,

th Navajos have shown no "rush to literacy" (Young 1977).: At

e moment, literacy in Navajo is liMited to those:whohave

'learned it from missionaries. and to a group of teaOhers and Stu

dents in the half-doZen schools with lire bilingual programs.

We do not point this out to denigrate the success of these pro-

grams but rather to show the contrasting lack of acceptance of

literacy in Navajo by the people as a whole.

Why bs it then, we ask, that some people enthusiastically

accept and adopt,literacy in their own language, while others

seem to be indifferent or even opposed to it This opposition,

it turns out, does not necessarily extend to literacy in the

standard language; in fact, in many of these cases literacy in

the standard language is considered appropriate and desirable.

Returning to the Navajo case, we note that the Navajo

language is spoken not. just in the homes and in colpunity life

but is considered appropriate for oral contact with the bureau-

cracy, for legal proceedings, for governmental activities at

chapter and tribal level,-and foi. radio and television. On the

other hand, English is used for reading and writing in-almost

all similar situations; it is used for officia letters,' for

keeping minutes of meetings, for keeping court re rds, and in

,ehe Tribal newspaper (Spolsky and Holm L971). Essent lly, the

Situation can be characterized as.a special kind of diglossia:

25
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Navajo is the preferred and appropriate language for oral use,

while English is the almost eclusiye language for written use

To try to understand this phenomenbn it is useful to con-

sider what happens when literacy in the.vernacular is added to

the sociolinguistic repertoire of a community. Using the con-

cept of domain (Fishman 1971), which is defined as the inter-,

sectfarrjof setting, topic, and participanls we offer two related

observations that seem to suggest that, at least one aspect of

nona6ceptance of vernacular literacy may well function to main-

tain the integrity of a traditional culture.

First it seems to usehat literady in the.native language

is most likely to be accepted when there already exist domains

in which it ,can be used or where it.adds,to efficiency., Thus,
4

among the Maori and the Cherokte;" our most striking cases of

acceptance, literacy was used in domains that'predate its intro-s

duction: the Maori used,it to record traditional lore that pre-

vkously had to be memorized (Best 1923), and the Cherokee shamans

wrote down traditional formulas for performing sacred rituals.

Second, and this,is related to the first, it seems to us that

literacy in the native language is most likely to be acce d for

domains that are congruent with or become integrated with the tra-

ditional social and Cultural ValUes.and norms ofa group.:Con-

versely/ , when; continues to be associated with modern

technological domains or with values alien to the native culture,

literacy in these domains may well'be preferred in the alien

language. Among the Navajo, for example, the teaching of verna-
.

cular literacy hag-been associated with missionaries, anthro-
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pologists, and the dissemination of such unpopular BIA policies

as livestock reduction and relocation, all of which are clearly

not congruent with traditional Navajo values; the use of written

.Navajo hab been associated With such alien domains as school,

church, and go41rnment.

In recent history, literacy has most often been introduced.

to non - literate societies through religious missionaries, the

activities of a colonizing government, or the technological

changes that produce contact With,a literate group.L_OneLe6mmonT-.---.-

result is pres'sure towards literacy in the introduced,standard

language for the modern purposes of colonizilk or alien grou0

Thus, the queStion of which language to use for literacy becomes

a part of the basic tensions facing any t aditional society when ,

it comes into contact with the challenge of modernization. There

apPakar tch)e two equally difficult courses to follow. One path

is td-l-dopt"literacy in the s"tandard language for use in the

domains associated with modernization, as the Navajo seem to
.

have-done. One effect of notradopting vernacular literacy in

the alien domains may well be thay in keeping domains and lan-

guages separate, it is possible to resist the nexf stage of

assimilion more easily. A second approach is to integrate, the

alien values and ctions into the traditional cUlture, as.the

(Maori did. Their conversion to Christianity was rapid, and they

quickly adopted many cultural and economic notions from the

Victorian missionaries, althou h they modified these notions

to fit their own models. With the rapid and wholesale accep-

tance of the new ideas, it was reasonable to continue to express

it in the old language, and thus to develop an extensive literacy

in the vernacular. One clear result 011Ort4i speedy assimilation,
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A --,

however, was to lessen the.ability of the Maori.peopie to resist.
4.0

more complete destruction of their traditional life, when, for

instance, in 1870 all schools rted to insist on Engl4sh

rather than Maori. As a result, very few children are left

today who grow up 'speaking"Maori. Thus, acceptance of literacy

in the vernacular may very well be evidence of greater retdiness

to accept assiMiljation to the new majority or dominant culture

and may be a first step towards submersion within it.

In all the cases we have examined so far, a stgnificant.,

factor in determining which'language is_dhosen for literacy

seems to be who introduces literacy and for what Ape.
When literacy is introduced as associated with a religion or

with some other well-developed ideology (the Soviet examples

desCribed by Lewis 1972),,,the intention of the missionizing

group must be taken into account. For exatple, Protestant

te. missionaries among the Navajo clearly intended that the:reli

gion they were teaching should replace Navajo,traditions. Thus,

they first set. out to translate the Bible into Navajo and then

to,teach the Navajos to read., Navajo literacy has since become

associated with.this group who openly worked to assimilate the
4

not surprising then that-other .Navajos should be

ambivalent towards literacy in Navajo. On the other hand, the

Catholic missionaries who converted the Pueblo. Indians seem to

4 have been satisfied that ,their religion' could be added to the

native culture without necessarily replacing native tradition.

DeVeloping literacy in the vernacular, theref re, was of little

importance to the Catholic missionaries.

In this paper, we have tried to show some of the value of

aosociolinguistic approach to a study of the complex functions

of literacy in any society, and have suggested some of the issues
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that Might guide research and model-making in this area. It

)(now seems that questiOns such as whether to teach initial

If literacy in the vernacular cannot be answered sithout considering

how literacy functions in the community concerned. We look forward

to developing. a model which will' allow us to make better informed

decisions.about language education policy.

(NOTE: An earlier version of this paper 'by Patricia Irvine

and'Bernard Spolsky was read at the 1979 SWALLOW conference and

appears in .the Prodeedings The workreP-ortedjnthe'paper is

'supported in part -by ,a grant from the National Institute of

Education to the University of New Mexico (Principal Investi-

gtors are Spolsky, EngelbrechtAd Ortiz> for a historical

and comparative study of the sociolinguistics of literacy.)
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While_BreitbordeperhapseXaggerates when he tayl; that

*code-switching 2 is "the. principal behavior through which

'76ilingualitm is expressed," it clearly has become a topic of

major importance.-,_For our underStanding of bilingualism; we

continue to owe a great deal to the work of Uriel Weinreich,
1

who/defined it in the broadest sense as

the practice of alternately using two languages...

without qualification as to the °degree of difference

between the two languages..,..

(Weinreich 1953:1)

This broad definition, according to which it'makes no difference

--t4h-dther one is dealing with two languages, two dialects, or even

,twei- 'dialects of the same language," increases the relevance of

the topic enormously. Weinreich made clearthat the study of

bilingualism can be equally profitable when it is viewed as an

individual phenomenon (the psychology of bilingualism) or as a

social one (the sociology of bilingualism). But, with all his

recognition of the social and cultural contexts in which-bi-

lingualism exists, his own first major concern was with the

language systems involved: how did the contact between two

languages known and used by a bilingual affect the structure of

each.

'Because of hii point of view, code-switching for Weinreich-

was essentially a characteristic of the individual:

The ideal bilingual switches from one language to the

Wier according to appropriate changes in the speech

situation (interlocutors, topics, etc.), but not in an

unchanged speech situatorv, and certainly not within a

single situation....There is reason to suspect that

3 6 32
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considerable individual differences exist between those

w4io have control of .their switching, holding it, close

1Z this ideal pattekn, and those who haye difficulty

in maintaining or switching codes as required. (1953:73).

Weinreich goes on to consider' how. such individual differences

arise, and calls for further exploration of these "deviant

beiavior patterns."

Talking about deviance Tkesupposes that there is a system

to deviate om, and most current concern. with -codechoice
v

switching, and mixing has been to establish the rules of the

system and to determine what are "the appropriate changes in

the speech situation" that govern changes in language choice.

It is nonetheless very important to emphasize the individual

factor: to recall that many code choices of a bilingual -are

triggered b ;10.t that the bilingual is, peftanently'd

or tempora ily, able to express something in only.one'of.the

-varieties he or sla""Uses, either because of a limitation: of

understandingbon the part of the listener or because the speaker

does not know or has forgotten how to say it in any other variety.

This phenomenon, too, can have its social dimension, so that

we might choose to study which topics are generally discussed

in which variety, or which members of the speech community

are likely to be competent to discuss which variety, but this

is a different issue from the one that Breitborde is addressing

in his paper.

Breitborde is in essence seeking a model powerful'enough to

explain the social (but not individual) forces that account for

the choice of a variety in a specific situati If we ,accept

Weinreich's broad definition,- we are dealing with something of
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the widest significance, notjust with bilinguals but with the

ability of all speakers to choose varieties of speech.appro-

priate to the situation. As Martinet putait,

We all, more 'or less, adapt our speech to circumstances

and dfe'rentiate it from one interloc4or to another.

(Weinreich, 1953, p. viii)

The importAnce of this underlying adaptative ability, in its

own way as central a component of human*langu4e4bUity_as_441_

linguistic competence, surely justifies the attention that has

been paid to it during the last two decades. Breitborde need

therefore have no -apology for returning to the issue, nor 6r

his attempt to understand and reconcile the work of two scholars

who have taught us so much about, the relation between linguistic

and social structures..* His gbal of reconciliation is, as

,Steinhalz (1976:232-3) points,out, as appropriate in modern

science as it was in Talmudic scholarship. Breitborde does not

try to contradict either Gumperz or Fishman, or proveseither

right at, the expense.of the other, but to show how each from

his point of view increased our understanding of code choice

and switching.

In Breitborde's opinion, Gumperz was on the right track

in drawing attention to the social features that control the

behavior of bilinguals in speech situations, but, according to

Breitborde (and to Fishman), these features need to be related

to their fullest context (Fishman's macrolevel). Again,,
.,

according to Breitborde, Fishman does-a good job of setting,

up the macrolevel context against which to measure the indi-

vidual microlevel event, but because ,his model is too inclusive,

it blur.s some of the details that, are worth keeping. Breitbdrde

a.
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would,like to be able to account for code switching with a

simpler construct than Fishman's domain, which includes in it

not just sncttt relationships 3
but also setting and topic. If

social relationships can be more adequately characterized, he

believes the model-will be improved. For this characterization,

and for a, source that will reconcile Gumperz and Fishman, he

appeals to the model of social organization sketched bythe

social anthropologist, Meyer Fortes. Breitborde ia fully cog_7

nizant of the contribution that Gumperz has made, with his

stress on linguistic repertoire and speech community, his ob-

servations of the different social roles aSsOciated with the

two varieties in a bilingual community, and his recognition of

the social meaning of code choice and switching. But he draws

attention to the flaws in Gumperz' analysis: the false dicho-

tomy between personal and transactional situations, the unmoti-

vated power of the notion of metaphorical switching, and the

crucial teluctance to look outside the speech situation. This

last narrowness of view, whether in Gumperz.or in the recent

attempts to analyze code switching as a bilingual's attempt to

control a speech tuation, does not make sense, for the success

of individual strategies requires us to postulate a wider set of

norms. The case for appeal to the macrolevel seems unanswer-

able. The question then remains whether one can do this without

using as explanatory force a construct like Fishman's domain

that includes topic and setting as well as status. .A less

powerful instrument might allow more refined measurement. Breit-
?

borde suggests that we try to replace the domain by one of its

components.

The notion,of domain was takv by Weineich from Schmidt-

Rohr, who, he says, distinguished nine "domains of language use":

dak S 5
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family, playground, school, church, literature, press, army,

courts, and adminiotra<ion,' Weinreich pointed out that this

,'division might work in some situat.iona, but might not be finely

enough graded for °third (one thinks foi., Instance of the many
4

Israeli bilinguals who read a non-Hebrew language newspaper in

the morning and a Hebrew one in the afternoon). Fishman in his

turn goes back to Schmidt-Rohr and his colleagues for the notion,,
I

but develops-it into a measurable construct. For Fishman, doisains

are to be defined

in terms of institutional contexts. and their congruent

behavioral co- occurrences. They attempt to summate the

major clusters of interactions that occur in clusters

of multilingual settings and involving clusters of

interlocutors. Domains enable us to understand that

language choice.and topic, appropriate though they may

be for individual behavior at the level of face-io-face

encounters are, as I suggested, related to widespread

sociocultural norms and expectations. (Fishman, 1972:441)

Note that Fishman acknowledges the independence of the components.:

he points out here that both Language choice and conversational

topic are selected according'to wider rules; but he insists

that all three components must be included:

domain is a sociocultural construct abstracted from

topics of communication, relationships between

communicators, and locales of.Communication. (1972:442).

For each speechcommunity, domains are.to be established empi-

rically by finding evidence of congruence between persons,

places and topics. In a bilingual comMunity, domains will'be

found to interac -t significantly with language choice, and, in

din

4
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the case of ongoing language shift, with demographic vari-

ables such asage.

3reitborde's arguments .with Fishman are somewhat modestly:

put: he does not want to dispense with topic or setting, but

askS for,a more central plaCe ,for statua.. As he.points

,status has just as Much- effect on Chbice of topic as it does
.p.

on choice of variety, and status can, be expressed clearly even

it an incongruent setting.

Breitborde's 'proposal to Creak Fishman's domain back down

its three original constituents useful and real as the

unified. construct may be,,seems to be constructive, for

enables us to see not just the specific contribution of'each

part but also the complex way in which the three interact With

and inflUenCe each other.' Wnumber of arguments support .the
f.

more Complexsmodel that Breitborde proposes;, there are cases

in which language choice is determined independently by status

and topiC% however closely the two interact in other cases;

it is sometimes the case, that topic is itself determined

by status; and there are locales that are unmarked for certain

statuses and so are preferred for certain topics. Fishman's

construct of domain potentially blurs these distinctions%

for i.t gives us only the summative effect of the three parts

in combination. Breitbotdertherefore has, a good argument

when he calls for further exploratiOn of the contribution of

status, using a more powerful theoretical model such as the

one he outlines from Fortes; it does not deny the truth of the

construct of domain, as Fishman proposes it, but reopens a line

of study that might otherwisebe blocked.



The critical gain. that Breitborde makes is:td have some

better way of'acCounting.for:Switdhes within an otherwise

,

seemingin y ,unified situation such as the Kru

that he describes.: By:taking,from Fortes the notion Cthat several

:Statuses., each from its owndoMain (in Fortes use of the

term) are potentially or actually prese ina single situa-

tion, he provides a dynalMism that helps e plain switching and

even' perhaps mi4.ng, Each of the statues' has its oynvalue

to the interlocutors,' whether individ llectively;

more than one status might have the same value, sokthat speakers

find it necessary to rester to mo ithan one in a single

,situation. How this works in actice Breitborde illustrates

with his interest g description of the service, where E's
-

greater user of nglish is a socially xpected and accepted

sign-that he s making clear in the ligious domain (Fortes)

the high valii he attaches to his pol tico-jurai status as

civilized. Thu the Kru church servic is a. situation where

two domains (Fortes) are Tres t: E's 1 nguage switch is not

a new situation (as Weinreich woul t) or metaphoric#1

(as perhaps Gumperz would call it) or a case making a 'Fishman

domain less pure, but an expression of the relative lAlues

socially assigned to the two Fortes domains and their respec-

tive statuses by the group foi"this

401*.It remains to be seen empirically how useful the model

can be., In. a recent paper, -Parasher (1980) makes a'good case

for the existence of a developing English-Mother Tongue di-

glossia among educated Indians. Parasher takes the concept

of doma as well as his definition of diglossia from Fishman,

but ignorelhis suggestion,that domains must be established
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empirically for each 'speech community.

:8

Instead, he sets up his

own set:, family, llsighbOrhood, transactions, friendthip,

eduCatiOn,goyernmentmd,RWRLURAnt In ole.15,00T,j4Kaoq...... 4 .

records his subjects'. reported language choicei.n..each of

these domains; some of the domains he breaks down into various
, .

typical situations, such as conversing with mother, with

father, with children. The resulting picture is interesting

and supports his case for diglossia. If, however we ignore

his domains as primes, and arrange all the situations in order

by the percentage of English used in them, we find an even

clearer ordering by status (e.g., child to mother, client to

Waiter, patient to doctor, employer to employee), cutting

across the domains as Parasher organizes them. Thus, status

rather than domain emerges as.the first organizin factor.

In some of the situations; ,it Is clear that topic also emerges
.

as an independent'fictor. Breitborde'sianalySisin this case

too: Would seem to give a fuller picture,.

The choice of language to start a conversation can perhaps

be represented by a decision tree like the following:

f



j7esl

Isthe setting'one where

particular language
.

normally used?
:1-

se the normal language.

Is the listener presumed

tja be tilingual? No Choo h siher language

!Yes

Choose a topic appropriate to,the highest valued status in the
01/10.4

situation

Can both languages 'be used

for this topic equally well?'

!Yesi
1 -.....- -- ..

1 Choose the language appropriate to the highest Valued status

I in tHt situation; if two are of equal value, choose an appro-

priate kind ofcode switching or mixing.

The decisiontree shows how previous experience with a place
,,,_.

or an interlocutor can govern code.choice; there are certain

people with whom a biltngpal regularly chooses one language.

This is a ease where status can outweigh other factors. It
..-

accounts also for the selection first of the language of the

setting, itself resulting from the presumed language of the

interlocutors; it accounts also for choice by presumed listener

language in neutral settings; it allows for topic choice also

to be governed byNstatus; it includes the possibility of code

switching by topic (e.g., as a speaker goes from greeting to

business, and from business to leave taking, a switch is often

appropriate; it gives the final say to status; and it includes

a dynamic element f equal values that accounts for switches

44
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within a situation in order to refer to more:than one stacus.5

This decision tree, built essentially on Breitborde's propogal,

accounts not just for initial code choic permitting_us_tD

investigate the contribution of setting, topic, and status,

but also, by its assumption of multi-valued presence of several

statuses in a single situation, it builds in the potential

meaning of code switches and mixing not explainable by topic

change. It provides thus more adequate motivation for meta-

phorical switches.

10

There is clearly then enough evidence to suggest that the

model is worth exploring and applying to other situations. As
1,

part of .a wider study of the sociolinguistics' of literacy,6

I have been looktng at the choice of language for public signs

in the Old City of JerusaleM. The area is multilingual: its

inhabitants speak Arabic, Hebrew, Armenian, English, and

number of other languages. 'In spite of the full multilingual

complexity, public signs are predominantly in one or more of

four dominant languages: Hebrew, Arabic, English, and Loaziat. 7

How well, it is interesting to ask, does the decision tree

account for actual use? Surprisingly well, and it further

shows that the signs are about equally divided between those

that select language on account of the presumed language,of

the potential reader and those that choose a language to

express the status of writer and reader.

Signs that fit into the first category, where the language

chosen is that of the presumed reader, include signs for

policemen and drivers in Hebrew only; signs for tourists are
/

in Engli (including one advertising that "Names afie made_

in Hebrew, Arabic, or English"); a private parkingHsign in

45
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the Christian quarter is in Arabic and Hebrew; Merry

Christmas" sign on a book store is, in a dozen languages but

not Hebrew; a sign-calling_far-madest-dreas-at.the. Western

Wall is in Hebrew, English, and French but not Arabic; a

block notice in the Jewish Quarter is,in Hebrew only Status-

related signs generally are those that proclaim the language

of the owner of the building: Greek outside a convent (but a

sign just inside in English) proclaiming it "holy place";

Latin on a convent and-a Monastery; Armenian on a Cathedral

(but English and Hebrew on a sign announcing the Armenian

museum alongside); Hebrew and French on a Post Office (but

the door has a more useful combination of Hebrew,'Arabic, and

English with times open); German on a Hospice. Also status-
y

' -

related are the-monolingual signs on ;the gates of the city:

the decorative ( thus hardly legible? Turkish and Arabic

signs of the builders; and the Hebrew plaques commemorating

1948 and 1967. The street sighs 'are interesting for their

combination: the pre-1948 signs were in English, Hebrew,

and Arabic, in that order, with the Arabic decorative rather

than legible; the 1948-67 signs were in legible Arabic with

English transliteration above which a Hebrew name was added

after 1967; and the post-1967 signs are in Hebrew, legible

rather t.han decorative Arabic, and Loazit (usually a trans-

literation of the Hebrew). So far, I have found only one

sign with a clear topical language switch: a notice outside

the Armenian Quarter announcing a film, where the sign was

in Armenian but the name of the film was in English.

The model suggested by Breitborde has other relevance

for our study of the sociolinguistics of literacy, for the

Forees domains seem particularly useful for looking
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statuses associated with the written language in various

societies. It helps for instance to understand the special

kind_ofdigLassia--that_ occurs- -in --ate -soli-qty, Monolingual in one

language but monoliterate in another, where the written lang-

uage is used in .restricted ways and-by restricted statuses.

Such a situation, occurs with limited scribal literacy; the

medieval or ancient king who dictated to his clerks did not

worry what language the clerk used for writing. In the same

way, the Navajo Tribal Council is, not concerned, tHat the prd-

ceedings of the meetings it conducts in Navajo are recorded

in English, for the "secretary - interpreter alWays reads them

back in Navajo. Thus, literacy restricted to jural or reli-

gious or political domains (in the Fortes sense) can easily

remain in a language not spoken by the community at large,

for an elite can easily be trained to write, read, and trans-

late. In a similar way, sacred text literacy and politico-

jural literacy easily continue in a classical or alien language.

Private letter literacy, however, calls for wrifting in the

language used in the familial ddmains. Vernacular literacy

probably develops most quicklysin a society ready to use it

in this domain. This analysis casts interesting light on the
,

switch om classical and alien language literacy (in Latin

and FtencI) in England under Henry V to vernacular literacy

in E glish: the accounts suggest that Henry himself started

using English for writing as well as dictating letters, which

though private in one sere, were because of his personal

status, at the same time politital and jural. 7

These examples suggest some of the values to be gained

by following Breitborde's suggestion. While we need not give
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up the usefulness of Fishian's domain as a construct for

analysis, further exploiation of the relevance of social'
o

structure using the Fortes domeiin seems to be worihwhile,

not just to understand code-switching, but also for the study

of Other aspects of the choice HA languages and varieties

44
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NOTES

'
1.- -This-workhas--beenslipperted in--part-by agrantfrom the

National Institute of. Education (No. NIE-G-79-0179) to
the University of New Mexico.

2.. It would be desirable to maintain a distinction among
code choice (a bilingual's choice of language to open:a
Conversation), code switchinK(a change within a conver-
sation from one language to another), and code mixing
(switching from one language to another and back again
within la conversation).

3. Another teminological problem here. Working at the
intersection of disciplines, we need to beware of cases
where there is virtual or full-synonomy of terms like.
"status" and ",role relationship" or like "locale" and
"setting" on the one hand,.and the polysemy of a term
like "domain" as Fishman and Fortes use it.

4. There is no claim made thatii-this decision tree can be
interpreted as a Markov model; the complex interactions
between the elements ciAls for different treatment.

5., See Spolsky and Irvine, 1980; Spolsky, 1981.

6. Loazit is a transliteration of Hebrew into Latin letters
that sometimes coin ides with English.

7. See for instan& Richardson (1980).
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In the survey which he opened_the_remiew-oVthiP6O'

Hamburg meeting on teaching foreign languages to Young children,

H. H. Stern drew attention toy the complex array of factors that

influence decisions about language educationipolicy.
1

He sug-

gested that discussion of the issue was starting to.be dominated

by two opposed points of view: there are some people who hold

that primary education should be conducted only in the vernacular

language, while others argue for bilingual education from the

very beginning. In his recognition of the validity of this

second option, Stern was ahead of most others, for at that time

most educators were still convinced that the only good way to

learn to read is in one's first language and that only through,

thiS'approach could the problemiof illiteracy be solv d. A

decade or so later, there are more scholars who would agree with

Stern that an option exists; linguists aremuch more cautious

in their claims, and educators less insistent that reading must

be taught in the child's home language even if it has been un=

written until now. What, we might well ask, has been learned in

the meantime? How was the assumption that liteAcy must be in

the first language' shaken?
44,

There are five factors ehat each have cgntributed to thi's

change. First, it must be recalled tha the scholars and educa-

tors arguing, for literacy in the vernacul r were,going again_

a poliular assumption that schooling and learning to readthe

standard language are one and-the same thing. The burden of

proof was on the supporters of innovation. Second, the various

experimental attempts to demonstrate that teaching initial lite-
r

racy in the vernacular was more effetive than teaching in the

standard lanp,uage failed to be conclusive. As Engle points out;
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published studies show thai each approach has had its success

nucl-fAilures :The-abaotate.condemnation-of teaching" in the
standard language has thus turned out to have no more empirical

t
baals than the absolute coildemnittion of teaching in the verna-

cular. Third, the failure of attempts in the USA to gain com-

munity acceptance of material written in BFack English and Simi -

lar community reactions of material written in non-standardized

varieties have made linguists aware of the strength of community

eelings.
3

Fourth, there has been a major. change in the attitude

linguists to writing; contemporary views of phonology have

revived the linguistic status of the written language, and dis-

proved the once popular assertion that the written variety is

,nothing more than a secondail version of the spoken language.

Fifthly, and this.is what I want to :consider in this paper,

we have seen in the last few yeET-the dtiuelppment of a new
.

sociolinguistics of literaltY, that helps us understand the
1,....4

.factors underlying the choice of4t language for literacy.

Before we go any fur her, I think it will be useful to

clarify the term literacy, for much confusion arises out of its

varioub uses. Sometimes, we use the term tospeak of an indi-

vidual: in this case it can refer either to minimal ability .'

or to a very high level, of ability in reading and writing. Thus,

editorials lamenting the loss of popular literacy are more likely

to be referring to the fact that graduates of our. schools read

fewer books than to the fact that fewer people are able to read

and write their own name. When we talk about individual literacy,

therefore, we need to distinguish between a minimal level of

the capacity. to read and write or the extent of that cpacity

and the likelihood of its use. Sometimes; however, the term is
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uasd Aunt A aocioty. When we talk about society literacy, A

misfit mado'bitWOon tho capacitios of the individualsj

mAking up tile' social group and the role of literacy in the

group as A whole. We need, in other words, to distinguish

" between a judgment about the number of literate individuals

there are in to society and the role played by literacy in it.

,
This distinction between socistal,and individual literacy

in atno made in a recent paper by'rranz H. Bauml which deals

with literacy in the medieval Christian world., As he argues,

while At is true that only individuals can read and write, the

,,description of the function of literacy in a society must go

beyond an account of the literacy of the individual. His central

thesis is as follows

Conversely, in a literate society, culturally essential
knowledge is transmitted in writing, and whoever has
no ready access to it is--also by definition--disad-
yantdged in respect to his ability to carry out social
functions requiring,such access. But ready access to
the written word is not to be equated with an ability
to read and write. It is determined, rather, by the
combination of two circumstances: (1) the need for
access to the written tradition for the exercise of
one's social function, and (2) the use of available
means of such access, be it one's own ability to read
and write, or another's.4

Baumi takes his examples from the use of Latin ib Christian

Europe in the Middle Ages; other examples are equally striking.

Whatever the state of their individual titera , niembers of

the Navajo Tribal Council are accustomed to functioning in an

institution that Uses literacy, for their decisions are recorded

and the minutes of their meetings are read to them. It does

not matter whether the councilmen themselves write or read the

minutes, as long as they know that they exist; in the same way,

it doesinot matter to them that the .minutes of their meetings

are written in English', for they are read aloud to them in a

54 ) .
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Navajo, translatiOn- The,Tribal Council is an institution that

has access to and makes aseof,literacy whether or not the

individUal councilmen are'able 'to read or write in English or

Navajo.

This distinction betweenindividual and ,societal literacy

helps-totlarifY the.potential relevance.to literaCy of the

various subfields of linguistich., ;WhenWe.areConcned with

the literacy-of an individual, 'we find benefit from studying

orthography (to which phonology is relevant) and reading (to

which psycholinguistics and general linguistics are relevant

When, however,ye are looking at societal literacy, we are

within the domain of sociolinguistics; the same descriptive

categories and approaches are appropriate to describe the use

of the written medium within a speech community as are, used in

describing other aspects of a society's,speech repertoire.

Several scholars share in credit for the call to a socio-
.

'linguistics of Literacy. Ferguson, at the 1978 Georgetown

University Roundtable, called attention particularly to the

need for a study of "patterns of literacy in maltilingual

situations."
5

Such stidies, he believed, would be relevant to

American education.

A'second major proponent of a sociolinguistic approach is

the British linguist, Michael Stubbs, whose book Language and.

Literacy: The sociolinguistics of.reading and writing has just

appeared.6 Though he acknowledges the work of scholars such as

Vachek*and Basso, Stubbs points out the absence of a coherent

theory of societal literacy.and sets out to

provide the basis for such a theory and to place reading
within a discussion of the formal and-functional 7

characteristics of language in use in social setting.'
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He goes some way 'to meetingthis aim, providing an extremely

fine.analysis of the spelling question so influentially confused

by G. B. Shaw and ,a revealing survey of the topic of linguistic

disadvantage.,

A third major contributor to the new sociolinguistics of

lit racy is Joshua Fishman, who in 1978 submitted a proposal to

the National' Institute of Education for a study of biliterate

schools in the United States. In a paper presented at a recent

conference, he defines biliteracy and suggests that there are

three types:

biliteracy that arises when a literatesociety adds
literacy in a language of wider communication, as for
instance when young Scandinavians and Germans develop
literacy also it English:

traditional biliteracy, where two different languages
are traditionally written and read within a society.

migration-based literacy, where a speech community
having moved to a new area adds"literacy in the local
language to its earlier literacy.

jHe'identifies within the United States examples of each.of

these, Wand proposes that .just as stable societal-bilingualism

''Aependson the allocation of each language to non.-competing
,

"3,

and ..complementary functions, so t000does stable societal

biliteracy:

Speech communities maintain biliteracy institutions
(such as schools) because they are convinced they
need two literacies for two6at least partially
distinct sets of functions.'

This last arialysis'provides a basis for a first sketch of

a model that explains a sodiety'.s. choice. of a language for

literat
NN

y. Let me give the context. For some time now, I

have been working with colleagues on a study of the socio-

linguistids of literacy with particular reference to the forces

underlying language choice in newly literate societies. In

one sense, we are. dealing with thenstion'thatStern'was.
5.2
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talkingAboui: what is the best language for initial literacy

teaching? As I have said, there is no longet an automatic'
4

,assumption among linguists and educators that it must be in

.the first language of the person learning to read. We set'out

then to look at a number of critical examples. We wanted to

contrast the acceptance of vernacular literacy in such cases

as nineteenth century Maori and Cherokee and twentieth century

Hudson' ,Bay Eskimo with the acceptance of standard language_

literacy in contemporary Navajo and. Guarani. We planned to

invest gate other interesting cases, including early twentieth

century northern Ney' Mexico and historical Jewish literacy,

to see what light they throw on the problem. In doing this,

we were responding in part to Ferguson's call, in part to tlhe

contemporary concern for increasing popular literacy (our Work,

Like Fishman's,s funded by NIE) . Let me try to show how our

thinking is developingipy describing our first observations of

the Navajo situation.

The Nayajo Reservation is bilingual, its population is
-

sparse, and literacy of any kind is rare. Public signs of

literaCy are also rare, and associated with trading posts or

with other areas of dense settlement. As the history of written

Navajo makes clear, there has been very little acceptance of

literacy-in Navajo.
9

But nonetheless, it is clearly a literate

.society: most Navajos have contact with an institution in which

writing-rs used If they themselves cannot read or write, they

can make use of a trading-post employee or government clerk;

as members of a chapter house or of the tribal council or of

school board, they have minutes of their meeting kept in English

r
and .read badk to' them in Navajo.
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There are very few Naval-0 signs on the reservation: a few

symbolic misspelled bilingual ones are all you are likely to

come across. On one trip,, we found one bilingual notice, but

t was in English and Spanish to meet the requirements o'f the

Federal Elecqon Law. A notice immediately beneath it in

English about,a play left no doubt of the generally accepted

language for announcement. There are a lot of well-kept signs

around the Tribal Council headquarters in Window Rock, but all

are in English.

Essentially, then, the Navajo Reservation is characterizable

as a speech community that speaks Navajo but reads and writes

tnglish. Of course this should not be overstated, for there

.arelltfact many uses of spoken English on the'Reservation.

The,:moatcommon.use is when a bilingual Navajo talks to a non=

.Navajo; in other wards, it is the unmarked language for a com-

munication between Navajos and others. iven this fact, we

might try as a first hypothesis to explain our observations by

proposing that the distinction between the use of spoken Navajo

and written English is essentially the same; that is,-that it

results from participant differentiation, with spoken and written

English used for .communication with Navajos. Thus English would

be the intergroup language and Navajo the intragroup language,

and the choice of English for writing would be explained by

writing on the Reservation is English to or for non-Navajos,

as in letters to and from the US Government. But written English

is used for communication among Navajos within the reservation,

as is proved by the fact that the Tribal newspaper is entirely

in English. Even without the example of the newspaper and of

the signs:there is good evidence of the use of written English
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as a record of spoken.Navajo

The radio announcers on the Navajo-language stations,
work from scripts written inEnglish.

NaVajo politiCal:leaders deliver speechps in Navajo
from texts written in'English Lam toad that there
are very few if any who use a:written Navajo text.

/Groups like the Tribal Council and school-1)0rd
conduct their buSiness in NaVajoi the minutes are
writtenAn ,but they are read back(tothem.
in Navajo.

From a sociolinguistic point of view, and following Bauml's

definition, the society is certainly literate% Moreover, there

are internal uses of literacy, and the literacy is in a different

language from the dominant, spoken language. The intergroup/

intragroUp diStinction does not by itself explain the use of

English literacy, (See Figure 1.)

Language Use on the Navajo Reservation

Intern4.1... : .External
IntragrOup. Intergroup:

.Spoken : N : E

Written

Figure. One

Another explanation following from the observation that

therefis also use of spoken English among Navajos; there are

spoken Navajos monolingual in. English (usually the children of

Navajos who have lived off the reservation for some time) and

some bilinguals who choose. English:'to speak to 'other Navajos in

certain situations (the kind of code-switching analyzed first

most clearly by Cumperz10 ). It is this that gives us the clue

that we are dealing with a special case of diglossia, although

I am hesitant to extend the term this far.
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The term diglossia must be defined.. I have already men-

tioned the distinction between individual-and societal bi-

lingualism; diglossia refers to the latter, and to speech

communities.where two languages each play significant social

roles, Sometimes societal bilingualism is more or less stable,

depending for this, as Fishidan has poin,ted out, on differential

functional allocation of the languages involved: 11
on a situa-

tion where the two languages fill different roles in the society.

Ferguson used the term diglossia for one special kind of stable

Societal bilingualism where the two varieties are closely related,

where the roles cluster into what Ferguson labelled an H set

(public'and'formal) and an .L (private'and intimate), and where

both varieties are used for intergroup 'purposes by.the same

12
people. Fishman extended the term to situations where the,

varieties are not closely related: thus where Ferguson res-

tricted it to cases like Classical and Vernacular Arabic, and

French and Haitian Creole, Fishman uses it for-the various cases'

described by Gumperz of different languages filling these roles.

Tishman then extends it furthet and uses it, in instances where

the two varieties are not spoken by the same people (dig ossia

without bilingualism). 13
And I am tempted to use it for the

situation with spoken Navajo and written English on the Navajo

reservation.
,0

Doing so adds another to the three kinds of biliteracy

described by Fishman. Just as at one extreme we have the case

where a.community. speaksand writes the same language, so We

have cases where a society speaks one language but writes

another. What should we call a Sociiety,monolitetate in one

language and monoglos4c in another? I'll leave the termsto:,
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others (Cooper has tentatively suggested biglossia), but want

in this paper to explore some implications of the concept.

In the Navajo case, the unmarked language tor speaking is

Navajo, the intragroup language, and the, unmarked language for

writing is English, the intergroup language. This is similr

to the situation that Bauml describes for medieval Christian

literacy, where the intergroup language, Latin, was used for

writing and the intragroup local vernacular was used for speecti

only

Two Medieval Examples

Christian Written: Latin (Inpergroup)

Spoken: Vernacular (Intragroup)

Jewish (some) Written: Hebrew (Intragroup)

Spoken: Vernacular (Intergroup)

Figure Two

Is this division necessarily so? Consilder the various

stages of post-Exilic Jewish literady: Here, we find periods

in which the unmarked language of literacy was Hebrew, the

intragroup language, 14
but the unmarked language of speech was

the intergroup language. Examples of such periods were those

when Jews spoke a variety of Middle High German that had not yet

become Yiddish` or a variety of Arabic that was not yet clearly

distinguished from that of-other urban dwellers, but continued

to lead and write Hebrew.,(Figure 2) It is important to note

here that this occurred only in the comparatively rare periods

in Jewish history where Jews were accepted in the gentile world 15

Let's see what sort of model might help account for these

observations. Amy aim is a model that will deal with the adoption

of literacy, but I suspect thatin fact it will be of much wider

use, for from a sociolinguistic point of view the choice of
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variety of language for writing is just another question of

variety choice.

Firsesome terms and definitions:

Each indiVidual is a member of one or more speech com-

munities. A speech community is undeterminecras. to size and is

defined by the fact that it shares one or more identifiable

varieties of language and the rules for appropriate use.16 A

speech community can contain smaller speech communities and can

overlap with others; any individual.normally belongs to several.

I-assumdspeech communities to be,coterminoUs with other struc-

tured social groups, themselves definable. in terms:other than

,linguistic. Just as an individual belongs to several speech

communities, so she or he belongs to more than one structured

social group. Because of the intimate and mutual relationship

between language and society, I assume that each recognizable

social group, is also likelyto be recognizable linguistically.

An individual's membership of a structured social group'is'

definable in terms of status. Status is defined by social,

anthropologists as a set of rights and, responsibilities within

a defined social group. Social situations or interactions

cluseerlpIto domains, and an individual's status is defined in

terms of domain; 'each individual functions in several different

domains, and can have several different statuses. 17
For example,

when my son is.working for Me, our relative status may be

defined in the familial domain in kinship terms and in the

economic domain in employment terms. (In his paper, Breitborde

shows how this use of the term domain is different from but

clearly relatable to Fishman's use of it to collocate situation

topic, and participant.) Statuses have value assigned to them

\t2



12
by members of a social'group. Each individual'functions.in

several different domains, and can,.thus have several different

statuses.'
17

For example, when my son is working for me, our

relative status maybe defined in the familial domain in kinship

terms and in the economic domain in employment terms. (In his

paper, Breitborde shows how this use of the term domain is

different from but clearly relatable to Fishman's use of it to

collocate situation, topic, and participant.) Statuses have

value assigned to them by members of a social group. Each

individual or each social group has a system according to which

it assigns value to statuses. Varieties of language ate asso-

ciated with statuses and registers are associated with domains.

Varieties and registers derive their value from the statuses
y1

and domains with which they are associated, in accordance with

the system of values of the group making the judgment. An

individual chooses to assign values to a variety or register in

accordance with a group in which he or she already has status

(his or her membership group) or with which he or she wishes to

identify (his or her reference group), whether or not he or she

is a member of it.

In any given social situation, an individual judges and

selects the language variety appropriate to the status which he

or she is assuming.. When I am talking to my emPloyee-son at

home, the unmarked variety will be that appropriae to the

familial domain; at the office, the unmarked variety will b

that appropriate to the economic domain. Code switching is thus

to be seen as a method of dealing with the'tensiand, created by

`uncertainty between two statuses or the desire to maintain both.
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I have said that each group has not just its own linguistic

repertoire, but also its own set of values assigned. to the

statuses represented by that repertoire. This is what provides

the dynamism 9f the model. When two previouily separate social

groups come into regular contact, a language must be chosen

for intergroup communication. It might be a variety that has not

previously been used within either of the groups; more often

it will be',the intragroup language of the dominant group.

Within the other group, users of that variety are accorded a

status such as interpreter or broker, and valued according to

that status: When the Hopi chiefs went to Washington in 1890,

they used as interpreter the chief of Hano, Tom Polacca, whom

they considered to be no more important than any other chief

of state considers an interpreter. President McKinley on the

other hand applied a different system-of values: he took

Polacca's knowledge of English and serklice as'spokesman'to

suggest that he was the leader of the group, in direct contrast

to Hopi values. 18

Let's see what this gives us so far.
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Within the A speech community (see Figure 3), the status

associated with the Intergroup Nariety may be valued in.Accor-

dance with A.group values.
19 If enough members of Group A

acquire language B for intergroup use, keeping' language A fOr

intragroup use, we have stable societal bilingualism. An

individual may take over B values as well, and wish to be judgid

by his or her status in B, his or her reference grOup. 20 Such
. .

an individual might then start i

using language.-B within group A.

In some cases, the whole grodp-might start doing this, leading

to language shif .%4
Look at our e mples again, starting with the medieVal

Jewish case. As Max Weinreich describes it, 21 the Jewish

speakers of a Romance vernacular Loez.(A), who moved into the

Rhineland came into contact there with speakers of varieties

of Middle High German of (B), hnd started to use German rather

than.their Romance vernacular for intergroup communication.

Because of the value assigned within their community (A) to

intergroup statuses, because comparatively free interaction

with speakers of (B), and because there was no special loyalty

attached to Loez, Middle High German soon became the intragroup

(A) 'language in all.but the religious domain. In that domain,

throughout Jewish history, the status of religious teacher and

learner, intimately associated with written Hebrew-Aramaic, 1

continued to have a high value. Fora while then, one had the

kind of situation I have described above. Middle High German,

the previous intergroup-variety, became unmarked for speech

for intragroup functions as well, and Hebrew, the intragroup

language par excellence, continued unmarked for writing in all

domains. The Crusades brought about a change when this harrowing

/\ 65
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experience turned the Jewish community in on itself14 As a

result, first, the intergroup language became increasingly

different from Middle High Berman and ultimately recognizable

as an intergroup variety (Yiddi,sh).. Second, as the statuses

associated with Yiddish increased in value, it started Co

become appropriate toeuse it for,writing in some domains.

In the Navajo case, too,' there is eVidence of'increasing

pressure for modification in language use. As more and more

Navajos accept the value system of the outside community,

spoken English starts to play its role in intragroup statuses.

At the same time, there are those who are struggling to main-

tain the. prestif Navajo by starting to use it for literacy.

How hard their task is will be clear to all who have worked in

the area of vernacular literacy, and it is most revealing to

look at their efforts. There are two important exceptions to

the basic monoliteracy of the Navajo Reservation: a group of

Navajo-Christians who'read And study the Bible in Navajo, and

some school programs that aim at Navajo literacy. We have

studiad one in particular, Rock Point Community School. 22 From

a distance,. Rock Point CoMmunity School announces itself by an

English sign on its water towers, and'so seems-to maintain the

general rule of the Reservation. However, a bilingual sign at

the front gate shows the Navajo policy. Just inside the gate,

the speed limit sign is in English, but, and this is the first

real evidence 6E the attempt to establish functional Navajo

literacy, the doors outside_the classroom buildings are labelled
I

in Navajo only.

Inside the classrooms, it is obvious that there is a

biliteracy program. In the primary grades, the classes are
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divided with a Navajo language. teacher at one end and an

English language teacher at the other, an excellent symbol

of intended digloaaia! There is therefore material written in

Navajo in all the primary glade rooms. But just to teach

Navajo is not enough;. English has for too long been the language'.

of school and of writing, as shown by the occasional use of

English in a sign meant to encourage Navajo literacy or the use

of a functional label in English above students' work in

Navajo. It clearly calls for a special effort to start using

written NavajO for functional purposes, o show the students

that Navajo is not just a language to be learned in class, but

also a language thkt has an important social role. As the

educators at Rock Point became conscious of the .difficulty of

changing established habits and atiitudes...to the standard

language, they started to realize the special efforts that were

needed for a vernacular'language like Navajo to replace or even

move into an equal place with English for literacy. 23

We can see from these examples how the sociolinguistic

model we have proposed helps understand the conditions in which

literacy is adopted and the language hich is preferred for it.

In most cases, literacy is introduce to a speech\community

from outside and by outsiders :24 It is thus normal for it to

continue to be marked as alien even when it is in the intragroup

language. 25
As time goes on, and as the old group chafiges to

aiccommodate and accept the newly introduced values, literacy

too may slowly become integrated. Tension continues between

old and new values, between a tendency to integrate the new

function by having literacy in the vernacular and one to. con-

tinue to mark its external associations by having literacy in
r

the standardized outgroup language. The functional, division

. 6 3
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may remain titahle;. as we noted, it is not uncommon to have a

'society monogloaaic in a vernacular and monoliter#to in

another, language.

The model is atill too generalized to more than,hint at

its power. but it gowfurther than just explaining why bilingual

education in, as Ntern pointed out, a perfectly.viable option.

With further rsfinement, it should help us understand not just

languAge choice in literacy but the wider problem of language

choice in general, The same prime elements, status, social

group or speech community, values, seem useful whether we are

dealing with the variety, to be used for literacy or for speech.

TIAls I take to bb. a strength of the model. Whatever comes of it,

it seems that treating literacy as a sociolinguistic phenomenon

should, like any good applied linguistics, have useful impli-

cations for both theory and practice.

68
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The task of establishing literacy in a language whose tradition has been

entirely or mainly oral is a difficult one, particularly in settings where

speakers have the option of choosing literacy in a more prestigious standard

language. Tha lack of teaching materials, the absence of a body of literature,

meager financi al resources, orthographic debates , an d negati ve attitudes

frequently associated with vernacular languages all contribute to the complexity

of the task (UNESCO, 1951 ; Treffgarne, 1981).

The relatively small country of Paraguay is currently attempting to develop

a language policy and a plan for literacy development which is responsive to its

long established bilingual tradition, that is, to the existence of its two

major languages, Spanish and Guarani. The language situation in Paraguay is
unique in. Latin America. It is the only nation in which a vernacular language,

Guarani, is widely spoken throughout the country even though Spanish...has been

the official language since the 16th century. Paraguay has been described as.

"basically a Guarani-speaking nation with a heavy incidence of Spanish-Guarani

bilingualism i n which each language tends to fulfill distinct functions"

(Rubin, 1968). The present Paraguayan constitution recognizes the prevailing
.

diglossi a of the nation by declaring that "the national 1 anguages of the

republic are Spanish and Guarani." Although Guarani is constitutionally

recognized and given wide support as a national language, Spanish is the

official language and is the major language of education, religion, government,

and high culture. Even though Guarani has been a written language due to the

efforts of Jesuit missionaries in the 16th and 17th centuries, Spanish has

traditional ly been the language in which the Paraguayan citizen learns to read

and write, (Rubin, 1968)

-4171 to Within the past few years,however, there has emerged a new recognition of



of the importance of Guarani in the lives of Paraguayan citizens and in the

nation as a whole. With this recognition has come an'increased interest in

promoting Guarani literacy in an attempt to upli the status of its written

tradition. The purpose of this article is to revi w the sfgnificance of the

written tradition of Guarani, including the historical and contemporary uses of

Guarani literacy. A second purpose of this article is to review the efforts,

now being made to promote Guarani literacy. The efforts have their basis in

two sources: the existence of a small group of Guarani enthusiasts primarily

intellectuals, who are intent on promoting Guarani literacy as part of a

great, national tradition, and; the educational system which is beginning to

recognize the serious language and acadegic problems of rural, monolingual,

Guarani-speaking children. The review intends to clarify some of the socio-

linguistic issues involved in the development of an effective language and

literacy policy for Paraguay.

.,- The role of Guarani in Paraguayan life

The bilingual situation in Paraguay is in many ways a classic illustra-

tion of diglossia, a concept originally developed by Ferguson (1959) and later

elaborated by Fishman (1968). Originally, Ferguson used the concept of

diglossia to describe'relatively stable languagesituaticins in which a single

society employed two closely related languages (e.g.:Classical and regional

Arabic,, Greek and. Haitian Creole) with each langua4e serving separate and

distinct social functions. According $Ferguson, the High (H) variety

typically carries greater prestige, is gen6rally.used in religion education,

and,governineit, and frequently represents a si2eable body of written litera-
,

ture. The. Low (L) variety is typically used in the home, in the everyday work

sphere, and seldom has a written traditiOn.
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.Fishman- (1968) elaborated. Ferguson's concept of diglossia by suggest-

ing that "for. a community to maintain two languages in a more or less stable

manner, each musts be associated with &particular Subset'of complementary

community values" (p. 970).

According to Fishman,.the community language which expresses such values

as intimacy, solidarity, spontaneity and ethnicity would typically be used in

domains such as family and friendship. Conversely the other language which

expresses such values as status differentiation, interpersonal distance, power

relationships and formality would generally be used in domains such as educa-

tion, employment and religion. Since.each of the languages supports and

sustains a distinct set of values, each language plays an important role in

the total communication network of that community and therefore the continued

existence and use of both languages is more likely.

In a classic study of the language situation in Paraguay, Rubin (1968)

was the first to explain that Spanish and Guarani have co-existed in a com-

plementary relationship for geveAl centuries given the unique pattern of

diglossia which had developed. As a general pattern, Rubin found that

bilingual Paraguayans (which constituted 90% of the country's population)

used Guarani for purposes; of expresiing informality intimacy and group

solidarity, while Spanish was used in situations characterizedby formality,

social distance and status-stressing interactions As a result of Spanish

and Guarani serving separate and non-conflicting societal functions, Rubin

predicted that the existing language situation (stable bilingualism) in

Paraguay would continue for many years to come.

As Rubins ' work indicates, the pattern of-bilingualism in Paraguay has

some special characteristics that distinguish it from diglossic situations in

other Latin AMerican countries. Generally, the uniqdeness of the Paraguayan



situation can be attributed to the vitality and widespread use of Guarani as

a spoken language coupled with the special status and position it holds in

the national life.

The special pos'ition of Guarani can be contrasted with the situation of

Aymara in Bolivia, with Quechua varieties in Peru, Bolivia, and Ecuador, with

the many hundreds, indigenous languages spoken in Mexico and even with the

situation of many minority languages in the United States. Generally speaking,

indigenous languages in Latin American countries are associated with poor,

rural, marginal, socially and culturally dislocated groups who live outside

the main current of the general society. At least in some cases, these

vernacular languages have very little chance to survive as spoken languages,

given the tremendous assimilatory pressures represented by the dominant

Spanish language.

In contrast, Guarani finds itself in a much stronger position that other

indigenous, non-European languages in. Latin Ameriba. The situations in which

Quechua in Ecuador-and Aymara in Bolivia find themselves in is an unequal,

asymetrical diglossia where power lies clearly with the dominant H language,.

whereas in Paraguay there exists amore even co-equal relationship between

Spanish and Guarani. Specifically; Guarani occupies a special position due

to a number of sociocultural reasons. First of all, Guarani has national

stature, i.e. it is spoken by all segments.of Paraguayan society, including

government officials (the president of the cou as historically been a

speaker of Guarani), teachers, professionals, busines leaders,, merchants

etc., Guarani is not associated only with rural, poor socially subordinate

groups, as Aymara and Quechua are

Sedondly, Guarani has been a written language for centuries, although

debates about its orthography ~continue and, as vp shall see later, its



written tradition is narrow and limited to special functions. Third,'Guarani

represents national tradition and becaUse it has been officially recognized

by government and constitutional powers, it is Thcreasingly being seen by

many Paraguayancitizens as a significant factor in 'defining Paraguayan

nationality. (Rubin, 1978) As a symbol Or.marker of national identity and

because it co4lInds such a high degree of language loyalty, Guarani has been

accorded a special status and prestige that is Unique in Latin AMerican.-

countries.

Two other reasons contribute to the-high status and position of Guarani.

Guarani's vitality is high; unlike other Latin American languages which are

currently threatened by modernization, industrialization, technology and

urbanization, Guarani is actually gaining in strength (Rubin., 1978). The

stable nature of the bilingualism in Paraguay is in contrast to the temporary,

transitional bilingualism that exists in other Latin American countries.

Finally, unlike the Quechua and Aymara situations,Guarani doesn't represent

a separate and distinct cultural group. Instead, ins Paraguay, two languages

co-exist with no significant biculturality, and both languages are seen .as

important for self-development as well as national development. The potential

for ethnic divisiveness due to cultural or ethnic group differences is simply

not a factor in.Paraguay.
h.

As the previous discussion might indicate, the model of d4glossia formula

ted by Ferguson (1959) does not in fact precisely describe the Paraguayatt

situation. Diglossia typically impliesa dominant-subordinate relationship,

a powerful, politically prestigious language with wide social utility and

another language, less useful, more marginal, little or no literacy attached

to it, and generally vulnerable to displacement by modernizing forces.

While it can be argued that Spanish and Guarani are related in a domi-
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nant-subordinate way,ritis also clear that Guarani has an importance in the

national life 1:araguay that far surpasses that of any other indigenous

language in LatftLAmerica. 'ft is likewise clear that Guarani hasthe potential

for assuming a much moi'e imII8R4apt role in modern:Paraguayan life that goes

far beyond the L functions described by Ferguson's diglossia model. An exam-

ination of the written traditions of Guarani, an H functiOn according to

Ferguson, and the potential for increasing individual and societal literacy

in this language is the subject of the remainder of this paper.

Guarani: written tradition

The Spanishcolontzers found no written material in Guarani when they

arrived in what.is now the country. of Paraguay. The process through which

Guarani has passed from being a purely oral language to'becoming a written.

language parallels the history. of the country. This process begins with what

Meli6 1978) calls the Hispanic reductiOn.(1542-Present), that is the estab-

lishment. of the Spanish colonial rule which marks the beginning of the

diglossic relationship between Spanish and Guarani. 'Although the Spanish

colonizers were few and quickly became part/ of the Guarani society due:to

intermarriage (Melia, 1975), the political, economic, and to a' certain extent,

the religious
7

domains were reserved for Spanish.

. The first Guarani orthography, grammar and dictionaries were developed:-

by the Jesuit missionaries very early in the colonialperiod. By 1640 Father

Montoya had published two works, "Tesoro de,la Lengua Guarani" and "Arte y

Vocabulario de:la Lengua Guarani," which systematized the writing system

through the use of.Spanish orthography. The purpose gf these works was to

teach the language to new missionaries and help them in spreading the Christian

faith. Subsequent works had the same purpose. By 1656, the "Catecismo" by

Father Bolatios had been approved for use in the Jesuit missions. Written

production in Guarani remained limited; r. religious themes: catechisms,
ffp
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sermonS, rituals and pious books (many of these were translations) even after

the expulsion of the Jesuits in 1768. One notable exception to works on

religious themes were the letter written by the Indian councils during and

after the Guaranitic wars of 1753 - 1756 (Melia, 1978). These letters

contain speeches by the Indian leaders who resisted further colonization.

The period starting at Independence from Spain (1811) through the after-

math of the war ,of the TriplelAlliance (1864-1870) against Uruguay, Brazil and

Argentina which Paraguay lost, was characterized by massive hispanization and

preference for the non-Paraguayan (Rubin, 1968). It wasn't until the late

19th century that $.1orks about the Guarani language and culture began to appear

in Spanish. A new sense of nationalism emerged, particdlarly during the Chaco

was against Bolivia (1932-1935) which Paraguay won. Guarani was then assoc-

iated with the new nationalism. This change of attitudes and the victory of

the nationalist Colorado party in 1948 brought about the recognition of.

Guarani as a national language in the constitution of 1967.

At the present time written Guarani is found in signs marking the

geograplily of the nation; names of establishments such as stores, restaurants,

pharmacies, credit unions and schools; in occasional advertising of products

such as Coca Cola; in the packaging of various products like teas'and jams,

and in the names of groups such as military regiments. Written Guarani is

also found in books, booklets, pamphlets, newspapers and periodicals. Except

for newspapers, thesematerials are of limited availability and represent

only a small percentage of the total available print.

Guarani literature has had its finest expression in the, forms of theatre,

poetry, narrative, and song and it is in these forms that Guarant writers have

excelled. Theatre plays are found in two forms: autoctonous works in which

the prevailing theme is the contrast of rural and urban ways of life, and

7s 74
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which tend to use colloquial Guarani; and translations of masterpieces in

other languages such as "Yerma" by Garcfa Lorca and the Molliere comedies.

,Guarani theatre is immensely popular within all strata of the country.

Poetry appears in volumes containing only Guarani pieces and in antho-

logies which include poetry in Spanish as well. Occasionally newspapers

feature poeMs within a weekly section dedicated to Guarani topics. The

themes which predominate are of a bucolic, erotic, historic, or moral nature.

Although literature in Guarani is a source of national identity and pride for

Paraguayans, most literature is still written in Spanish. Many writers

reflecting on this situation have concluded that the reason why Guarani

literature is rather narrow is because written. Guarani is not learned early

in the schools. Furthermore, it has been suggested that literature in either

language is not as prolific as it could be because Paraguayan writers feel

"caught" in their bilingualism. "They 'often feel they would lift, to expre31

some feelings in Guarani but'theY don't have the fluency to write it. (Canese,

1980).

The bilingual journal NemitY,has recently become a medium for the dissem-

inatton of Guarani poetry and narratrit was first published in 1977 under

the auspices of the Paraguayan Center for Sociological Research. In addition

to poetry and narrative, it publishes articles on bilingualism, Guarani

grammar and linguistics, and related topics.

Paraguayan songs are celebrated in Latin America for their beauty and

melody. Songs in Spanish which use some Guarani words are well known through-

out the Spanish-speaking portion of the continent and are recognized as

markers of Paraguayan identity. Authorship of music and lyr:ics is registered

through the Association of Paraguayan Authors in Asuncion. Songs are pub-
,

lished in periodical "cancio eros" or song books sold in newsstands. Ocara
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poty Cue Mi (Memories from,the Country), Eiretehd (Honey from the Fields) and

Isfri' (Water Stream) are some of the most prominent song books. Since oral

Guarani is prevalent in society and Guarani orthographies are based on the

,Spanish system, Spanish readers can transfer their skills to the reading of

Guarani songs with relative'ease.

Narrative in Guarani has its primary sources in the myths, legends, and

songs of the ancient tribes which have been transmitted orally through gene-

rations. The first written transcription of Guarani myths was carried out in

1914 by the German Anthropologist, Nimuendaju, in Brazil. Since then, many

Paraguayan authors have recorded the myths-9f various Guarani groups through

the use of anthropological methods. Others are inspired by similar sources

to publish original material based on folklore.

Descriptions of the Guarani language are abundant. They appear in

occasional newspaper articles, books, and periodical articles. Some authors

describe and discuss linguistic, phonetic or grammatical aspects of-the

language,.while other authors attempt to make Guarani available to individuals
1

wishing to learn the langUage often for practical purposes as is the case of

. foreign missionaries and American Peace Corps volunteers.

Since the public secondary schools curriculum includes Guarani as a

subject,'course books in GUarani .are available for Paraguayan students with

various degrees of proficiency in Guarani ar avaiiable. The addition of

Guarani astubject was only introduCed during the last decade, therefore:

early works dealing with this area may be expected in ,the future.

Descriptions of Guaranj and courses in the language-'are not void of

polemics. During the process of publication, Guarani authors are forced to

make decisions about which orthography to'use. On doing so, they take al

position within thepresent debates on thelegitimacy'and appropriateness of

80 76
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the two currents of thought about orthography. These currents are: the

"scientifist" which advocates the use 0 modern phonetics' in defining cor-

respondence between grapheme And sound, and'the "traditiOnalist"; whose pro-

ponents insits that Guarani orthography has its deepest roots in the Para-

guayan people who have written songs and poetry in the traditional system.

Adult literacy programs in Guarani often use written transcriptions of

oral narratives in their texts and make use of Guarani speakers' identifica-

tion with the content to motivate their acquisition of literacy skills. The

question of wii4h orthography to use is as controversial in these programs as

it is in other areas of the thing of Guarani.

The use of Guarani as an instrumental means of communicating information

of a practical nature is limited to pamphlets such as "Ilemongetare which

addresses issues of importance to farmers and agriculturalists. Materials

with religious content.are more numerous. Examples of these items are the

Bible and "Sendero", a Catholic bimonthly newspaper which publishes articles

in Guarani and Spanish.

Table I classifies written materials according to type of °content:

8.1
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TYPE OF CONTENT

tiHEATRc

AutoctonouS, (uses colfoouial

Gu'arani and native themes)
\

Translations,

1KorU[Po d Lo 141 'Comidos

,); Correa
irk' t:

the Miser;

EScobar

BOOKS OF POETRY:,:,

Poems incl

In 4511-anisht6ts

NOT 5

Atlailable ,bookstores,.

Eno4ously;popular when ,

Prisented in theatres.

Available in bookstores.-

Typicall4old in bookstores.

' ."-,;

s'frji1,4(Water:Stream)

.
ctions of songs in both

(ic a r a 7PoV,Cti,e MC" (Honey from the Field) language$. Solsi in newsstands.,

iefiories from the Country)
`1

gthri Available in Remity and other

publications

CULTURE AND tILKLORE

Traiiscr'ip.tions'of or

tradi tions

by L. Cadogan

fill!loliirs,flow from,' the Tree

Anthropological transcriptions
Of myths, legends ,and Songs,

UsUally in book

, GUARANI LANGUAGE STUDYLANGUAGE

Dictionaries

a

CourseS

,Yocabularie&:..

"%Cleo OfCCIonariO Espafiol-Guai.anf"

ost:A',:Ortiz,,Miyans
Alcarite" by.tlelia, 'et al

tdurse for secondary schools :

by T Zarratea and F Acosta

'S Pii
;

2116Cicioes del Idiom& Guarani para

19,61F4by Canese, et al

".:newspaper
I

.4,,

thissWOr'd torigue'r

twisterS,,and,PNkes

AdUlt.'ljteracyjn Guarani,
!gy,.

Intended for use by pon-Guaranl

speakers" Or for secondary schoo

students, Sold ini,BOokstores.

Guarani fo'F., purposes.

"fte'Ie Renda", Proyecto':PacrTavYtera
o

Typically disi$9,buted by the

literacy projeCts.

yii



Periodioal artiCIIP4nd, bookS Revjsta

on all 'aspeCts'of.,,GUarani' "El Idiom Guarani',

linguistics_ by A% Guasch

"Nemongetara" (The Porum)

t "T
Paragua(4' (Paraguayan Food

RE!LOIOS-PUB.LICATIONS

loOks:;-pamphlets..and newspapers:
,

TOPONIMY AND'SfGNS

- ,

",Sendero": ..bimonthly newspaper

"Iniciacik a lavBiblia". by the

Officio Catequiitico.

"Taiiamomori Tuptie" (28 Psalms)

by P. Scott

Studies of grammar, phonetics

and linguistics, Sold through,

subscription' and directly by '

the publisher,

Provide information of

practical nature.

This cookbook uses Guarani

names and Spanish directions.

ptindeOr persOjial USe'or

in religibus fh ruction.

DiStributa.throu

Restaurants, businesses; "Yasy Reti"

(Moon House)

Pharmacies; "Pojha Raity" (The Nest

of Remedies)

Credit Untm "Oga Rape" (The Road

to the. 'HouSe)

Military regiment: "Ytororo"

'(Thundering Water)

Cities; "Ita" (Stone)

Hills, lakes, rivers, etc.; "Ypacarai"

(fir, We are out of water), lake

Signs constitute, the most

obvious use of written Guaroni4

Loans from Guarani are typical

of Paraguayan-Spanish and appear

in many Spanish writings,.



Edudation'and Guarani 4'

In spite of the
..

as a,period in which Guarani was dis-
."

couraged'and even forbidden.t be spoken in the school, the educational system/
of Parapay is a potential source for the development of'Guarani literacy.

Having only recently been introduced, the establishment of biliAgUal education

programs is seen by some observersoas th means by which literacy in Guarani

can be achieved on a large scale basis. A shall be shown, the introduction
.

-of-experimental-bilingual- education'programs-is-6-SpetifiCWSWIWI6 t1ie--"--

serious educational difficulties encountered by rural, monolingual, Guarani

speaking,children as they attempt to learn in Spanish, an unknown language for

many of them, but the traditional.language ofinsteuttion in Paraguayan

*4
As a general rule, the demographic distribution of Spanish and Guaranis in

.

Paraguay follows a rural til:bancpattern with Guarani monolingualism predominat-

ing in the.villages and rural areal (Rubin, 1978) . On tile,other hand, Spanish

mbn01ingunT$m,whichlo small, along with a substantial bilingualism, char-
.

5!. 4 pzes the capi all city of Asuncton as wty as 6ther major town and cities.

AoreotOeOfically, the 1962 censtIs reports 52.fpercent-monolingual Guarani

speakers' in the rural areas.' The capital of Asuncion reported. 76.1 percent
6,1 0

Spanish-Guarani biltihgualsin conthigt to 43 percent bilinguall0 ilkhe

interior-or rural areas., Said differently, a total of 945 percent of4the
, b.

total population of Pariguay were reported as Guarani speaOrsand.only 58.8
. 4 .

.!

percent as Spanish speakers. As the figures abode indicape4greavy rate,

of Guarani monolingualism found;in the countryside has COnsidirablejm0Ortne:'
. . .

in planning-eOUCtional,programs as well as in deciding thelangbage to be

used as the medium of instruction:

With regard to educational statistics, the num ber of monolingual Guarani
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children entering rural schoolvis estimatetrati90 percent (Rubin, 1968).

In 1972, only 4.7 percent of the children who entered first grade in rural

schools completed.the six years of elementary schooliA , In the cities, 30;.6

percent obtained the same level of schooling. In the same year, one out of

13

one hundred finished secondary school in the rural areas in contrast to

out of every ten in the,cities (Ministerio, The-'high dropout rate and

school repetition rates are given'further Educacion Bilingue en

el Paraguay (1981), a teacher's manual whichis widely used in-the country:

"Why is i# that 20% of our children do not attend classes?
Language is one of the causes.

Why is it that 21% repeat first grade?
Language iS.,one of the causes,

Whyris it that 60k,of our Paraguayan children leave school before
Completing .tlittriprtmary education?

Language is pe-afthe causes.
Why is it that 307,,,Okodf4 ildren drop out during the first -

41' cycle of pri n?

Language atags.--(p. 11)

indicated'earlier ntation of a bilingual educatir program'

is:on eways in which, araguayab- listry of Education andCulpire

ir.pproVe the educational succe4''rate of rural Guafini skaking

rali'hiS-been in existence on an experimental basissince

1978 v#4 .new undergping extensive evaluation.

The phil osophical orientation and the basic principles of the bilingual

program are cleat! escri bed in the ministry of education publication,

Educacion 1 ParaguaY.(1981): The publiCatiOn makes the following

iMPortant.points Oth areAjarapftraSed here:
.-

0,

Guas4tii, a great national treasure, should be taught in the schools
because it is a mother tongue of a majority of Paraguayans and becaUse
it is a symbol of .national cohesion. ,

-spihish,should be.au9ht in tie schools because it is the official
language. of the country and because it gives the students access tom'

v universal Culture.

, Perhaps more importantly, the manual emphasizes that the elementary
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student value and be able to communicate with confidenice in the two national

languages. Basic skills in Spanish should be developed in listening, speak-

ing, reading and wn4lng. Basic skills in Guarani are to be developed in

listening and speaking wonly . The manual goes on *to emphasize that the program

should give much emphasis to the sociocultural ParaguayXpatrimony which is

the heritage of all Paraguayan children and that Guarani and Spanish areboth

forms .of eXpressing this Paraguayan heritage.

The bilingual program itself consWs.of.very structured audio-lingual,

dialogues intended to teach Spanish to children from grades 1 through 3. The

program is similar to many of the English' as a Second language Program used'%.,_

in'the.southwest United States in the 106(Ys to teach Eftgl 4,o anaz

American InAan children. Literacy is initiated and cOn0AUed in SpaDbh

whileG4prani is used orally to assist the transition to Spanish. All subject';,

matter 06qent and instructional' materials areAt1Spanish.
. ,,

By design then,! program,is irlended to teach literacy in''Spanish with

Guarghlused only fo ral purPOses.5inCe'literacx is not develOped in
:17

Guarani.; critics'phir -thaCtheMain,,purpOse of th'i bilingual program.

better and in effect, tojmoriouickly,and effeC-,actually to teach Spahish

tively Hispanicize the monolingual

Guarani receives fs only symboli.q

4,
eSni child. Furthermore, the attentibh A

<130101c, since nel%full developMeA'pf

Guarani is intended by the program.

program, in addition to violating the

)0(a1f-S4.',Tcr4ticso:marn-that.the bilingug)

ilgren learn /bestprinciple

through the mother tongue, may havez7theadditional log term effeet,

.gating Guarani to a second -class language and ultimately lead to serioM,.*._

langUageloss,

In contrast to the elementary school bilingual program, the junior.

and secondary school program offer instruction in Guarani-either as an;,eyee-:
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tive or a required course. This program had its beginning in 1955 and

actually replaced the traditional offering of Latin courses in many schools

throughout the country. The purpose of these courses is to promote the study

of Guarani as a cultural subject in addition to studying its - grammar and

developing skills in both reading and writing. Traditional Guarani tales and

folklore are used as content for the courses. Teachers in thtse courses are
1

'given specific linguistic training' in the grammar of the language and con-

trastive analysis, much Wcfbreigo language teachers in the United States

receive;

In addition, Guarani is also taught at the university level particularly

in AsuncAign, The establishMent of duarani programs at the secondary school

and university levels can be attributed largely to Professor Decoud Larrosa

who occupied a chair of the Guarani language in the major university of

Asuncion from 1951-1961 (Rubin,1968)-. Decoud 'Larrosa has perhaps been the

most outspoken enthusiast of Guarani n regareto'eAabilshing and promoting

--it as a written language. Dedbud Larrosa's work, including his conviction

that Guarani-speakin9 children should begin school instruction in their native

language, has served as an inspiration for current Guarani writers and

thusiasts. F

At both the elemeiltalii, secondary-and university levels, there is very

mixed reaction with respect to bilingual education and the teaching of Guarard

'in its written form. Those 4R.support of teaching Guarani only in tts oral

form, argue that-this type of program is congruentWith the sociolinguistic

reality and the traditional patterns df language usage in the society at large.

They indicate that in the minds of most Paraguayans, literacy is already

strongly associated with Spanish and to introduce Guarani literacy would only

serve to upset' prevailing sopholinguistic norms and values and ultimately
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disturb the long-estabiSliOd diglossia of the country. ,Along with this,

: 1 -

these individuals point out that there are few reading materials in Guarani

and therefore teaching literacy in Guarani does not servo any functiolal,

objective needs of the community.

The controversy involved in the Paraguay bilingual education program

illustrates the difficulties involved in adding biliteracy to a bilingual

program, particularly in diglossic speech commu ties like Paraguay, where

traditionally one language has been used by ny for most spoken functiong

and a'different language for most written functidns. The situatt n-

,

Paraguay is similar to many bilingual programs developed for American Indians

in New Mexico and the Southwestern United,States. These-communities have ,

attempted to deal with the issue of vernacular literacy by adopting,a polici'

Oa bilingualism without biliteracy. Typically, eleseeprograms teach literacy

,'"'4:04Ti <Sh only with the native language being used for identity or cu Ural

maintenance reasons, but.only orally. Whether this type of program wil

actually result.in language maintenance over time is unknown.

Thjs paper has attempted to illustrate'that biliteracy is not ary

inevitable, logical and natural extention of btlingualism, in Paraguay -or

t,,elsewhere. Establishing literacy_in a language that has mainly been used for

spoken functfbns means going againft long-established patterns of language

4.4se. If literacy in Guarani is to be achieved on a large scale basis, it will

require a major effort on the part of not only the school but the society-as

a whole.

Societal views of Guarani literacy

From the authors' viewspoint, which was gained

and interviews with all strata of society,' at least th

bservations

fiews of
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the role 'of Guarani An national life can be identified among the citizenry of

Paraguay Emphasizing that these are seldom hard and fast categories and.

that they frequently overlap, these classifications can be characterized as

the nationalist view, the traditionlicfunctionalist view, and the Hispanicist

view. Each of these views can be related to.the issue of whether they are in

support of promoting Guarani literacy and Whether they have access to it.

The nationalist sees the use of Guarani primarily in, ideolegiCal terms.

The nationalist, almost exclusively a member of a small,jvtgrowing group

of an urban based inteltigentia, is intent on promoting Guarani as a national

-treo.sure and as a cultural possession that is uniquely Paraguayan. Unlike

the traditionalist, the nationalist chooses to identify Guarani withmation-
,

4-,

hood, with Paraguayness, with "Great traslition" with songs and poetry, with

high intellectual pursuit, with historical mis*Catirnational struggle

(e.g. choosingto emphasize the strong role Guarani played the Chaco War

sas well as the war of the Triple Alliance). Clearly, the nationalist recog-
A ,

.:r114.0t.Ahe, communicative functional usefulness of Guarani,.:but-.thboses to _

hjl.light,thesignificance of Guaroni as a sYmbol of natioreal As

an i*IrtantmObilizer for theGuarOni renaissance, the nationalist will

continue to push_ for more' governmental and edudational assistansejn support_

of; Guarani. literacy_and tradition. .

The traditionalist-functionalist view refers to that large segment of

ParaguaYan socie0 whi0 uses Guararil oUt of habitual, tradition-bound and

pragmatic-reasons, rather than with some sense of ideology.a The largest

group:_:of tradi0461iSts would be therural, Monolingual GWarani-speaking

Parig6aYan whose use of-Guarani is rated in Ole habits and traditions of

family, home,ai-id daily communalAW Since the traditionalist lives an
.. ,,_.,,, . 4 .

4-:'-----
101ated rural x, ence,:he rarely has any significant contact with. Spanish

40.--
:,,,4

85
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except through school related experience. Given the fact that at present

Guarani is taught only at the secondary school level, it is clear tha access

1

to Guarani literacy seems dependent upon access' to a high degree of jucation..
4%.14. .! .11

Ironically, the rural schOol children who, 0e:the #vivtu8401

speakers have little access to Guarani liter4Wbecause!theY generally don't

-Stay in school long enough to avail 'themselves of high school Guarani classes.

41 ,

The traditionalist:'grodp also iricludes,thpUrban Paraguayan, who is
:

frequently bilcOLial, bUt has need to use Guarani functionally and instru-
J44

mentally in daily living, in all levels of employment, but more important in

the full context of modern life. Perhaps more.than the rural traditionalist,
4

the urban traditionalist has strong emotional attachments and even seriti-

mentality towards Guarani, but views Spanish as the Janguabe of greater

prestige as well as the vehicle of economic and social mobility. He would be.

skeptiliWtdwArds .the'lideA 0OpoSed by-proponents of Guarani as a proper

.subject far use and study-1-n the educational system.-

The Hispanicist view stems prima'rily from urban-based, monolingual

Spanish-speaking Paraguayans (in some cases denying their ability to speak,
(

Guarani) who are frequently pr 1 or white collar employees havfing

achieved-or are in the process of achievingimiddle'or upfer class economic
.

status. The Hispanicist frequently admires tradttonirTNIIAnfedalture

particularly if the themes are based on claSsic Hispanic and European models.

Unfavoraple and even negative attitudes toward Guarani and its Indian origins

are expressed by the Hispanici-St, who claims that. Guarani has no value, its

speakers are generally uneducated or poorly educated, and in the long run,

Guarani is an impediment to individual'' 4tlonal development% In brder to-
e

,

Provide a modern world view, ly enrolils his children

in Orivate sehools qn Asuncion* romenrolling in Eng=
.
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fish, German, or other world language classes. Insofar as public education

is concerned, the Hispanicist wouldvity:therole of the school' as one

promoting Spanish and hispanization In'general.. Guarani literacy, for the

Hispanicist; is simply not a value to be cultivated.

Summary

The attempt tosptablish (or re-establish)-4teracy in a language whose

tradition has been mainly oral is oftdr a slow, self-conscious and intellectual

process, as in Paraguay, where the diglossla is markedyby twd'extrepes: a

Guarani-Spanish pattern in the rural areas (and wrong poorer and more recent

townspeople). where the normal spoken language is Guarani and,Spanish is used

for official and educational functioni; and a Spanish-'duaranf'pattern in the

0

cities and among the middle'class and intellectuals, Where Guarani is used

mainly a§ a marker of naronacidentity. Each of these patterns has its res-

pective characteristic pattern:of literacy: in the rural areas, all llteraCy

is in Spanish, except upon rare occasion, when a.school or a missionary group

is attempting to teach literacy through the Vernacular.- In the cities'on the

other hand, Guarani literacy is largely symbolic or an ideological expression

of Paraguayan nationality or identity. Names .0 stores, public places,

toponimic features'and occasional advertising are prirted in Guarani, one

joke a week appears jaga humor column in one of the dailiSpaniSh newspapers
N

and songs are written in Guarani. Guarani literature has had it highest

expressilmk forms of threater; loetry and narrative. Presently, a

small 9r0002e-644ni enthusiasts work, to ,encourage the use of Guarani and

the wr111110 and national literature as a part of the development of a

new national Great Tradition. But this is-not easy, for it seems to require

a major effort to overcome the challenge of Spanish, theilanguage most clearly



associated with education, technolog

and literacy related functions and modem fe6on in general.

In Paraguay, as in other developing nations, the attemp4to aSsigonsoix

20

tertiational relatiOnthips, official/

is an important but complex task: As a result of the long - established,"

digloss,ic pattern between Spanish and Guarani and in spite of modernization
, .4t

'74

pressures that frequently lead to linguistic homogenizat *is presumably

safe to assume that Paraguay will continue to be chase

bilingualism for years to come. Whether this bilingpa

re-assign new or expanded functions such as literacy,, to vernacular languag es

byAvideSpreedV

be accompani ;d

by widespread biliteracy, or even whether Paraguky;tlay AAA:Alio literacies to

fulfill important individual and societal purposes n-unansveraltquestiont.

If Guarani literacy is to be-promoted on a widespaaVbasis, it will require
calt

a major effort not restricted to school and classroom; but would include other

institutional; governmental and societal support.

0,
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There are numerous settings in the world today where edu-

cators are-attempting to promote literacy in a language whose

tradition is. entirely Or mainly oral. This task is complicated

particularly when sneakers 4-LaYe the option of choOsing°1iteracy

in a more prestigious standard language. Thus, while most

Paraguayans can and do speak Guarani, it is rarely used for writing,

.a role assigned primarilAto Spanish (Engelbrecht and Ortiz, 1983).

In similar fashion, most Navajos in Arizona and New Mexico "prefer,

to speak Navajo, while using English-alMost completely for

written puiposes (SPalskY, 11)81).

The cased of Spanish in Net4 Mexico offers some interesting

comparisons to\other languages having.long-established oral tra

ditions. Spanish has been spoken-in New Mexico ever since SpanIsh

colonials established the first settlement, in 1598 (Ortiz, 1975).,

In spite of its well recognized oral tradition, there is very

little known about its written counterpart and the extensive

Spanish literacy base-ehat was beginning to emerge in the early

20th century.

Kramer (1979) has suggested.that Spanish literacy among the

mass of Hispanic people pCcurred'in a two-stage process. First;

there was a slow growth of literacy during the'Spanish Colonial

Period (1598-1821) continuing on through. then Mexican'Period
1 .

(1821-1850). Second, there was the rapid'deYelopment of literacy
(

in Spanish from about1850 to 1910, "thefthrust for which carne

from within the Hispanic society and had the-potential for

becoming a lAberating force" (Kramer,, 1979, p. 5). From the
, 6 I

attainment of stptehood in 1912 and continuing on to 1930 and

1940, 4bWever, Spanish. literacy Was gra ually pushed into the

backvround by English.
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The,f)arpose of this paper is to describe the role. that

Spanish literacy played historically in northern Nex;.7 Mexico.

While the term literacy is generally used, to describe an

individual's ability to read an write, we have found it helpful

look at the role that written language plays in thy life of a

community;, including 'the forms that writingitaks, the functions
-

that it serves and the meanings and values that are associated

with it.

In looking at literacy'from a social perspective, we are

following the suggestions of Ferguson (1978), Heath 189),

Stubbs (1980), Spolsky (1982) and Scribner and Cole (1978),

who urged the importance of "finding, out what people in various

communities do with literacy- ow\they use their kncikqledge of

reading and writing, to what, tasks they apply it, and how

they accomplish these t.asks"(p. 459).

The'paper is divided into three sections: (1) the role

played historically by the schobl in the development ofipanish
to.

literacy, (2) thepk inds of non-school related literacy'Jthat
,

were developed, including private, religious, official, literary

and journalistic funct ons of literacy and (3) a brief look

at Spanish literacy in.New Mexico today.

School-Related Literacy

EarlySpaniih literacy in New Mexicobegan-with the

establishment of settlements .in 1598 and thereafter bythe

Spanish colonizers and Franciscan missionaries. WiM1 the

establishment of settlements, Franciscan missionaries took on

the task of Christianization through religious inculdation.

9R
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In addition to teaching religion to the ,Indians, tife missionaries

taught singing, reading, writing, playing. of instruments,"car-

pentry, shoemaking and metal working (Mayfield, 1938, a).

Generally, the Franciscans were "educated"; many having

received advanoed degrees from European institutions or those

in Mexico (Atkins, 1982). They were encbutagedby.their order

to learn the Indian languages, but frequently relied on inter-
/

preeers.and translators because of the linguistic diversity of

the area. From this initial contact with the Spaniards,/, Spanish

became a system for inter-tribal communication and knowledge of

Spanish among. New Mexico Pueblo Indians can still be observed

today (Kloss, 1977).

Mayfield (1938a) points out that education under/Spanish?

rule was regulated by strict censorship with a.very restricted

curri&ulum (p. 103). "The government was very careful/to prevent
°

its subjects from securing any knowledge that would/bring to

view 'a comparison of their local situation with that of other

'countries" (Mayfield, 1938, p. 103a, citing Twitchell, D.

207). The idea that the government and church were restricting

what people could read is given further credibility by an anec-
'

dote in which Dona Teresa, wife of a Spanish governor, faced

severe inquisitional, reprobation for presumably having in her °

possession a book on love Adams and Scholes, 1942).
e

- A similar incident is reported in 1662 when four New Mexico

sojdreTs were arrested by the commissary of the Holy Office for

rendering opinions and erroneous view's of doctrinal matters. The

'men` were :subsequently tried in Mexico'Ci0 where they admitted

'their guilt claiming that they had "misunderstood" what they

had read on the subject.. .The sentence of gat. least one of the_
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men called for public adjuration of his errors before his
.

fellow citizens in New Mexico While at least one Of the

"others was banished from the province '(Adams. and Scholes, 1942) .

Apparently, the general, vieW that "literacy can be.

dangerous" which prevailed in earlycolonial times is closely

'related to,tge Catholic tradition of discouraging Bible and

scriptuie reading among'its-members unless there is some kind

of priestly'aSsistance in the interpretation of the 'text.-

Except ,for :missionary efforts.in educating the Indians

and these were virtually, the only schools in existence, there

is very little dOcumentation o .,.the literacy situation-in early

colonial New'MexicoJFitzpatrick';'1965):., Much of the possible

evidencewas destroyed by thePueblo Revolt.of 4680 when priests

were killed:, and the Spanish driven out of New Mexico for a period

of twelve years_

The little that we dO know,of this period indicates that

N.) Spanish governors and Ffanciscans were in possession of most of

the books'thAt were available at this time. Adams and Scholes,

(1942) havef,identified a number of private collections of, both

religious and secular books. Governor Mendizable's'(1659-80

collection included copies of Don Quijote, a Latin book entitled

The Prince, a Rollection of Comedies, Wars of England,,as /ell as

several dozen other publications Other" private collections

include books pn asthInomy,'surgery, lawi grammar and history

(Adam's, 1944).

Political events in the 1800g'set the stage for contact

with English-speaking people and 6the eventual iricorpbration,
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ofew Mexicoas part of the United States. In 1821. Mexico

achievedfts independence from Spain ,and the Spanish inhabitants

of-New Mexico legally became Mexican citizens. Sanchez (1940)

has suggested that this change. in political status had raj

-tively little effect on the isolated New Mexico frontier.

However, much more importantly,, _thewith Mexico in

1846 resulted in 'a significant .,shift of powei in the irlligenouS

Spanish- speaking borderlands (McWiLliams, 1968). Through a
457

military conquest, the United States acquired a vast ter itory

,includi,ng. New Mexico California, Arizona and the annexatiorL

--ofTexas: :The conquest of the SouthweSt.clearly Marked the

first major contact of the Spanish-speaking people in New

Mexico, ,then (estimated at 60,000,' with the English-4peaking

'Americans, -From this point on, the Spanish Inguage and culture

in New Mexico would be under continuous pressure andJthreat by

the increasing political and economic power of ArAlo Americans
.0-

(McWilliams, 1966).

Generally, the pi'cture of edubation during the Mexican

Period (1821-1848) and Territorial Period (1850-1912) was(marked

by numerous attempts to establish schools on a large-scale basis

(Atkins, 1982). The effortvWere frequently complicated by

meager financial resources, religious competition between. y,

Catholics and Protestants, plus the general isolan of the

terri,tory.

One early and notable educational effort was the work -of

PadreAntonio Jose Martinez, who opened 'a school for boys and

,girls in Taos in 1826... The curriculum of the school consisted

'of both secular anereligious.:eubjectS, including books on
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vocabulary,, orthography, rhetoric, logic, arithmetic and

religion, ,Which Martinez himself printed and distributed

free of charge (Fitzpatrick, 1963, p,25).

With a'printing press that brought.to New Mexico

in 1835,,Mareinez also published books on civil law and one

on the pr.inciples of canon law (Sanchez, 1940). .Sanchez (1940)

claims that Martinez published ,the .first' newspaper E1 Crepdsculp

in New'Mexico but theactual existence of this newspaper is-
.

questioned by 'Wagner`,. (1937).

In addi4on to educational'matters, 'Padre Martinez pas-

sionately devoted himself to political _issue's, much to the

opposition of the recently arrived'Bistiop Lamy, 'who was intent

on rePlacing,local clergy with French, Belgian and Ger an priests

-(McWilliams', 1968, P. 1l) Through his Pamphlets and books-and

through his consdiderable personal influence and power, Padre.

Mattinez came into continuous confliC1 with Bishop Lamy, over ,

question's O'f land refOrM which'Martin'ez supported andtithing.

and ch tclifees ,which he ,opposed., Martinez's view, Lamy

tepre ented a new way, ofl life that wag'.a threat: to native

culture-and traditions (MCWilliaMs, 1960. Perhaps the in-
,.

IA;
.

fluence of Pidre,Martin0,- both as ,agt,vist and symbol,'; 'is best

1

desCribed by 'Garcia (1950)

It is true that his 'school operated within
a very narrow scope,rbut they may truly be
called the cradle of the present,NEW MexicO
educational sysXeml.: Mawr oudstanding men
received their preliminkry sChoolinh under

I . Padre Martinez's tUt6d_ng.' t,t is-said that an
attire, generation in;the northern part of the
state was influenced by PadreMartinez'st

t teachingaching (p, 34). ,
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As time went on, efforts were intensified to.provide4edu-

cation to the qhildren,of-the territlit, but progress came

slowly. In 1848, there were no public schools in the territory,

and in 1870 there were a. t6tal of five,(Mayfieid, 1938). The
=

schools that did exist were primarily.religious,,including Our

Lady of Loretto in 1852 and St. Michael' -s in,1859, both schools

haVing been started in Santa Fe by.,i1ishop Lathy (Atkins, 1982),
. ,

- The St. Michael,' s curriculum included French reading, taught

with books Lamythad brought on a visit vo France (Atkins, 1982;

p. 320). *For the most Part, many pf the wealthy faMifies sent

their children for'sehooling outside of New Mexico, generally
,

,to Mexico or St. Louis. Unable, to 'afford sebooligg, poor chil

dren were largely not in attendance during this period. ,

Efforts to,provide set-looting for children continued so

that in 1 g' Swhen W. G, Ritch,.Secretary of the Territory, made

.a survey of public schools, he found a total of133 public

,schools, with 136"r-teachers and a reported enrollMent of 5,265

children (Mayfield, 1938b). More significantly; Ritch repotted
A

that'the instruction in 111 of'the schools wa, s carried on

exclusively in Spanish; in 10 schools English was the language

of instruction? and in 12 schools both Spanish and English were

I

used. Due to-z'the fact that many of the teachers themselves

were monolingual s'peak'ers of Spanish, the use of Spanish s a
. ,

medium of instruction is a pattex=rt that continued in rural

New Mexico villages and communities until the 1930s and 1940s

iff' (Ortrz;, '1975)
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Fitzpatritk,(1965) indicates, textbooks e relatively

scarce during the early and later TerritOrial Period. Many of

the textbooks in ,use were printed in Spain and later some were

brought in- from Mqxico Often teachers had to improvise and'

children were, often encouraged- to bring the Bible; scriptures,,

catechisms, family letters or whatever else they' could find

hdme to serve as reading matdrial (Garcia, 1950).

'% Some .of. the imported textbooks'included a series of Spanish

readers,Libro de Lectura: Autores, Selectos Espatioles e Hispanos

Amer'icanos, written by Professar.Mantilla and published by

American Book Company. Still Another series of books, Las

Cartillas began with the alphabet, a few numbers, "then worked

\up to words to spelled and ,finally advanced to readigg and
0

poems (Garcia,- 1950, p. 43).
a

. .

More
.). than /likely, the only textbooks printed in'New Mexico

wereassociatedywith the 'Jesuit printing press, Imprenta del

Rio Grande (Bohme, 1959). The Jesuit Press Was established in,

Albuquerque in 1875 and promptly printed religious and.secular
5

books, which wera'used in many New Mexico school's, These books

included La. Religicin,Demositrada, Elementos de Gramatica

Castellana, Los Protectores de la Juventud, Bishop Lamy.'s

ConstituCionices'clesiAticis para La DidOesis de Santa Fe; a

Spelling Book for the Use of Public Schools ill New Mexico,

Novela Contemporanea, Los Corazotieg Populares and several others

(Atkins, 1983, -p. 349).

Additionally, the Jesuit Press beganpublicatiOn in 1875 Of
. .r

a newspaper Revista CatOlica whi(ch -was so/successful that within

six months it had 700 subscribers.(Bohme,'1959). The paw,
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which lasted until 1917, was primarily devoted to devotional

matters,, although it didn't hesitate to engage in political

diatribe when the Jesuits, who were all Italian and autonomous,

came into conflict with the secular clergy, who were nearly all-%

French aid ,
responsible to the'Bishop (Atkins, 1982, p. 348).

The attainment of statehood by New Mexico in 1912 signaled

the beginning of a publid shift towards English and the elimini-

nation of. Spanish in the school setting. Although the state

constitution did callifor teachers who were proficient in Spanish

and English, it'also manda,ted that English would be the language

of instruction in publid schools (Kloss, 1977, p. 134).

Despite the constitutional provisions, howeifer, the issue's

of bilingualism and the role of Spanish in New .Mexico schoolt

have continued to be debated even through. the present day

(Ortiz, 1975). Early on, the importance of Spanish was pas-

sionateiy emphasized by Aurora Lucero who in 1911 argued:

We want to learn thslanguage of our country
and we are doing so; but we do not-need, on.
that account, to deny. either our origin' or our
race or our language or bur traditions, or. our
history on ourancestry because we are not
ashamed of them;_ and we will not do it,because
we are proud of them (1911, pp. 3-4) .

*

'Similarly, McQueen Gray (1912),'prilisident of the Uni-

verslty of New Mexico, urged the maintenance of Spanish by
As

proposing that a Spanish American College be established to

provide individuals with form4 training in both Spanishond

English to serve in a variety of international rolea_with

Mexico and Latin America. For a number of reasons, notably

public apathy, Gray's proposal never received broad support.

The attitudes of-those who opposed the use of Spanish

in the schczols yvere equally. evident.3: In 1911, a leading
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New Mexico educator argued that school Must counter-balance
T

,

the negative influence of the home by judging.chiddren only

on the ability to,use the English lang age'cortectly (Miller,

1911,_p. 7). Similarly, the Presiden't of the New Mexico .F.duca-

tion kssociation called on patriotism in insisting that "...

the child must use the language of Amerida if he is to absorb

the spirit of America to its full"(White, 1923 p. 15).

Additionally, negative sociolinguistic judgments reflecting

on the archaic nature of New Mexico Spanish and the tendency

of its speakers to borrow English words were commonplace (for

a discussion of these issues, see Ornstein, 1972, and Espinosa,

1911). Eyring, a university professor, expressed his concern

for the lack of purity in New Mexico Spanish in 1937 with the

description:

"A residue of frontier Spanish. of the
sixteenth; seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
slightly .enriched by expressions filtering in

from MexiCo, has heen,officially allowed to
vegetate and be preserved by oral transmission
for almost a hundred years "(1937, p, 24).

Kerchville issued a similar statemenC in 1938 when he

observed.: '"Spanish is rapidly, if not disappearing, certainly

,degenerating in New Mexico.' It is being mixed with English and

in some respects is becoming almost a dialect.'.,." (1938, p. 46).

Other arguments topposed the teaching. of Spanish on the

grounds that bilingualism was somehow a source.. of "mental'

1 '

confusion" -or that it led to anomie and cultural disorientation

(Ortiz, 1975). As a consequence of these arguments equating

bilingualism with the "do not speak Spanish" idea,

frequently accpmpanied by p1-6,sical punishment or some form of

"Spanish detention" 'became widespread pedagogical policy and

practice in New Mexico schools. The results of this exclusionary
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policy have been'linked to the educational retardation which

has bten cited,so often with respectto Spanish-speaking

children (see for example, Civil Rights Report, October, 1971).

From statehood en then, public and private schools in New

Mexico played a major role in promoting Americanization and

English, while strong efforts were being Made to eliminate the

use of Spanish. As shall be seen in the following section on

non-school literacy, other institutions stIch as the churches,
P

newspapers, literary pursuits, and family and community life

gel4lerally, failed to take up the slack and the large potential

for Spanish literacy which had emerged during the early 1900s
, 0

Was soon on the 'decline.

Non-School Literacy 4

1

Apart from school -based literacy there. is suggestive

evidence that Spanish literacy was Sometimes acquired within

the informal context of'home- and family. Some of the,evidence

is personai and anecdotal, as for example, there are numerous ,

older Hispanic individuals who remember having Spanish stories

read to them as children; The noted n5tive New Mexican writer,

Sabine Ulibarri, recalls that 00tentrance to school in
441

Tierra Amarilla in the early 1920g1 he was already fully
.

literate in both Spanish and English because his parents

taiTght him to read Spanish noVers at the age of sic and he

. also read the -comic section of the Denver Post. , Similarly,

there is the'persOnaiNtccount of an Albuquerque Hispanic who

recalls that: his grancApther,. as one of the'few bilitecate.

individuals the Old.,Toan community, was able to serve in

the early 1920s as reader-ancl trantAntor oT.,elegrams and other

correspondence delivered by the United Stakes War Department
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notifying families of the status of their loved ones.

1
_

Apar.t from anecdotal evidence,a study by. Ortiz (1975) of

.-bilingualism'and lariguke. use in the nOrthein'New MeXico.village
. .

of Airo3sTO Sec; indicates `the role of the family and community

in suppQrting Spanish literacy. In the "40+ age group (botn in

...1935 or before).48 per cent of those interviewed claimed,that

they, read materials 'exclusively in Spanishipanother 48 per cent

claimed that they read both Spanish and English, atid4 per cent

claimed that they read materials excluslvely in English (p. 157).

The respondents charadteristi611y reported that they read the

Spanish Bible, Spanish prayer books, hymnals, rhype books,

in additton to the tone Spanish page in the predominantly. English

newspaper serving that area.

Language use with regard to writing revealed a similar

pattern to that of reading. While the clear majority of

children and younger parents claimed English for writing pur-

poses, most of the older adults (over 40) claimed they used

Spanish or both languages for writing. _Writing in Spanish

among older adults was most fr,equently associated with exchanging
i

letters with distant relatives, a practice that can still be

1

observed among many older New Mexico Hispanics, many of whom

retain memories of correspondence with loved ones during te

country's wars.. At any rate, Ortiz (1975) indicates in the

Study that in the major y of older adults who did claim

Spanish, for reading and writing, the Skills appear to be

self-taught ones,.(p- 158).

In support of the results of Ortiz's (1975) study, Ortego

points to the large number of letters that were written and

published in Southwestern newspapers (p. 79). Ortego indicates
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that .'the. letter were written in Spanish, for` the most-peit
A

/ and then translated into English-for,the benefit.of the English-ie

reading public (p. 79).

In addition to letter writing, other:evidence is,available

suggesting the types of informal iiteraty carried on in tra,
7.7

ditional Spanish-speaking communities. These include unpub-

lished collections of diaries and personal record books/listing

important family events, including information on mar iages,

birEhs, baptisms, and deaths. Similarly, documents/exist of

"ditch bosses" who kept detaij.ed records of work a4ivities

related to the functioning of the large'and complicated irri-
.

gation systems which were so integral a part of traditional
.

Hispanic village life. Testamentos morales/ethical wills)
/

which were essentially a series of moral m axims designed to

regulate the behavior of children once tlie parents passed away,

was an important writing activity assigned to Hispanic men.

To'some extent, oral.tradition;:both secular and religious,

was a source of some Spanish literacy. Oral trahitions in the

form of dramas, folk songs, poet y and ballads were frequently

written &own and preserved from/one generation to another (for

information on oral traditions of New Mexico, see Lucero- TThite

Lea, 1953):

ttpand-written versions of such religibuS dramas as Los. Moros

. y Los. Cristianos, Las PO/sadas;-Los Pastores, Los Tres Reyes, and

Los Comanches which were 'frequently performed on teligiOus

occasions are still in existence today. The well-known AlabadOd,

religious poems of the Penitentes, a religious and fraternal

organization in traditional. Hispanic life, were frequently

copied for the purposeof teaching them to others. The office
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of the "reiador" in the Penitente community is defined as "one
0 4

who reads to his hrothers." Finallyhand-written copies can

be found of entregadas and clespedidas, oral recitations thatAEtre',

related to sending brides'and grooms on to a fulfilling life.

In addition to literJt Of.apersonal or religious nature,

Kloss (197.7) provide's a picture of official and bureaucratic

uses of literacy in the early days of New Mexico. Kloss (1977)

indicates that durin a 1860s, Spanish was the language pf

lieliberation in the territorial legislature, even though inter-

pKeers were available in each of its two chambers (p. 130).

%Territorial laws'atld legislative records, however, were kept in

..both Spanish 1E1-3 :English.

Upon the. attainment' of statehood in 1912, the constitution

also pr vided that all laws were to be printed in both Sp

and English for the following twenty years and thereafter as

the legislature shall provide (Article XX, Section 12, Kloss,

1977, p. 130), Kloss points out that this twenty year limit

was extended by ten years each in 1931 and 1943, even though

the Second time this extension was not fully used (p. 130). The

last annual Spanish edition of the state laws appeared in 1949

(p.. 131). .According to Kloss, Spanish along with English con-
.

tinved to be used for deliberation in the legislature up to

about 1935 when a permanent interpreter was used for the last

time (D. 131). Finally, in a recent legislative action, and

perhaps more as a symbolic reminder of its bilingual tradition,

the New Mexico .State legislature in 1973 adopted an official

Spanish version of the flag salute, calling the flag "el simbolo

de amistad perfecta entre culturas unidas."



,Other official uses Spanis, liceracy cited by Kloss

tf
,

'(0977) includeprovisi7s passed in4.93871,9and still in vao
! I

15

effect in 1970 guaranteeing the equal status of Spanish (p. 131)i

As late as 1967 two laws were enacted imakingNmandatory printing

primary--election ballots-in English' and Spanish for publi-
,

dations, ballots and instructions pertaining to school-district

bond elections (p. 131).

Kloss (1977) also indicates that justices of the.peace

tradilkonally ,kept all their dockets 'exclusively in.Spanish,

.:..01e practice even continuing on until at least;the,1950s

and perhapsmUch longer (p. 132). With.tegard:tolegal notices

and official announcements, Kloss indicates that'pr'aCtical

necessities for a long time made the use of SOnish so natural

that it was not even necessary to have it permitted by law

(13-. 132).

Legal notices of laws prohibiting firearms in restaurants

and one concerning trespassing in mines and others are still in

effect today even though a recent article in the New Mexico

Independent (June 6, 1980) indicated that it was ridiculous to

publish legal notices in Spanish since the claim-is made that

any New Mexican who can read them in Spanish can certainly

read them in English. At any-rate, a law enacted in 1965

identifies six newspapers in the state, which are suitable for

publishing legal notices in Spanish as required by law (Kloss,
a

1977, p. 134).

Perhaps the best evidence for the claim of growing Spanish

literacy around the turn of the century lies with the Spanish

press, Witkout, citing a source, Rivera (1980) indicates that

more than 500 Chicano newspapers were published during the years
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1848 to'1958 (p. 334). In a- carefully documented siudy,:Rios

and Castillo'(1972) pro.VIde evidence that 380 Mexican AMerican

newspaptrs,,some exclusively in Spanisfi and some bilingual,
4

have been located betvieen theyears of 1848 and 1958. In the

initial Antroduction to their work, Rios and. Castillo (1970)

forcefully say:

Even if-nothing more than the publication
of the Mexican American bibliography is
forthcoming, it have .served a major
purpose--for, in.itself it is a damning blow
to those ImyOpic historians who have led some
to believe the Mexican American had no-history,
or to believe that what history he has had was
not recorded by Mexican Ameticans themselves
(p. 17).

In a study of New Mexico newspapers from 1835 to'the present

Barnott, and Hansen, 1978); the following data are

revealed:

Bibliographical Entries - 1,575 ".(

English Titles 1,181
English/Spanish Titles -, 231
Spanish Titles 161
Italian/English Titles 2 (p.xx )

1C4, An examination of the language of each of these_entries

indicates that approximately 161 are entirely in-Spanish, 232

are bilingual and 1,115, most of these of fairly recent origin,

are English only newspapers. Due to title changes, mergers

d the fact that many of them were short-lived, it'is difficult

to be precise about the exact number of newspapers in each

language, but thestudy is helpful,,in giving some relative idea

of the extent to which Spanish literacy in the form of journalism

was avail a to people.

In an e lier study of. New Mexico newspapers from 1834 to.

1912, Stratton (1969) indicates that jcitirnalisM was late in

coming to New Mexico because of the isolation, poverty and
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illitdrate population of the'territory(p, 1) t Stratton,

indicates-there were no newspakra publisheoF?du ing the Spanish

colonial period (1598-1821), but three papers Aid appear in

Santa Fe during the.Mexican :period (182r-1846) Howeveri as

'A result of increaSed'Spanish literacy which StrattonascrIbea.

to_the efforts:of'-CathOlicschooleducation',' thirty -five

Spanish language and eleven bilingual papers were published in

the 1890's. :(Stratton 1969, p. 56): Judgingfrom Stratton's

and the previously mentioned studies, the peak swf Spanish

:journalism in New Mexico appears to have begun in the 1880's,

continuing on through. the 1930's.

According to Wagner (1937), the first newspaper in New

Mexico was'El Crepusculo de la Libertad issued weekly in 1834

in Santa Fe-for a month and having about fifty subscribers (p.

- La Verdad was a Spanish weekly, lAirch was issued for aboutten

months in 1844 and 1845 and El Payo de Nuevo Mejico succeeded

it in k845 but lived only for a few-months (Wagner, 1937, p. 10).

The first English-Spanish newspaper, the Santa Fe Republican,

appeared in 1847. As Stratton (1969, p. 12), indicates, the

Republican divided its pages between Spanish and English and

established a tradition of bilingualism which eventually became

widespread practice.

Refined by longevity and circulation totals, the most

successful SpariIsh newspapers in New Mexico would fiave to

include the following:

El Independiente (1894 -1928, a weekly in
Las Vegas)

- La Voz del Pueblo (1890-1925, a weekly in Las
Vegas which reached all of
New Mexico and parts of
Arizona, Texas, Colorado,
Wyoming/California and
northern Mexico)
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- El Nuevo Mejicano,

J

(1890 - 19.58, a weekly, in
. Santa.Fe)

, .

(1895 -1938, a bilihgual
'weekly ih AlbuquIrque).

:(190171950,. 'a weekly in
SoCotyo):,

La Bandera' Americana

El Detensoi.diel "Pueb'lo

H'N

tirculation rats are difficult to estimate precisely, but

it aPpears for the newspapers cited above, circuiattop rates

generally rah between 1000 and 3000 subscribers' through, their

'low arid peak years respectively (Kramer, 1979).

According to Stratton (1969), the'content of the Spanish

-,and the bilingual newspapersVas dominated by, editorials,

territorial news, local events, national news and special

featureg in that order (p. 12). in the bilinglibl issues, the

Spanish language portion was largely a translation of the

4

. .

previous week's English copy. Newspapers from small towns and

villages tended to address local politics and announcements;of

upcoming events. Some newspapers, like the tiny bilingual

theGringo and Greaser A 'semi-monthly issued in Manzano, intended

to insult all its readers thro gh humorous anecdote (Stratton,.

1969, p. 41). Large newspapers, like El Nuevo Mejicano, and

La Bandera Americana, frequently emphasized topics related to

the larger Spanish-speaking world, i.e:, Spain, Mexico, and

Latin America in general.

The larger newspapers also featured .a literary section for

poetry submitted by subscribers, but also including classical

Latin American poetry, short sto4es aealing with birth; death,

, political event's and'philosophical statements such as one in

La Bandera Americana (February 21, 1919) entitled "No Es la

Lengua Que Hace al'Patriota, Sino el Corazon." In addition,
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;the newspaper served in many cases as a foruM for letter-
.,

writing, many of which were Concerned with defending the Spanish

language and traditions of New Mexico (For an exampl of this,

See Aurora Lucero's,-article "Defense de Nuegtre'Idi a" in

' El Mensajero, Mora, March 31, 1911): SOanh newspapers fre-

quently defended the child's right to speak Spanish and to4bip

educated in his native language.

With the increasing status and use of English, Spanish

_journalism in. New Mexico began to decline'significantly during

the Period from 1920 to1940. In 1935 there were still some
A

twenty Spanish and Spanish-English,newspapers in New Mexico but

by 1951, there are only eight bilingual newspapers in existence

(Johnson, 1951). he once powerful El Nuevo MeiLcano in Santa Fe

-ceased publication in 1958 when it asserted that the younger

generation of children are more Comfortable reading in English.

Pre'Sently, there are few Spanish newspapers in New Mexico,

the one notable' exception'being El Hispana, begun in AlbuqUerque

in 1966,
f
but enjoying only a limited readership, Other news.-

papers such as the Taos News, publish.one page a week generally

jr: on topics related to Spanish culture and traditions.

Even though there is some evidence suggesting that ityas

beginning to develop, it is clear that a strong native litera-u

.tore did not emerge in New I1exico. Gaspar Perez de VilIagra'

epic poem "La Historia de Nuevo Mejico" written in 1610 is

one of the first Major works written on'American soil (Ortego,

1971). Much later, Donaciano Vigil, who published the newspaper

Vero d, wrote,la book entitled History of New Mexico to 1851

(title translated). Several years later in 1851 Miguel Antonio

Otero essayed the Indian Depradetions in the Territory of New
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Mexico (ti,tle translated,Ortego, 1971)0 Even later in 1876

and .1903, two biographies of Padre,Antonio
.

Jose Martinez of

TaOs were published. (BacatVaughn, 1978).,

In her study of indigenousltkerary adtivity. in New

MeTcao; Kra610 '(1979).Aound Vdry little' that, was adtually

published' in New Mexico, although she qualifies this 13y.statifig

that-"publicationand writ.ing are not synonymous" (p.'28).

Kramet.did find same references to New, MeXico dime poyels (see,

A I

Lopez et al., 1959). that appeared :around, the end ofthe 19th -
;

centvry and that dealt with the life and exploits o outlaws,

su6h.as-Jesse James., Billy the Kid, and San .Bass (p. 28). These

references to novels include Historia de Vicente Silva y,Sus

Cuarenta Bandidbs authored by Manuel C de Baca in 1896. Two

other nOvels"whicli are mentioned.include Las Hazanas de Kit

Casoni- and La Verdadera AtlaciOn .de la'Vida y Muert de Billy

the Kid. The onl3rNeW Mexicd Spanish novel that Kramer found
-

in her research was El Hijo. de La eFpestad (actually two short .

novels having a total.length.of 56 pages), printed by El Bolet {n

Popular in Santa Fe in 1892.
L

The strongest evidence for the Claim thalikk a 'vernacular

literary tradition was beginning to emerge in New Mexico lies

with the collectionsbf poetry, some remaining in the privaft

possession of individuals but other, collections, available, for

perusal in the literary sectiqns of Spaniel newspapes.
A

Arellano (1976) has assembled a'voluzne of poems Los Pobladores,

Nuevos Mexicanbs y Su Poesla.: 1889-.1950, which were recently

collected in numerous villages and 'towns in northern NeW Mexico.

An examination of the Volume indicates that much of this poetry'

was actually published in a variety of Spanish language news-
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.
papers. Although much' of this poetry is of a topical nature

(Kramer, 079;.p. 24) , Arellano speaks of "la tradiciOn Nuevo

MO-Leann de componcr'corridots y poesia de la, vida diaria de''
N

_lagente nativh (1976, p. 120.,

In a relatedi_deve1opment, Meyers (1975) .states:

"Spanish-lahgAge newspapers, unlike their
Anglo and bilingual,counterparts in New Mexico,
contain a notqtle aMount of anonymous poetry
whose style reilects popular Hispanic verse
traditions and whose content and expression
reveal some of the concerns of the New Mexico
Hispano population at,a crucial juncture in
history (p. 260). 4,

Meyer further states:

"It has been heretofore assumed that, in
terms of lfterature,,New Mexican Hispano
society of .the nineteenth century was a
cultural desert. Clearly this attitude ,
must be corrected in view of the contents
of the Spanish language journals alone,"

(Meyers is referring to the verse, p. 275).

Withintits.,4ast ten or fifteen years, a new interest has

emerged Imong Hispanic individuals in New Mexico who are

beginning to see the possibilities of recording and, expressing

their expe'r'ience through some form of Ch'icano or ethnic litera-
1

ture. At a recent annual Hispanic Arts and'Crafts Fair in

Albuquerque, it was noted that in 1980 only three Hispanic

authors digplayed their writing. -In the following year`, 1981,

there were 35 authors and in 1982, there were 50. Much of thi

work, which includes primarily historical and cultural studies,

poetry, and a few novels, however, is written either bilingually

or in English. The desire to reach large commercial audiences

may mean that more and more of these,writers will eventually

depend increasingly on English as a means of literary'expression.
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, _
The Literacy Situation Today , r .,

In"contrastto.earlier days4n New. Mexico when Spanish

Jiteracy wam in a state ,nr grotqt the situation today is drama-
.

tivally different' In spite of4p\7rmalslanguav loos in the

past! -thirty to forty years, particularly among young children,
.

. I ,

many New Mexico Rispanics still retry tvehe use of the Spanish i

language. The vast majorItyhowever
\

Trefer'and are more

comfortable treading and writing in English.
r

,
There are individuals who.are highy literate in Spanish,

.
.

but these tend 1:0 he individuals who attained A high degree .

22

of education at.the university level'or else those whoqiavt if

come to New Mexico from other qpanish-speakAg countries.

Generally, it is the case Ohat those individuals who are highry

literate in Spanish are likewise literate innglish.4 High

school Spanish classes 'are widely, offered in New Mexico but

their - emphasis tends to be on gramMatical knolifedge rather

'Than functional literaCy.

Taking Albuquerque, the main population center as an

example, public Spanish literacy in Nev(ilexicb is very fimited.

Commercial billboards and signs promoting tourism, liquor,

cigarettes, food, soap and similar 'products are occasionally

seen. A few bookstores have small,sections where'Spanish
-,'''

. .

.6 .

romancer novels/comic books and a few Spanish newspapers
,

generally published in Mexico, can be purchased: A imited

number of ;stores, generally responding to the large `influx
-

of immigrants, recently arrived ftomoMexico, have bilingual

labels for toyS, Clithes and other merchandise. The Univer-
,

'sity,of New Mexico Library recently adopted bilingual signs

either for syribolic purpoles or else more genuinely, t 'assist
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.
.the many students who come from Mexico and other Latin

.Amer' .can countries.

'Reflecting the long presence of Spanish in,New Mexico,:

numerpua.atreot names, names of towns an4 cities and googra-

placid features are written in Spanish, although they. nre

frequently given an English pronanciatton. Due to government

re)quirements, legal notices, voting rights information, .election

ballots, patient bilif of ripts in hospitals, 'food stamp
. , 4

motion; free lunch school applications are generally published

both Spanish and English. Under the encouragement of the

.present Archbishop.SanChez of Santa Fe, many Catholic churches

in AlbuqUerque and New MexiOro have at least one Sunday service

weekly in Spanisii where missals liturgy and hymnals iti'-Spanish

are available.

At the present time the public.school in New Mexico is .,

perhaps the institution post concerned with promoting. Spanish

literacy. As is true in other Southwestern states', many Spanish-
4

English bilingual programs. were established in the late 1960s

and early 1970s to promote, among other goals, full biliteraCy,

i.e., the ability to
.

read
0-00

and write in both Spanish and English.

The difficulties of promoting Spanigh literacy, especially

in areas where there has.been significant language loss, can be

illustrated by a study conducted of an exemplary bilingual-

-program in- a ChicanO community in 1980-81 (EngelbreCht, Irvine

and Ortiz 1981). Classroom and school observations were

made over' a one-year period of all written materials, including

homework assignments,-reAding materials, chalkboard exercises,

bulletin boards, signs, charts, etc., to determine the written
.

functions of Spanish And English.

The results of the study indicated that even though there
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was a 'liberal use of4Spaninb for oral conununicatfon functiopn,

this name ,emphanik wan not ,being carried over into reading and

writing in Spanish. In these instances where there wad evidence

of wren Spa.ottihr the tendency was to use .*finish symbolically

like in the Pledilw of AlleglanCe or fOr practice exereisen,

like
,
workbook drills. More real or functional ocommunication

like teacher lesson plans, notes to parenta4 une of teacher

guides, and even bathroom graffiti were more often reieryed

for English. In a real sense, English was unconaciously being

promoted by .its use for the more important coimunicatiVe func-

tions. Finally, the study indicated, how difficult it is to

motivate children to become literate in Spanish in a community

where there are few meaningful-uses for it.

Summary

Afrer a slow beginning:in Spanish.Coionial times, Spanish

iteracy.in New Mexico had an auspicious burst of growth in
9

the late 1800s and early 1900s. The Spanish literacy which did

emerge was seen more as communications than as literature. It

was primarily tied to letters, religion, school-learning,

official writing and communication generally that was congruent

with Hispanic needs, traditions and way of life.

.Although a vernacular literature was developing along

with other important literacy roles, there was insufficient

time for this- to occur. With the comin f statehood in 1912

and the shift of political and economic power from Spanish

to English, the potential for Spanish literacy was soon on

the decline. '1)resently, Spanish speakers in New Mexico have

come to depend on English rather than Spanish literacy for

their survival.
120. 1 1 4
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The°Sociolingilistics,of Literacy.

One of the principal lessons-to Pe learned from recent

sociolinguistic studies of literacy has been its complexity

and the varied forms it may take. While the term literacy is

most commonly used to refer,to the ability of the individual

to read Orwrite (or to the extent of his or her experience in

reading a specific body of literature), it has turned out to

be most worthwhile to follow the suggestions of Ferguson

. (.1979) Fishman (1980) and Stubbs (1980) and study literacy as-

a social phenoMenon looking at -the role played by the written

language in the functioning of a community.

There are two complementary approaches to the

sociolinguistics of literacy: in one, we can choose to look

at the social distribution of the skill, and in the other at

the function and social role of the written word. Some examples

of functional-societal literacy will make this distinction

clearer : = A medieval kingdom (Dauml 1980), a modern office,

and a Navajo school board (Spolsky 1981) are each literate

communities, for each depends on the written medium for records'

and communication. In each of these cases,. however -access

t-o literacy is through a specialist: a scribe or clerk, a

stenographer, or a secretary-interpreter. It does not

matter whether the king or the manager or the members of the

school board can'read or write, and so they need not worry

about how the writing is'done. The king might have dictated
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in English and have had his letters written in Latin or

French; the manager can dictate in colloquial English and have

her letters taken down in shorthand and transcribed in formal

business English; the Navajo school board can discuss its

affairs in Navajo, while the interpreter records the minutes

in English and reads them back in Navajo. These examples show

,
the distinction between the literacy of a social group and

that of its members; the literacy skills*of a community are

generally specialised and unevenly distributed among the

members and control-of-literacy may well be a result of power

rasher than skill. Just as communities permit specialisation

in the work skills of their members, so they make varying

'demands on the literacy skills of each social 'role.

When we take a sociolinguistic approach to literacy,

then, we ask which meMbers of a community (defined by their.

roles) are literate in which language and for what. purposes.

One kind of literacy is often assumed to be ideal, the school-,

related essayist litera5y that is expected of graduates of

humanities' departments in modern Western' universities. Its

distinguishing feature is the-ability to communicate in writing

to strangers a large amount of new infOrmation, 0 to receive

such information froM the printed page. It is the kind of

communication that calls for autonomous verbalization (Kay 1977);

the written word carries the maximum weight. Learning control

of essayist literacy is not easy; it takes a long time, for

it needs training and extensive experience )ust in the skills

of reading and writing but also in the kind of lbgic and methods
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of thought preferred by modern Western education (cf. Scollon

and Scollon). We often forget how recent it is (it first

appears in the seventee century) and how few people ever

achieve it.

At the opposite end on the scale of autonomous

.Nverbalization is the style of literacy required,to keep a
N

personal diary that only the writer will read or to write

letters to . close. friends and relatives. In personel

lettvr-writing or note-taking literacy I can relT_on the fact

that the reader knows me (or will be me) ar is familiar

with most of what Iam taelking about, so that references can,

be allusive and messages ritualized. To master this style

of literacy, all that is needed is the technical skill of

ispading and writing:, for the written style is close in language

0-

andAogic to the spoken.' And it is clear, as teachers of

freshman composition soon come to learn, that mastery of this

style of literacy has little to do with the special skills and

knowledge called fOr in academic essayist literacy.

0

There are many other styles and kinds of Aiteracy,

inclusing sacred text literacy ,(which will be discussed below),'

civic literacy he requirements a 'state places on its citizens),

and bureaucrati literacy (which a state or large organization

requires of some of its workers). As we come to realise the

complexity of the phenomenonl so we.are increasingly prepared

to understand that the adoption of literacy by a community is
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not a simple instantaneous change, but 'rather a long and gradual

process of changes'in'functions, forms'and attitudes with

.
varying and changing demands on the various. members of the

community.

An historical case is a good way to exp

/

ore this phenomenonphenomenon'.

k

sm+.34,

Studies of medieval literacy such as Bauml 1980)'help point

up the,nature of the long term process, and while it is sometimes

frustrating to a social scientist to have to work with the

.

limited evidence of historical sources (one longs to be able to

observe or take a survey), suCh,studies are perhaps the best

way to clarify the longitudinal perspective. In this paper,

I:. will look at the situation of Jewish literacy in the first

century of the common\era. The period is interesting for

literacy for two reasons: first, the Jews of Palestine at the

time were triglossic, so that we can see how each of the three'

languages Wasused in speech and in writing. 'Second, the

Rabbi's attitude to literacy maintained the importance of the

oral tradition; thus, we can see Prom this study that those

a rigid dichotomy between oracy and literacy are

n4 sing the complexity f the phenomenon of so ietal literacy.
who suggest.

Jewish Trigl ssia in the First .Century.

Our first concern must be to establish the general

sociolinguistic patterns of the Jews in the first.century.

Earlier views held that Paletinian Jews of the time spoke only

Aramaic; the 'Rabb was_conceded, knew Hebrew and wrote

2t

an artificial version of it ; and a small group of Hellenizers
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knew Greek. BefOre.597 BCE when large segments of the

population\were led into Exile in Babylon, Hebrew was the main

language of the people3 , but drter'the return that started in

537, there is growing use of Aramaic
4

. Dubnow, for instance,

(19673379) believed that Aramaic spread with "remarkable speed ",
.11

becoming the language of conversation not just in cases of

intermarriage5 . While he agreed that thisfAramaic was Hebraized,

he believed that it was not just, the language of legal acts,

(of4icial documents are quoted in the Book of Ezra in Aramaic)

and for intercourse with those Jews who remained in. Babylon and,

thoSe who went to Egypt but also was needed,for translating the

Bible to the "unlearned"; it was the learned alone who he

assumed kept a working knowledge of Hebrew.

But there is good reason to believe that this account

anticipated the death of spoken Hebrew by six or seven hundred

years. In the accounts of the return from exile in Nehemiah

we find complaints that some of the men who stayed`behind have

intermarried with non-Jews, with women of Ashdodp-and that

their children could not speak'"tfle language of Judah" (HebteW)i

but spoke "half in the speech of Aghdod" (Nehemiah 13.4).

This is' hardly the picture. of complete rapid loss of Hebrew that.

Dubnow and others assumed.

More recent,work has found evidence for the continuity of

spoken Hebrew. A strong proponent of this position is the

Christian scholar, Birkeland (1954), who argued that Jesus was
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fluent in Hebrew; he follows in, this view the earlier suggestion

of Franz Delitzch (1883). There is gOod Evidence for this

views the best is the strong case presented by Hebrew language

scholars beginning with Graetz (1,844) Segal ('1908) and-well

summarized by Rabin (1976). They have demonstrated that the

language in, which,the Mishna is composed is not an artificial

language, but the normal development that one might-expdct if

Biblical Hebrew had continued to be a spoken.language. Its

grammatical and lexical changes are those of a living language,

and not the attempts by scholarS to reproduce,an extinct language.

'Indeed, Rabin points out that there was still writing in

Biblical Hebrew until quite late, showing that the Rabbis could

have written its this archaic, sty,le had they chosen6 . -Since,

- as we shall note later, the -Mishna was composed and transmitted

orally and not in writing, there would have been no reason for

writing it down later in Mishnaic Hebrew had it not been a record

of a spoken version.

ti
41

There is no doubt therefore that the Rabbis of the ".lm d

spoke Hebrew, a d did not use it only for prayer and writing.

There is alsp evidence_ of the use of Hebrew by ordinary people.

Atone stagel the Rabbis report learning the Meaning of'an archaic

'term from a ,Judean villager working as a servant. Also, among

the Bar Kokhbe leofters are several (42-52) written in this same

living Hebrew (penoit et al 1961). It does however seem that

"-Hebrew was better maintained in Judea than in Galilee, an area

where a great number of peoples had been settled during the

Babylonian exile.
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Tyle Judeana who had been careful about their 1.anguage

succeeded 'in preServing the Torah, while the people of

Galilee, who did not care foPstheir language, did not
r

preserve, the Torah. (T.H. Erubin 53a)'

We see then that Hebrew continued to be a ?tally spoken language
. ,

well into the first century and" beyond.,

The evidence of widespread knowledge of Greek has been

presented in particular by 1?ieberman (1942) and Hengel (1974);

As early as 345 DC Olearchus of Soli rbpOrts meeting a

Greek-educated Palestinian Jew:

He was a Greek not only in his languag but also in his

soul. (Josephus c. AP. lk 176-81, q ted by Hengel

1974:59.)

By 150 BCE, knowledge of Greek could be expected of the Palestdme

Jewish aristocracy; one sees from I. Macc. 8: 12.1-23 that

Judah and some of his supporters knew enough Greek to negotiatg

in Rome and Sparta. A young JeW who wanted to rise in the

world woUld have to learn Greek; a good number of Jewish books

were written in Greek.at this time. At Qumran, there were many

Greek' papyri and the "Overseer of the Camp" was expected to

know Greek (Hengel). Lieberman has demonstrated the extent of

Rabbinic knowledge of the Greek language. In a number of places

in the Talmud (e.g. T.B. Shabbath 31b and 63b, T.B. Sanhedrin 76b)

points are made with Hebrew-Greek puns of the kind that only
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bilinguals would be able to fqllow. And not.jus

but also support for learnifig and using, its

Rabbi said, why use the Syrian (=Aravdc, also, pun on

sursi,vclipped) language in Palestine? Eithek the Holy

tongup or Greek. T.B. Sot'ah 49b)

Four.languages are of value: Greek foNlong (poetry),

Latin for war; Aramaic for dirges, and Hebrew for

speaking. (P.T. SotA VII) (le

1
,

. .
,

It is true that there was a ban on the teaching (but not the'

use) of Greek, after the War against Quietus (16 CE), the action
k-b- . _

a

being explained with the story of a Gteekispeaker who, had at

an earlier stage Atrayed Jerusalem to the Rom)ins (T'.B. Sotah

99b), but it is ear that the Rabbis of our peiiod,'except for

those who had come from Babylon, knew Greek.

Greek was also the language of Greek colonies in Palestine

such as Caesarea, Ashkelon Acco, Jaffa, Gadara, Philadelphia,

and Beth Shean (Scythopolis) just as it was (in the rest of Asia

Minor. As such, it was by then the first (and in many cases

only) language of the Jews of Egypt. _Egyptian Jews had spoken

Aramaic until,the middle of the second centUry BCE, but, as

Tcherikover (f97130) shows, Greek eventually became the language

of intercourse in the cities.. Since there was no_particular

Jewish language loyalty to Aramaic, it was replaced by Greek,

he points out, in much'the same way.as Yiddish was replacedby

Englisp in America. Equally Serious was the translation Of

132
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the Bible into Greek, for the Written Liiw was 'the center of

Jewish life, and once it was available in Greek, the study of

;,?' 8
.

Hebrew became obsolete. By the time of Fhi'lo, Hebrew was
) / ,

.virtuallnknown in Egypt. It.was presdmably for the sake

of Egyptian Jews that permiss n was ven to' pray in Greek in

the foreigners' synagogue in 'Jerusalem (Tosefta Megillah iv 3).

. We know of the knowledge Of Greek of the Palestinian

Jewish aristocracy. We can expe hat others in Jereaaaem

could speak in Greek to the-pilgrims from Egypt, just as we can

reasonably assume a goodknowledge of Colloquial Greek on the

part of thdse Jews who lived in Or who traded with the many

Greek towns. rhere is evidence that the Jews of Caesarea even

said prayers in Greek'(P.'C. Sotah VII.1.21b) Lieberman

(1942:32(f) provides evidence of the use of.Greek in a street

prayer there, during a drought When it was customary to ask the

common peoRle to pray in their own language.in the street. He
4

.

also pointp out that the Rabbis ofte7174Uote or 'refer to Greek

proverbs in their 'sermons without translation, apparently

\assuming they were familiar to listeners.

The picture that emerges then is that, until the end of

the-Bar Kohkba revolt in 135 CE, the Jews of Palestine were

essentially triglossic, using Aramaic, Hebrew and Greek for

different purposes and in different parts of( the country (Rabin

1976, Lapide 1975). Aramaic was the language of commerce and
0

of legal documents, the language of intercourse With most n'sin-

Jews and the mother tongue of Jews who lived in Galilee and 'in

4 -
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I
Babylon. Behr", was the language of learning and prayer,, the

language of the sacred texts, the epoken language of .scholars,

and the mother tongue of Jerusalem and of villagers in Judea.

Greek was the lan'quage for communication with the Roman government

and of those in close contact with theft, for trade with the

Greek colonies in Palestine and elsewhere, and.the mother tongue

of Jews who lived in such colonies in Palestine, throughout Nsia

Minor and in Egypt.

Literacy in Greek and Aramaic

Having seen that each of the thre&languages making up the

triglossia of the Jews- of Palestine had different functions, we

should not be surprised to find similar distinctions in literacy.

Let us start with Greek. .Greek rather than Latin was the usual

,lanquage of Roman government in Asia Minor. We know of one

putilic sign in the Temple in ,Greek, advising non-Jews of the

penalty for entering the holey places. One of Bar-Kokhba's letters

to his captains was in Greek, so we can asstlm that there-was

some popular literacy in Greek. But. essentially, Greek was not

a Jewish language for literacy in Palestine, although of course

it was at this time the primary Jewish language for literacy in

most of the Diaspora,. especially Egypt.. In the opinion of some,

Greek had a higher status than other languages in this respect,

for whereas some authorities held that the Bible could be written

in any language (M. Megillah i 8),. R. Simeon said that it .could

be written, only in 'Hebrew or Greek (U.T. Megillah i 1) .
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The second language to considei is Aramaic, which, as,we

have already mentioned, `had long been established as the 'language

for of and commercial dpcOments. All loghl documents seem

to, have been written in.Aramaico 'Ilva ones of which we have

most knowledge are those for marriage contracts and.divorcens

two tractates of the Talmud deal with them. The formulae tO

be used in each were clearly prescribed, but it is interesting

to note that the written word of the contract was not' the last

wordt if a marriage contract had by mistake omitted a required

section, the Rahbin held that-the normal provision rather than

the words written in the contract applied. Basically, this

agreed with a general provision that testimony in writing was

invalid, except as it functioned as a record of permanent contracts.

There is a great deal of ambivalence,in the importance accorded

to' the written word. A n21 (bill of divorce) must be written

for a specific woman and the divorcetakes effect when the mel

is delivered; but the delivery can be symbolic. More important\

than the documents themselves is the evidence of the witnesses

Who signed it or the person who saw it written. The tractate

Gittin dealing with divorce starts by dealing with the case of

divorce bills written outside 1-alestine where it is difficult

to bring the witnesses and where questions may be raited as

to whethei the bill was written for this specific woman. The

tractate also makes provision for a time when it was considered

unsafe to keep a written document. As a general rule, as, Kaplan

(1933:2t8) points out, the Rabbis permitted witnesses to use

notes, but considered the written word to be unreliable .in a law

court. (s.B. Kethuboth 20a) .
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This being, the case,' it is not surpgisinCthat no

particular status appearS to have,attached to tie ability to

write such documents. The fact that after the return from

Babylonian exile Hebrew was written in the same square letters

as Wer&iused f 4ramaic (T.B. Soferim 35a) meant that the -76

scrfbes'we will talk about beloW wete presumably capable o

writing legal documents as well as religious ones; and we have

evidence in the Talmud 1.hat there were schools for scribes wheie,

one might hear a teacher dictating to the tlassthe form for

divorce bills. But it is not clear that this was a specially:

valued role; in fact, the Talmud says that anyone could write

such a document including a minor or a woman, neither of whom

could give evidence in-a'lawcpurt. We learn also thatthe7almud

can accept the notion of a member of the Sanhedrinbeing unable

to write from its ruling that there are circumstances when he

must *learn' to write in order to carry out the request of a dying

man to write bill of,divorcb for him.

One otherkind of item was written in Aramaic, the..targum
.

Or Aramaic translation.or.interketation of the. Bible. We

.

haVe already:mentioned the requirement that such an, interpretatiOn-:

accompany the publii reading of the Written Law, but the targum

was'considered of the Pral Law and as such was not allowed

to be read out but had to be deliverpd; one verse at a time,

following the reading of the Hebrew (r.B. Soferim 39h) from

memory or extemporaneously. It was, in fact not permitted to

write down the tarqum. The Holy Scriptures may only be written

down:in the original H brew. If they were written in any other.
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language, they may, not be used for theLLeAging_jru:publi.cr,,

worship. (T.B. Soferim 350.

But tfiere is an account.of one written arquth, and others probably

Wasted.

R. Halafta'founeRabban Gamaliel reading a Targum of
-

Job,. Be told him he had seen R. Gamaliel the elder (his
13'

grandfather) order a Targum of Job buried in the

foundations of building under, construction on the

Temple Mo7t. (T.B. Soferim 37b)`.

While. suchdocumentscould not be used in statutory services,

they still had the sanctity of other sacred writings:

The sages held that all holy writings, in any language,

may be saved. from fire (on the SabbatWand must be

stored away (when.worn Out,,,and not destroyed)..

Soferim 41a) .

Sacred text literacy in pebrelti

In the first century, sdbred text literacy was divided

two roles: that of the ordinary educated person andbetween

.that of the sofer or'scribe. The skill required of the

ordinary person was to be.able to read a portion of the Written

Law aloud, with correct cantillation, when called up for that

purpose as part of a public worship service. This scripture
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reading constituted divine worship (Safrai 1976:918). It could

be done in public only with a congregation of, ten present

(M. Megillah 4:3), and'took place on Sabbaths, holy days and

market days (Mondays-and Thursdays). To participate in this

-reading required considerable training: because of the absence

of written marks for vowels and cantillation, no adult or child

could read a given passage correctly unless he had received the

tradition for reading it from his teacher (cf. Kiddushin

33a T,BT'Pesachim 117a).

The maintenance of the tradition depended on the soferim-
,

(scribesi who had several tasks: first, they were responsible

for copying and maintaining the accuracy and authenticity of

the text; secolId, they were expected to teach the skill of

reading aloud to young boys; and third, they were expected to

be able to teach the t.arqum, the most general level of interpretation

of the text. At the time of Ezra, the term sofer was used for

wise men in general, but by' the Rabbinic peridd, although

Lhere were soferim who were also Rabbis, the tasks and roles

were clearly distirict: soferim taught reading and tarqum;

rabbis taught a higher level of interpretation called,midrash.

Theschool.in Which a.sofer taught was a bet sefer, an elementary

schOol; the school in whiCh a:Rabbi taught was a bet midrash

or a bet talmud..

0

The work of copying sefarim (scrolls of the Law) was done

by professional soferim who must be careful at all times to

copy each letter from, the. model:
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R. Yohanan said It is, forbidden to write even a single

letter unless it is copied frOm a written, original. (T.13

Megiilah 18k).

The working scribe would read aloud as he wrote, but it was

forbidden for one scribe to dictate the Law to another. While

the scribes often must have known the text by heart (R. Huna is

reported to have copied the Torah seventy times (r.B. Baba Batra

14a) R. Ishmael b. Jose to have known it all, by heart), the

prohibition-of writing the Law from memory was firm. Gerhardsson

(.1961:48) mentions the case7of Rabbi Meir, reported to have

written out the Bdok of Esther from memory.when he happened'to

find himself one Purim in a town in Asia Minor without akcelky;

but this exception is explained as an emergency and as being

justified in part by Rabbi Meir's exceptional memory'and reputation,

for accuracy. (T.13. Megillah 18b).

The soferim were also responsible for maintaining

traditional knowledge(masoret) about the text of the Holy

Scriptures which were written without vowels or without

cantillation and without division into sentences. In addition,

they were expectbd to know the correct reading (k'ri) for the

number of cases in the text where the written form (k'tiv)

although not to be changed in writing, is taken to be a mdstake.

This distinction between k'ri and k'tiv was particularly

important, for it reininds us of the fact that the written word

was not taken' to be a final authority -even .for the authentic

text of. the Written.law..
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During Pemple times, the task o

Scriptures was attached to the Temple

copying theipoly

(T.B. Kethuboth 106a);

by the time we are concernedwith, there were families and

schools of scribes (Gerhardsson 1961:50) . Some of theM beca e

Rabbis: we learn in the Talmud of.Naggai the. Scribe, his

disciple Rabbi liammuna theScribep.and his disciple, Hamina ben

Hama who corrected Rabbi Judah in a reading (F.T. Taanith

The ability to write was classed, along with the abilities to

per4Aorm a circumcision and to slaughter animals in accordance

with the religious laws a method of serving the public that

was most desirable in a rabbi (T.B. Hullin 9a).

Education in sacred text literady

It was the soferim who took over from fathers the

responsibility of teaching the. Written Law to all boys.

Originally, the private duty was probably taken over by the Temple

but gradually became associated with the synagogue. . The

inhabitants of a town were responsible for providing a bet sefer

(T.B. Sanhedrin 17b); there were, by the time of the Second

Temple, schoolls of that kind in every town and large village

(Gerhardsson 1961:59) Attended, it is assumed, by most boys

(Safrai 1976:946) or at least by the sons of the propertied class

and of the pious. 'According to the Talmud,

There were four hundred and eight synagogues in

Jerusalem (before 70CE), each of which had a bet sefer

and a bet talmud, the "house of reading" for the Written
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Law and the "hoU-Se of learning" for the Oral t2 w.

(F.T. Megillah iii 73d)

The same pattern continued after the destruction of the Temple:

There were five hundred schools In Betar and in the

smallest of them there were Iho less than five hundred

Children. (P.T. Taanith iv. Oa)

Boys started elementary school between the ages of five and

seven and continued there until the age of twelve, or thirteen;

they first learned to read the letters from a wax board; then

read some'passages.in a small scrola; then leaxned from the

sefer Torah starting with' the ,Boi5k of. Leviticus. The learning

was by rote: the text had to be memorised, from the written

text, and never from the teacher's mouth, although as

mentioned the teaqher would teach the tarqum orally, By the

end of their study, the students (especially those who went.on

to study in a bet talmud) must have known the Scriptures by

heart: the form of reference to the Scriptures in the Talmud

assumes people who did know it very well. There was the

strongest possible emphasis in this area of sacred text literacy

on accuracy: a sofer who was accurate could be forgiven for

not understanding the text.

The oral tradition

Basically, as Baron points out (volume VII, p. 135), the.



Rabbis did very little writing. Most'of their composition, was

oral, and it formed the Oral Law which was transmitted in the

bet talmud or bet midrash orally, from teacher to teacher. In

a classic study of the process, Gerhardsson (1961) stresses

the oral nature of transmission, seeing this as a fundamental

distinction made as early as gillel and Shammai (T.B. Shabbath

4

31a). The Written Law was to be read aloud, the Oral Law was

to be memorised and repeated. The place for this repetition

was the school, and there were two styles of learning: midrashic,

where the material followed the order of the scriptural text

on which it was commenting, and mishnaic, where the ordering was

independent of the scriptural texts. Learning, Gerhardsson

repeats again and again, was memorisation of the texts of the

;teaching and the commentaries on it; as the amount of material

increased, each school would have its own 'canna or traditionist,

a "living library" who could repeat accurately a large section

of the traditional text even if he could not always explain it

(T.B. Sotah 22a). The tannaim of'this kind are much later than

our period (they date from about the time of Rabbi Akiba and

continue to be importarit'until Geonic times); at the time we

are concerned with, Gerhardsson assumes teachers and students

alike knew the core text by heart, although fewer knew the

supplementary traditions (Tosefta) which required transmission

from one school to another (e.g. T.B. Menahoth 18a, T.B. Beza

27a, T.B. Moed Katan 22a). The first stage of learning was to

memorise the text, learning it by repeating the words of a

teacher who repeated it passage by passage probably four times

(T.D. Erubin Gerhardsson (1961:123) proposes a nuitibeN,

of reasons for the opposition to developirig a written version
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4.

of the Oral Law: the scisire not to change a custom, the conflict
4

with the Sadduccees, the reverence for the gritten Law and the

resulting desire to maintain a distinction. He points Out that

there are no references to a written. Mishnah anywhere ih Xhe

Talmud, andAhat when thefe are questions about a text, students

are told to consult a Tanna4 The heart of his argument is the

statement by Rabbi Judah ben Nahmani,,a third century Amorat d°1-

The words"wbich are written may not be quoted from

memory; words which are transmitted orally may not be

recited from a written source. (T.B. Gittin 60b, T.B.

Temurah 1410:

The statement is made even more strongly:

r'

Those who write dowp halakhot (traditional: teachings)

(punished) bike those who burn the Torah, and

learns from them (the writings) received no reward.

('r.B. Temurah 14b) .

are

Neusner (1975) is not happy with carrying third century evidence

baCk to the first century; he argues that the method of Tannaim

was invented by Rabbi Akiva; and he is not convinced that the

evidence rules out the possibility of the existence of "written

fundament to the Mishna-Tosefta".. It may be, as'Eaplan (1933)

suggests, that the critical di,Stinction was that the Oral Law

had to be learned from a teacher rat her than from a teacher with

a book, even though there is evidence of written versions of

parts of' the Talmud as early as the time we are dealing with.
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Oerhardssep (1961:160-14-draws attention tb student notebooks

(T.D. Menahoth470a T.B. Shabbath',) 56a), to a secret scroll of

he school of Rabbi Hiyya, which, Rashi. believes, was used,,to

record a new law which had no authoritative tradition behind it

and was thus reject by the schools - it was committed to writing

he says for fear it might be forgotten bt it was' kept secret

.(93. Shabbath 6b, 96b, T.B. Baba gezia 92a) and to a homiletic

notebook (T.B. Hullin 60b, T.B. Temurah 14b)% There is also

evidence that it was permitted to write down the decisiens of

courts, which after all.is what some of the teaching in'the

schools weie.

t

.
i

We a e left with the conclUsion that while some literacy

in Hebrew was associated with the bet talmtld, and while there

4

was' some writing down of the teaching of tile Rabbis, literacy

did .not play an important part in the .learning of-the-Oral Law

in the first century, To follow the story through, it seems

to have been critical for-'the maintenance Of the whole Talmudical

approach, the "way of the Shas",as Weinreich (1980) calls it,

that when this practice was changed, as it had CO be with the

codification of the Mishna in the second'' century and the writing

down of the Talmud in the sixthit'orcler to guarant4e continuity

of the text during periods of threat'to.the edUCational system,

a'way was found to record the Oral Law that kept alive the need

for learning 'Palmud orally from a teacher, even in the presence

of a written text. fhe .nature' of this Talmudic literacy is a

question to be addressed elsewhere.

s
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The Dead Sea Sect9--

We have been following so far the literacy of the Rabbis.

We should look also at one other significant first century group,

the members of the Dead Sea Sects, who were,still productive'

during this period. There are.some interesting distinctions

.... to be made: they left written texts, they continued to use the

old Hebrew letters rather than the square Assyrian letters (and

when they changed over, they continued to use the square lettere

for writing the name of God), and, they wrote in a variety of

Biblical. Hebrew rather than theit variety of Hebrew we assume t

have been spoken at the time. Rabin (1958) proposes explanation
3

for the use of Biblical Hebrew for the non-Biblical seiblls at

Quilran. He is convinced, as we have mentioned earlier, that

Hebrew was still a spoken language at the time, and believes that

the decision was ideological rather than linguistic. The

Heb,rew of the Dead Sea Scrolls occasionally includes involuntary

Mishnaisms under'the influence of the spoken language of the

writer, and when passages in the Copper Scroll are quoted from

an eyewitness account; they are given in Mishnaic Hebrew. But

the scrolls refer to and denounce what is presumably the

spoken language,of the day as a "halting language", an

"uncircumcised" language, a "tongue of blasphemies". He suggests

that the sectarians Chose to use Biblical Hew, a "purified"

language like the pure life in the desert they had chosen, for

much the same reason as they changed their calendar: to symbolize

and emphasize tlipir differences from the Rabbis and others with

whom they disagreed.
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Conclusions

in attempting to account for the continued oral transmission,

Gerhardsson (1961-123) argues that the introduction of writing

into a culture doeS not necessarily have an immediate effect:

it takes a long time for books to replace memorization. While

he may in fact understate the place of written notes of the Oral

Law, he is clearly right in his general point about gradualness,

for we can see from our analysis that by the first century

literacy in three different languages played only a limited

number of roles in Jewish life. In later centuries, other roles

wo .id emerges' the writing ,down of the Oral Law, the sending of

2esponsa from the Heads of the Academics to the whole

Jewish Diaspora, the record g of liturgy in prayer books, the

writing of codifications of, e' law and of commentaries on it,

t1 development of writing at first in Hebrew and then in the

various Jewish languages of the Diaspora for commerce and for

maintaining contact between traders and their homes; .but all

of these functions were yet to come, as responses to changing

needs of the community for communication in writing and in

response to a gradual growth of the significance of the written

word.

Our survey has not exhausted all the kinds ofoliteracy

in first'century 1:alesstine: it has omitted the interesting

topics of inscriptidns on monuments and incantations on bowls:

but it has gone far enough to make some conclusions possibla.
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First, it isoclear that we are deafing with a multi- literate

as well aiiMCIIIT1U-6641-Peritid; In marked contrast to ,situations

where we find bilingualism but.monoliteracy, there was an

.established role for literacy in the various languages, with

Hebrew being the lanquage'of the written sacred texts, Aramaic

the lanupage'for legal contracts and commerce, and Greek for

government writing. Wheile there was overlap or diffusion from

.

domain to domain, the basic Pattern of differentiation was clear.

Each literacy was maintained by specialists and associated with

its own system of training. By'the time we are talking of, these

specialists had important roles, but their status was certainly

not as high as that of scribes in, earlier times, for the skills

of reading and writing were quite widespread.

//

The second and perhaps most intriguing lesson to be learned

is that literacy was not a simple all-or-none matter. It is

often assumed'that individuals are literate Or illiterate and

rtieties are literate or oral. We see from this period the

clear possibility not just of the limited literacy of individuals,

but of the compleX relations possible between oracy and literacy.

As Gerhardsson pointed out, the method of teaching literacy in

the sacred texts of the Written Law still managed to Maintain

the authority of the Oral Tradition. Lfteracy did not involve

acceptance of the superiority of the written over the spoken word.

The reluctance to write down the Oral Law, and the particular

method ultimately adopted ih the Ta.loludto write it down, guaranteed .

the survival of the primacy of oral teaching even .into modern

days.

14.7 z
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Notes

1. -SoMe.of the research reported in this paper wan carried

put cluring a sabbatical leave from the University ot,Now Mexico

and a Lady Davis Visiting Professorship at the Hebrew University

of Jerusalem. It was also supported in part.by a grant.

'(NlE G-70-0179) to the University of New Mexico from the National

Institute of Education.

I am grateful to Joshua Fishma -i1 Daniel Wagner, Ellen Spolsky

and Ezri Uval for comments on an earlier form of this paper.

2. "Hebrew remained the language of scholars... like Latin

in the Middle Ages," writes Pfeiffer (1949:399).

3. In II Kings 18:26, the courtiers of the King of Judah ask

the visiting Assyrian emisscries to sp6ak Aramaic rather than.

Hebrew ("the language of Judah") which the common people will

undrstand. From this, we see,not just that Hebrew was the

lanquage'of the people, but that Aramaic, the lingua franca of

the Assyrian and Babylonian Emp'res, was known to Judean officials

by then.

4. Weinreich (1980) makes an interesting ease for calling

the resultinq Jewish version of'Aramaic by-a special name: he

suggests Targumic.'

5. In Nehemiah 848, there is a passage attributing to Ezra

the institution of the public reading of the Law. The Rabbis
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of the Talmud interpret the Sentence as,meaning that the reading

Wdn accompanied by a translation into Aramaic, a view consistent

with Clia belief that they had already lost the ability to

understand Hellirow.' 1;

Such style was the choice of the Dead Sea Sects whose

llobrew though mainly Biblical occasionally shows signs of

contamination by the kind of Hebrew they too must have spoken',

(Rabin 3,958),

7. The folloVing abbreviations are used throughout the paper

for Talmudic, referoncc!,:

T.B. = Babylonian Talmud

B.T. = Jerusalem Talmud

M. = Mishnah

13. Tcherikover suggests that the switch from Aramaic to

,Greek was rapid, although in fact it seems to have been a complex

process lasting for one to two hundred years. What is important

is that in the course of time Jews in the Egyptian diaspora gave

up both Aramaic and Hebrew. To what extent the-Greek they

developed was a specifically Jewish variety is an interesting

question,. For the prupbse of our understanding the situation

in Ialestine, thc critical point is that this language changQ,

)

didnot lead too a break down in relations between Falestine and

the Via,spora. rhe Hellenization ,seems. to have ,stopped, even

begin reversed after 70 CE; for the next 40 years, up until the

virtual' annihilation of Egyptian Jewry after the revolt of

149 143



115-117, there is eVidence of growing Jewish traditional feeling,

including use of Jewish nameS. , but not evidence of language
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ABSTRACT

AVOIDING THE TYRANNY. OF THE WRITTEN WORD: THE DEVELOPMENT OF 4

JEWISH LITERACY FROM THE FIST TO THE TENTH CENTURIES.

In the first century of the common era, the Jews of Pales-

tine distinguished sharply betweep the Written Law, which must

be transmitted in writing and learned from a written text, and

the Oral Law, which could only be transmitted and learned orally.

In succeeding centuries, social turmoil made it necessary to

write down the.Oral Law, but it was done in such a way that

access to the Oral LaW, as recorded in the Talmud, continued to

require theJnediation of a teacher. Mediated literacy became.

thus central to Jewish tradition, and provi4ed a continued-means.

of dynamic transmission.. The paper traces this development,

describes the language use which accompanied it, and details

the later growth of unmediated literacy in a context where the

written word was not assumed to be autonomous or an ultimate

authority.
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INTRODUCTION

In his.study of the history of the Yiddish language, Weinrich

(1980) desctibes the internalbilinguaiiSm.and monoliteracy of

pre - secular European Jewry, a pattern whereby Yiddish was the .

unmarked language formost oral functions and 'Loshn-Koydesh'

(the Hebrew and Aramaic Of the Talmud) was the unmatked language

for writing. While of course there were exceptions to this

general pattern, a special kind of diglossia like this, not un-

common in other societies (Spolsky 1981), reflected the'language

specialization and sociolinguistic situation that characterized

European Jewish life until the period of the emancipation. In

this paper, I wish to trace' the origin of this pattern in earlier

times, showing how Jewish literacy in the thousand years or so

that foljowed the loss of national independence was specialkzed

not just for register ot_function but also for language. Among

these specialized functions, I shall discuss in particular the

unique style of mediated literacy that was associated withthe

writing down of the Talmud or Oral Law.1

JEWISH TRIGLOSSIA AND LITERACY IN THE FIRST CENTURY

The Jews of first century Palestine were triglossic, using

Aramaic, Hebrew, and Greek for different purposes and in different

2
parts of:the country (Rabin 197W. Atamaic was, the language

of commerce and otjggal documents, the language of .intercourse

with most non -Jews and the mother tongue Of:JeWs in Galilee.

Hebrew-was the 'language of learning and of prayer, the language

of the sacred texts and the mother tongUe of Jews from the

villages ind bawns of Judea. Greek was the language for commu-

nication with the Roman government and the preferred language of

those in close contact with-it, the language for trade with the

156



many Greek cities and colonies in Palestine, and the mother

tongue of Jews who lived in such cities. Outside of Palestine

JeWs throughout the Greek and Roman world, including Asia Minor.

and Egypt and later Italy, used Greek as their mother tongue;

Jews living in Babylon spoke Aramaic.

There were similar distinctions in literacy. While* Greek

was the language'of government, and while there are occasional

cases of Jews writing in it, its principal use as a literacy

language was by the Jews of Egypt. Aramaic was the language for

commercial and official docdments in much of Asia Minor; Jewish'

marriage contracts and bills of divorce were written in it, a

practice that has continued until this day. Also written in

Aramaic, but as we shall note, officially)frownethon, were trans-
,

lations of the Written Law into Aramaic, called the Targum. But

the Targum was considered to be a part of the Oral Law; as such,

it should be neither written down nor read out, bdt rather recited

orally, a verse at a time, during the public reading of the Written

Law. And the language for the Written Law was Hebrew.

SACRED TEXT LITERACY

In the first century, the skills and knowledge required for

literacy in, the sacred texts of the Written Law were divided,

between two roles, the layman and the.specialist. The-ordinary,

educated,layman was expected to be able to read aloud, with

correct cantillatioa, from a Scroll of the Law when called on to

do so as part of public worship. The specialist, called a 'sofer'

or scribe had several tasks all concerned with maintaining the

accuracy and the integrity of the text: first, he was a copyist;

second, he taught young boys how to read the text correctly; and

51
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third, he taught the Targum, the most glementary level of
ti

interpretation of the text

The particular kind of. literacY 'that was involve&,. with

its necessity for learning froM a teacher and its insistence

on traditional authority igher than the text itself, was, 1
4

believe, particularly si nificant and fundamental to the main

tenance of flexibility i Jewish religious thought and life.

The Rabbis insisted that. the Written Law must always be written

down, must be copied from a written text a letter at a time,

must be read aloud in public worship only from a written text,

and must be taught from a written text. But the orthographical

system was incomplete: the text lack0, vowels or cantillation

marks; and the texts included forms` called K'tiv' that are taken

to be mihtakes, and must be r4plafed by others ( Ktrig) in the

reading. As a result, the to t could not be approached directly;

even someone who had learned o. read Hebrew still needed to

read each part of the Bible from a teacher. The Rabbinic ban

on written translations and the attacks on such translations as

were made (there is a special fast day mourning t'he Septuagint)

combined with this literacy style to avoid the possibility of

unmediated approach to the text. In :a society where there is .

strict control over access to learning, such a policy could be

associated with tight central control of interpretation and

belief, but in a case like this, where there was endouragement

of a high level of popular literacy, which involved by definition

education both in the Written Law and in the Oral law that

interpreted it, the result was not just to avoid estdblishing

he absolute Arhority of the written over the spoken word, but



also to maintain the flexibility that goes along with oral

teaching. This continued, as we shall see, even after new

orthographic, conventions made approach to the Written Law much

simpler.

WRITING DOWN THE ORAL LAW

The Rabbis of the Talmudic period did little writing: their

composition was oral, and was transmitted orally. Indeed, in

the Talmud we find a specific ban on writing-down these oral

teachings. This rule for the Oral Law was the converse of that

for the Written Law; while both were learned by memorization, the

Written Law could only be read from a text, the Oral Law only

quoted from memory. While there probably were some written

versions of some of the Oral Law, they were likely to have been

notebooks or collections of materials jiot regularly taught in

the- academies and so more liable to-be forgotten. The codifi-

cation of the Mishna, 'the core of the Oral Law, in the second

century and of the Talmud in the sixth were both presumably in

response to threats to the educational systems that had until

then guaranteed the accurate transmission of the authentic oral

traditions. But how, 'once the Talmud was Written, could the

living flexibility of oral transmission be maintained? In the

case. of the WrittenLaw,. until the work of the Masoretes to be

discussed below, the orthographic conventions involving incemplete

recording of an archaic text made unmediated access virtually.

imposSible. But the Talmud had no. such immediate defence: it

was written in contemporary varieties of Hebrew anckAramaic that

were qUite close to the spoken varieties. The defence was
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proVided by developing a mode of literacy, a specific style,

that maintained the need for mediation, 'se that, to quote the

words of a present-day head of a Yeshiva, the Oral Law "exists

only to the extent that it is taught", and "it assumes the char-

acter and personality of the teacher" (Brovender 1981).

The particular method chosen to achieve this end will, be

clear to anyone who attempts to teed a page of Mishna (the
J.1

earliest compilation) esGemarra,(the 4ter collection, the two

together forming thelalmud), for it at once becomes clear that

one is dealing not with-a set of carefully-argued and structured

decisions, but rather with a record of debates, discussions, and

unresolved questions. Some of the features that call for the

mediation of a teacher.are:3

1. A text refers both to material that precedes and follows

it; a reader is expected to know the whole text while reading any

part of it.

2. Biblical references, of which there are a very great

number, are made by quoting a few key words; readers are assumed

to know the full context.

3.' Arrangement is sometimes topical, sometimes associa-

tional, sometimes mnemonic. For instance, if a source is quoted

as relevant to a particular issue, the Mishna will often then

give several other statements from that source before returning

to the issue under Consideration.

4. Rejected law, that is to say, xpinions that were not

accepted, are included, alongside accepted rulings.

5. There are complex rules for arriving at decisions in

disputes between the opinions cited in the Mishna and len the

Gematra.
160. 154
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6. There are. complex rules for identifying the iwenty-

one different varieties of material included in the Gemarra.

7. Many opi kons.are quoted anonymously, but the reader

must know how to identify the author..
.1,

8., 'Finally, and thispioblem is a later one the reader

must know both Yebrew and Aramaic, the Loshn-Koydesh in which

the Talmud is written.

Brovender (1981) summarizes the goals and, results of this

.style

The, text doesn't appeared to strive for clarity,
instead it provides uSwith unanswered questions
and conflictingstatements....the inconsistencies
and eyasiveness are intentional, and they are intended
to be resolved by each and every generation.

Even when compilations of'laws and practical rules books'

like Ramban's Mishne Tora were written later, they were assumed

to benefit from similar discussion; thus, the established way

to read, or rather, to learn, a passage of Talmud (and even a

comnilation -of laws derived from,it) is for a teacher and pupils

to co through it sentence by sentence, considering all sides of

any opinion, probing for inconsistencies, seeking and resolving

'conflicts within the text or with other texts, taking heir own

part, in other, words, in the centuries-long debate of which the

text under study records one segMent. 4
Thus, the text is important

but never autonomous, never more authoritative than the tradition

it serves.

EASIER ACCESS TO THE WRITTEN LAW

If we interpret the writing down of the Talmud as an .attempt

to safeguard its transmissioarehout fixing or even fossilizing

its content, we may similarly regard the )Work of the Masoretes
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as an attempt to preserve in writing at a time of,uocial insta-

bility knowledge that was until then transmitted orally.

Starting in the sixth or seventh century, the Masoretes developed

systems of writing down vowels and recording cantillation,, wtth

the maior nel'fod of acilvity in establishing the Tiberian system

`coming in the ninth century. A text with 'vowels and accents is

clearly much more accessible. It. is interesting to note that

even this development did not mean that the'text was not com-

pletely unmediated. First, only.scrolls without vowels or

accents were permitted for use in public worship: scrolls or

codices with such additional marks had lower status and could

not be used bypthe reader or leader of a service; Second, seeing

that Hebrew was no longer the regular spoken language of the Jews,

access to the text Of the Written Law continued to require a

period of training by a teacher, assuringvontinued mediation.

THE WRITING DOWN OF PRAYERS

The writing down of prayers is also comparatively late.

During the time of the Second Temple, public prayers were either

recited from memory or composed orally according to established

formulae, and there was a Rabbinic ban on writing them down.

This prohibition seems to.have been in force until the end of

the Talmudic period, so that written prayer books do not appear

until the, Gaonic period. There is. evidence of, the existence of

some prayer books in the eighth and even seventh century; but

the first complete prayer book, the Seder Rav Amram Gaon, dates

from the ninth century. The lateness orthis development and

the already developed strength of the importance of local tradi-

tions militated against standardization; while there was a common

162')
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general form, there wee enormous variation in local traditiona

of prayer, no that no two communitiea were Likely to be identical

on all pOints or practice.
5

The prayer hooka also involved a kind of mediated literacy.

The vowels are generally marked, but the melody to be used watt

troditiopal.and had to be learned. Similarly, the fact that

prayers continued to be recited and composed in Hebrew meant
$.

that congregants had to learn what they meant. The tradition

of composition in Hebrew precedes the development of a prayer

hook. While there was a long period of prestige for spontan:-

eons and novel compositions, there early developed a practice

of making copies of some of the more successful compositions for

use by other cantors:

UNMEDIATED LITERACY IN HEBREW AND THE VERNACULAR

The latter part of our period is marked by the development.

and inereasint; use of various kinds of .unmediated literacy, most

commonly in Jewish varieties of coterritorial languages, but

also in Hebrew. The replacement of Aramaic by Arabic as the

language of Jews of eastern lands as they were conquered by

Islam wps accompanied by the development of Jewish literacy in

Arabic. Two speeVal features must.be noted,. -As a general rule,

most .Jewish writing was in what Blau (1965) has labelled Middle
%

Arabic: the variety of vernacular city Arabic used mainly by

Jews and Christians: and not in the Classical Arabic used by

those who had studied the quran and other such texts.

One of the most significant of these developments of unmedi-

ated literacvwas the increasing practice of teaching Jewish Law
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by correspondence; letters sent by authorities in one country

ip response to questions sent from JeWs in other countries.

While there was some evidence of letters from Palestine to

Babylonia in Talmudic times reporting,on new interpretAtions of

the Law, the general ban on writing down the Oral-Law worked to
,

SlOW down any widespread7uSe of letters% However with the
? i_

comple tion ,of the Talmud, tHe 'situation was,changed, and from

the sixth century on, letters became' sa,normal.way. for spreading'

interpretations and answering queries,. Turing this period, the

most respected authorities were fn Babylonia,cand the Gaonim,

the Heads bf the two major academies there, became the principal
,

sources. To them came letters fromall parts of the growing

Diaspora, and their answers, or Responsa as. they are called,

started to explain and lgter to develop the y.w. Initially,

the answers tended to be brief, for the questions came from

people without full, knowledge of the Oral LaN.... As time-went

on, and there was an increase in' Jewish le. ning in the West,
4

the questions and the responses longer

status of the Responsa changed from som5thing of immediate to

someOing of 'permanent value. Accompanying this increasing-,

re complex, and the

importance, .and reflecting the higher the recipient

Responsa started to be: wri tht 2th century in Hebrew or

in :- '.;he. LoshnKoydesh of th

During the earfieipdrt f the lierfad, however, its would

(s'oerri that Unmediated literac

,.,

oel' cholars skills. The most

Quseful but accidental part

hlyevalued forms of literacy

we those associated with the Wr ten h nd Oral Laws. Anyone

who ould : as a result of trainf ' in the areas, write' down



(.7

the vernacular language he used in:daily lifejtad'available a'

means of keeping personal records or communicating with family

members, or trading partners, or religious authorities at a
a.

'distance. The patterrit of'JewishJife inEurope,.with tiny scattered

communities, each of whictCconsidered it essential to maintain

religious, commercial, and family contact with Jews all over

the Jewish world, must have played a maljor part in raising the

value of control of unmediated literacy°. But these developments

were not enough to overcome the basic notions that had been

developed that kept writing in its-place as the aid to trans-

mission but not the ultimate authority forJewish thought.

Literacy thus became ,a servant, but.not a master.

'Yr



NOTES

Work on this paper began when the author held.a.tady Davis
Visiting Professorship at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem,

.and it was algO Supported in part by a grant (NIE4I-79'..0177)
'from the National Institute of Education to the University of
.New. Mexico

1. I have adapted the terms mediated-unmediated from Weinrich
(1980) who uses them to distinguish an unmediated language
used "for face-to-face communication or the expression of
remotions" from one that is mediated or "bookish". As will
become clear, I use the term "mediated literacy" to refer to
a kind of writing that is not intended to be autonomous, but
is written on the assumption that the reader will approach it
with the mediation of a teacher.

2. Elsewhere, Rabin (1981) develops this notion of diglossia
as a definition of Jewish languages. The material in this
sectiOn and the next is more fully developed in Spolsky (in
press) .

, 3. These particular Tules seem to have been first set down in
the middle of the twelfth century.

4. As an example of a text that is presumably intended to be
unmediated, accessible without a teacher, one may cite the
Encyclopedia Talmudica currently being edited and published.
Evidence of the strength of the learning tradition is provided
by the existence of at least one group I know of that is meeting
regularly to study a section, from the Encyclopedia, sentence
by sentence, using the same techniques they would use to study
the Talmud itself.

5. Thus, while a particular congregation will choose a prayer/
book, the prayer book chosen will not be the final authority
on-all matters of public worship.
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In earlier studies (Spolsky, 1981), we have drawn attention

tothe existence of a variety of diglossia where a vernacular

language is unmarked for oral use and a second language, usually

standard or classical is unmarked for*writing. Thus while Navajo

is still the main spoken language on the Navajo Reservation, English

is used for writingalmost with very rare exceptions. Similarly,

while most Paraguayans can and 'do speak Guarani, it is rarely used

for writing, :a role almost completely filled by Spanish. (Engelbrecht

and Ortiz, 1983) The Kingdom of Tonga presents a markedly con-

trasting picture, with near universal literacy in Tongan and about

half the population also reported to be literate in English.
2

0.As we have argued elsewhere (see Spolsky, Engelbrecht and Ortiz,

1982), it is revealing to take a functional approach to the des-

cription of literacy, treating it as a societal as well as an indi-

vidual phenomenon and looking for distributional variation by domain

and function. Applying this approach, literacy in Tongan and in

English turn out to be unevenly divided, reflecting a similar pat-

tern of societal bilingualism.

Tongan remains the unmarked language for oral use in the home,

in the community (including on radio
3
and at public meetings),i

the many churches, as the official medium for most secondary ed-

ucation, in stores and, in government except at the higher levels

of administration, when-the presence of expatriates makes it neces-

sary tg use. English. The Legislative Assembly, the Cabinet and the

Privy Council conduct their business in Tongan, although an inxer-

preter was used until the nineteen sixties while there was still a



.'non- Tongan: Minister of Finance; Spoken.English is used ,basically:

.

for conversation with non,Tongan expatiateS, visitors, and tourists.

although there-are a number of Tongans with overseas training or

long experience overseas who find it comfortable to speak English to

fellow professionals and a few even who are reported to speak

English at home and to their children.

In the government primary schools, which now account for over

9070 of the children, Tongan is the official and actual medium of

instruction throughout the system with English used only for English

language and English reading classes. Oral English and initial

reading in English are taught from the first year on At the

secondary school level, official policy is to use English as the

medium for instruction; but, this policy is reported to be more on

the breach than in.the observance, teachers finding itnecessary

(and admi;istrators encouraging them in this) to explain subject

matter in Tongan. In. classes that we observed, the teacher would

make a statement in English, explain it in Tongan, and ask.questions

about it in Tongan. Only non-Tongan teachers,ofwhom there are

few, are likely to use only English. However; the, Principal of

Tonga College, herself, a strong suppOrter of:the use of TOngan,

conducts school assemblies in English except when parents are

present,At Queen Salote College,however, -daily devotions are in

Tongan.. At that.sthool, the language used in teachers' meetings.is

likely to be English if either of the. two flon7Tongan teachers are

present, or Tongan when the Tongan gardeners and cooks are there.

'School prefeCts conduct at their meetings in Tongan.. .At the



tertiary level, teaching at the:AteniSi Institute is done in

English except for Tongam-classes. .At the Teachers' College,

is in both Tongan and a little English. In the words of acting

principal, "we teach in English officially, but actually in Tongan;

you hap to get the'message across." Ilythe time they complete,

primary students appear to achieve a minimal threshold level of spoken

English, but they would generally appear to be below the level

requited for,secOndary instruction.

In recent years, kindergartens have begun to appear in Tonga.
7

They tend to be community based and often short-lived. Although

they.Are not officially funded or recognize& their presende is

another indication of the Tongans' desire for education. Tongan

is used as the language for instruction with little English

introduced through songs and rhymes.

The literacy situation shows perhaps a slightly stronger'tilt

towards English, but Tongan, literacy continues to be 6trong. While

street and road signs intended for tourists, and advertising pos-

ters brought from overseas are all in English,stores of all sizes

generally have lists of.goods available and other nOtices'written

In Tongan and English, giving clear evidence that Tongans are

assumed to be literate. Letters to and from family.members away

at schools or overseas are written in Tongan, as are the letters

that secondary school students write to make assignations' with

their boyfriends or girlfriends.
6 Most hOmes have, on the wall,

a government almanac printed in Tongan. The 1981,telephdne

directory has 'seventeen pages of bilingual instructions. English,
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however,, appears to be the written language of comm6rce, waitresses

and shop assistantS.in Nuku'alofa uting it to write bills and orders.

A good deal of administrative correspondence in governmeneis in

English, althOugh at least one cabinet minister insists in writing

all letters to Tongans in Tongan. Secondary school reports are

usually written in English. Tonga College, however, sends them out

4
in Tongan.' ReCords of the meeting of the Legislative. Assembly are

kept in Tonga, while records of Cabinet and Privy Council are kept

in both Tongan and English. The Roman Catholic Bishop issues pas-

toral letters in Tongan, writes to individual Tongan priests in

Tongan, but issues circular letters in English to all his clergy

who include expatriates.

The Bible is available in Tongan, both in .a revised translation

and in an older version that has been reprinted. While there are

Catholic translations of some of the Gospels, all churches now use

the same versions. Bible reading is an important activity, not

just on Sunday, a day when all commercial activity is forbidden by

law, but also throughout the week. All Churches have prayer

books-and hymnls'in Tongan; there are also a number of religiout

booklets ii, Tongan on sale in Nuku aloas'Only bookstore which is

owned by the Free Wesleyan Church of Tonga. The Church of the

Latter Day Saints in Tonga also maintains an extensive program of

publication in the Tongan language. ,Major Morman works have been

published in Tongan and a translation df these papers.

Apart from religious material, the principal reading matter



Available in Tongan is provided by the newspapers. Since 1964,

the government has published a weekly newspaper in two seperate

editions: one in Tongan and the other in English. On the initia-

tive of.the present King when he was Prime Minister,...a daily bi-

lingual information sheet was replaced. by a four page weekly news-

/
paper; two thousailds copies.of which' were printed in Tongan and

five hundred in Engliah. In 1982, nine thousand copies of the twelve

page Tongan edition and fifteen hundred copies, of the twelve page .

English edition are published; 65% are sold to school children and

teachers; about a thousand copies go overseas. Expatriates, tourists,

government officials and secondary school students buy the English

edition. Taking into account that publication is weekly, it is

likely'that most Tongans have a chance to read the newspaper. In

the immediate aftermath of the 1982 hurricane, 20,000 copies of a

special 32 page bilingual edition was sold out within a day and sou

was a second printing of 5,000. Since the beginning of 1982, the

HI-Roman Catholic Church of Tonga has also been publishing a newspaper.

Edited by Bishop Finau, with the advice of thirteen community leaders,

it appears monthly and already has a paid circulation of 8,000

clearly reaching the wider population of Tongans,of whom the Roman

Catholics constitute only 16%. Plans are also reported for the pub-

lication of a Wesleyan newspaper. These high circulation figures are

themselves the best evidence of the strength of literacy in the

Tongan language and the strong desire for reading material in the

language.

From our observations, Tongan children learn to read their own



language quickly and easily. Even before'they come to school,

they see their parents reading the Bible at home and at church

and observe a good deal of casual literacy all around them.

The walls of primary classes are covered with teacher-made

posters and signs and labels in Tongan and English. The method

for teaching beginning Tongan reading is based on syllabification.

Children are taught to match sounds to letters and to join vowel

with consonant sounds in syllables. The Tongan alphabet is cm-.
5 .

posed of seventeen Roman characters, twelve of which represent

the vowel sounds which are marked with a dash on top to indicate

a long sound. Later, reading is taught through teacher-made

sentence strips and copying sentence patterns and stories from

the blackboard and waiai#:Charts prepared by the teachers. At later
t

stages use is made of net4spapers; the Ministry has also prepared

material reprinted from the newspaper. There is, however, an evident

and serious shortage of reading material in Tonga, a deficiency

recognized by the Ministry. Neither in the small, newly established

Public Library in the basement of the Basilica nor in the secondary

school libraries that we saw was there any collection of books in

Tongan. Most primary school and secondary school textbooks are,

therefore, in English, all published overseas and a good proportion

specifically intended for the South Pacific. The secondary school

system works towards three external examinations; a Tongan higher
7 .

leaving certificate at the end of the fourth form and New Zealand

school certificate and university entrance examination at the end
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of fifth and sixth forms respectively. Apart from the Tongan

paper in the Higher Lehving Certificate, all these examination's

mnsl he taken in English. It is clear then that the general

weight of Tongan secondary education' is placed on the develop!.

Ment of English literacy. English literacy is highly valued

as a means of obtaining a-good job locally and school success is

seen as a gateway to further education overseas.

It is clear, also, that Tongan society is marked by a kind

of biliteracy comparatively unusual in the world of today with

strong popular vernacula

paper and governmental f

literacy for personal, religious, news-

nctions, and growing English literacy

for commerce, administration and education. What, we must then

ask, were the factors that led to this situation? What accounts

for the widespread literacy? What is the explanation of the

-acceptance and maintenance. of literacy in the vernacular? And

how was literacy in English added?

175:
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Literacy was Introduced into Tonga by the Wesleyan

minsionalrea in 1829, when the first successful school was opened

by NatIoniel Turner 'and William Cross.. These schools set out to

teach children'and adults to read and write in the Tongan language

(Littakefu, S. 1974:1980, p.55.). Turner himself developed an

orthography and in 1829, sent a book to Sydney to be printed

covering the alphabet, spelling lwons, the-Creation and the Fall,

and other Biblical topics, a catechism, twelve hymns, and the Ten

Commandments (Ldkutefil, S. 1974:1980, p. 56.). Cross in the mean-

time had prepared 11.44,1e books in the form of tracts. Children

read them .to their parents at home and some of the newly literate

took them home to read to friends in some distant parts'of the

island. Reading and writing quickly became popular. Commander

Laws,' who visifed. Tongatapu in 1829, reports that many of the chiefs'

could make themselves understood in English and when:dsked, would

write down the naiiies. of the islands or a skate. ,The missionaries

told Laws that in the fives months they had been teaching, they had

used up their stock of materials written in Tongan and, therefore,

were starting to read English (Laktitefu, S., p. 57.). In Aprtl,'.

1831, William Woon set up the first printing press in Tonga and

published a school book containing four pages of which 3,000 copies

were print.LI (Lakutefu, p. 57). It is clear then that literacy

in Tongan was firmly and quickly launched. How can this eagerness

to learn reading and writing be explained?

The basic explanation almost certainly lies in the. Tongan

1 -6
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respect for knowledge in general and for European knowledge in

particular. In his vxcellenr account of Tongan society during

the period of early contact (11406-1810), V1111am'Mariner (Martin,.

1817:1981)
8

refer], on a number of .occasions, to Tongan respect

for European knowledge and for writing, through which it was

communicated L ThuH, for instance, the younger Finau expresses

a dcsire to accompany Mariner to England HO that he might learn
,

to read hooks of history and to study astronomy and so. Learn to

think 111a, a European (Martin, p. 263). The minds of the Europeans

he considers superior to those of Tongans, as iron axes are to

stone axes, not in essence, but because "of habitual reflection

and study, and the use of writing, by which a man could leave

behind him all that he had learnt in his lifetime." (Martin, p. 272).

Reading art writing, then, was seen as the method of access to

European knowledge and to the power of European religion. The

longing for education continued. Speaking in 1851, King George

Tupou I calls for support for'the missionaries' work to build
*

schools. In a sermon, he says, "See what knowledge has done for

the white man? Seewhlt ignorance has done for the men of this

land! is t that white men are born more wise? Is it that they

ary naturally more capable than others? No; but they have obtained

.knowledge....This is, the principal cause oilhe difference."
nr.

(Young quoted i n LatZikefu, p. 75.).

This enthusiasm accounts. for,the eagerness with which the

Tongans sought education and accepted literacy; but it does not-

t?), itself, explain why that iteracy would be in the vernacular

rather than in the English Which the missionaries,also'brought
A

b
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with them:

The first is t Igillingnes

use TOngan Toiigo ift.7141;

'sign,

tf.
xplaugithis, / two 4rie factOrS must

Princi0-

Episcop'a

:which the

the GlOrio

(Garrett, 1982
At

Bible into the

-,and one which th

when tf.l'ey. foun410.

-4
accepted the cha

be adduced.

.,theYmIsaaonaries themselves' to:
u

niity Society had as its fundame4a

to' send Presbyterianism, lndepe
4

fibrm.'.cif.daitrch Order and Government, 'about

ler'eneef7...Optnton'Among serious persons,

God to the Heathen....''

s4AeOUyt4he:translation of the
Jib

.,.,,,,sq.naidered a-first major task.

Jamas early as 1829. Moreover,

not::,eai'ily learn English, they

eased

teach

of:'thermeleslearning Tongan in order to

lie ;most prolific of these translators was
[

1.

Moutton.i.,i1YVhArsste,
9r4

.,ttanslated with the help of his students,
0

scores?of bpok§. p'arn011a 1,1cluding two volumes ofrworld

hj gory, aradise: , two volumes of. Pilgrim's "Progress;

and a geography of the Holy Land. Moulton, too, as Principal of

,Tupc,m, College, puhlished a College Magazine which included,among

other thi gs, a collection of Tongan poetry. In such missionaries

edUcators as Moulton and: Balker, the T.ongans had people-willing

let ktdm gain EuroPean knowledge in their own language,:

'ssecond crucial factor in the development qmA indigenization

Tongan:Yerhacular liteiacy was the existence of ipdigendus

funaions to_ which it might usefully:be'aPplied. Sc011on and

lon (1982), in an interesting Paper, have suggested-that just

as there ,are many kinds of literacy, so there might be several



4-,

kinds of preliteracy. Reading MarinerTs account of pteliter

.TOnga:one is struck time and again by situations that'-seed

call for ,literacy. .TheTongans traveled a great deal: an'd!;c;ominuni

cation ftdmone islancito'another was of vital importah6Oor the'.
,

maintenance of the political power or independence ;of q :various.

. . . , :- _ ,. ,

,

chiefs-. The didet King:FinaU is faaC,Inated when 'Kati* explainS'.
..

..

.
-.:,--2,,.

.
. . .

an&deMonstrates to him the'possibil- it of sending- !ealed7messages.
,:,..- ,

,. ,..a , ...4 -

over great distances. Finaxi.considers "-this to be .4Mostrisiible

inVentiont added that it Would not do fOr,theTTongijslanda'

that there would be nothing,: but_diaturbances and Onspitfkies4r
and :11e-uld. not be sure. of-lyis life, peihaps,-another motet

He said, however4:jocUlarly,ii, lea heshould.like,to hdw it hiM,.-.
,.-

.,

self, and for all ther..4 thgt4le..might make.love With.,
4 4

less risieeof-discoveryanct419tt904gh chance of incurring-the

vengeance their h4sbands4.014tt1W, 4,69ntraiized
.

monarchy:could ah did In4aCt benefit very rapidly';from,literaty

and fromthebegOning:theTonganmonardhyhas made, fill use' of

literady in Tongan in order to pidclaim its constitution y and.

;,

govern land. Before literacy., .

one.Of:the central features of

°
..,

,;,t 4:an gbyernmentvwas hofdingitgenftralassembly oF.;,fono-at'which a

'cbief would givespecific instructions to his dependents :(Martin.p. 1.60 .

After the centralization of power, fonos continued to be,held every

Month; attendance of every male and female over the age of twenty-..

none being- .required by law.-(TdpouniOa, 1977', p 7),

.thqscommunicate directly.

-A second indigenOusjunctien for literacywas the preservation

Government can
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of fin -rLO peeches: Mariner himself learned such a speech by
zs

,

heart' (Martin, pp. 22t0), I.W Roberts, Principal of the

'Government College.in 1882, introduced,* system oft Pittman short -.

ihand in. Tongan Thomson (1894) repOrts..widesprad use of-this

ability:. the sixth forts would transcribe the weekly sermon in

mthand the secretary to the cabinet could quote take down a

.

,speeph.tin-Shorthand.faster thana:speaker:cOuld utter the.WOrds"
: d

.Andthe records of the meetings. of.the Legislature Assembly grew':

of

"to '.,unmanageable dimen'sions.

LiteracTalso appears to have been used, -as Finau guessed. it

.would,fOrlove letters. ThomSon..,tells. of-the loVers note left in

a Cipher, known to the younger generation of Tongans in ,the early'

1880''s and the principal of the.secondary school reported to us the
;. ..

1.arge'numbers of letters received by her students on Thursdays

making planSfor.,mee ings of Friday aftefiloons when school finishes

,early,

ffl

We see then that the introduction Of literacy irCliongan: met

.a number of the necessary conditions we,outlined in an earlier paper

plskY, Engelbrecht, and Ortiz-1982). First, thoSe-who introduced'.

he missionaries, were willing to have literacy in the vernac

Literacy was found to be use y traditionally influential

members of the community, that is to say by the King and the Nobles

he chose to help Him govern. Third, literacy-4n the vernacular

was used not just for the alien function of a new religion but for

native functions; at the same time, the introduced rellon was

itself rapidly nativized, so that prayer and Bible stud5r-in Tongan

tf



.came .Co seem omPletely, normal. here Jliat continued

e widespread use of Tongan.aa a spofieHi4404:All th4.0
.

.

_ _

haYe'been met. The final oneolmaltitenarice supported by

' prjtiverful educational system under lOcaI control, we will; need:

cOnsider-in theine4et section where we:look at thethreat to

'.Ton$an literacy posed by English':

F r much of the world today, in spite. of lengthy and expensive

.1.piial and international/private and governmental campaigns, the
.

i.-

levement,n*?pOUlar illiteracy remains aidiatant goal. In Tonga,

iiisdprobleM-Afas,'IOng.'been solved; here, rather, "the issue
.

.

es <en#QStetercising educational administration appears to be the

figan literacy attested to by students who pass English

Tongan the higher learning examination. As a result,

Wroposed in the next five year-development,plan_to make a

e in the primary sch0A curriculum, and delay the teaching of

gUsh reeading until the third year Administrators expect some

mbunity opposttion,to this proposed change, for, as in much of the
A

world today, the princiOal role of education has come to be seen as

access to .the modern world.of4echnology and economic success

OfrOUgh one of the world langutges.")

Knowledge of .English has come to be a mark of educational

and economic success. Not only expatriates but aliso senior Tongan

officials in ;government use. English, andthe5auntries'inwIlich so

many Tongans now have relatives who have emigrated,:%NA7 Zealand,

Australia, theynitid States are English Speaking. ,
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Parenthe to be noted that !Tongan LAmigran s

.

these countries make considerable effort to maintain their

Tongan identity They keep up their own churches which conduct

strvices in Tongan; they come together to celebrate in traditional,

ways holidays, weddings,, and funerals. They maintain contact with

the islands, corresponding as e have mentioned about in Tongan and

subcribing to the Tongan edition of the Chronicle. At the same

time, these people must be communicating to their relatives in the

islands the importance of mastery of English for economic success.

As we have mentioned above, the Oneteenth century missionaries

such as Moulton and. Baker were strongly committed4to the maintenance

°of he Tongah language'and to publIcation in it It appears that

their successors were less concerned with this and Rut more emphasis

in their schools.on encouraging the teaching 'and learning of English.

At. law .same 4me,Uuring the period- from .1900 until 1970, the

re'.;ence riff Nlarge numbers of exp triates in critical government

?tooaitions must have fostered the nireve towards English. When the
4s#

present Kin'g became Minister of Education' in 1242Che launched a

major eduatition reforith/ reorganization of theyS0em, establish

.

Ment of the Teaohers' Col ege, '?ficreasie of .teiaVrs' salaries to the
. :',S'. 0 0

.
.

. .
.

:.

level of other N-public servants and modificoir'zithe orthography.

ew schools were built 7441. primar-sQ3chdols revibusly conducted, by
-....

the churches were taken over by Government. . .ehave.mentiOned

.

above :action also in Starting:the weekly newspaper; lack of
.1.

,.
wl

NyvsOurces, however, appear to have prevented the'.developmerltof,,.

reading material in Tongan and a good deal of 'emphasis :in the



:Schools moved to the teaching of-EngliSh.

With the Tongan. thirst f9'eduCation, primary schools were

seen as only. a stepping stone for seCondary'eduCation.

to secondary schools is competitiVe and based:on an examination,

two parts of Which.were,in English. While some vocational. training

is offered, tne..secondary SchOolswith'ecademic programs have

higher prestige,. ThUs, Tonga High:Atolappears to have the highest

status and Nukunuku Secondary School reports loss of students to

church schools since including it's vocational emphasis.-

A
milarly,

tthe.La'tter Day Sairits Church reports that their high sch :''campUs
- .

with an academi9 program is preferred over the campus with a
.__

vocational program. ,44hre*,14-j4ctors pull secondary schools toWarA
,,,:t.

English: the vale
the goal cif. external 'examinations t abare

means of-wider comMUilcaton
.7

nglish, an

-angtAge%,. In

6Xipy, most teaching in thesetondary schoOls 1

,ftltlliselfconsciously in Tongan.. OnlY.the relatiVel few

non-Tohgan teachers or teachers in the highest forms'preparing

;;;curriculum materials in the

spite of thisalid shOWing heatthy'disrespect

students ew Zealand school certificates are likely to make
13

vow
exclusive- f English when teaching subjects other than English.

la
Abo.

This appear to b0= equally true for Government, 14.44hoirist and

Mormwfsecondary schools. At the same time, it is clear that the

schools suffer .seVerely from the shortage ofmaterials in the

Tongan language. Tongan language classes use Churchward's GrAMmar6

it1453i,e011ocott and Havea's collection of Tongan proverbs .(1922),

and any otter material teachers can prepare or find. The various
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4

material translated by Mbulton and Baker is out of Print, unknown

or unavailabl*.
t,,

TongaOlanpage education policy forces a critical task in

balancing the competing demands bf English gild Tongan literacy.

In the last dec,ade therq., are signs that it has perhaps gone too
.,,

. -,
.4

far towards English, but the danger signals have been clearly

noted. Delaying the teaching of English reading until the third
0..

grade, recognizing the current practice of using English as a

medium of instrueition in the secondary school and.coordinattng and

encouraging efforts to reprint, develo and publish material in '

..gipit ./
..

:the Toogan.language will be crucial .s eps itv;046ring the,cantin-
q*-. .i?Z:: --'

.uation of ''viable literacy in Tongan :and f a.--etharkabreample
v. _ 4

.1
.

'orpaL.ional biliterac N..
i



FOOTNOTES

1. The work reported in this paper was conducted with the support`

of a grant .(NIE-479-7017. from the National Institute of

Education. We*are grateful to the Ministry of Education of

the Kingdom of Tonpifor permission to carry out field work

in Tonga and for assistance in this work. 141 partiCular, we

express our gratitude to:

Hon, GoVernor. of Ha'apai:and Acting.
MitlisEWfbt Education and Civil Aviation

Mana Latu,.. Acting Director of Education

Sima Helu, Senior Education. Officer

Peni Sina Tupouniva, Seniot'Education Officer

Rev. Fatelisio P. Finau, Catholic Bishop of Tonga

Stone °Na a Fiafia, Director,,University of South,,
Pacific Extension. Center

Viseailo Pongi ,ACting-Prinscip'al, Tonga.-Teachers'
College

,Futa Helu, Director, Atenisi Institute

Ana Maui, Principal, Tonga Cd/lege

Tavita Finau, Principal, Nukunuku Secondary School
.

t -

Manu Sraupula, Acting Principalf Queen Salote College

Paua Manu'atu, Editor, ranga Chronicle

Veiongo Mafi, Early Childflood Education Tutor, Unive'rsitY
of SouthirPacific Extension Center

and to the principals, teiachers and students who so
generoutlywelcome&us intotheir.achools..

According to 19-76 census,
97

English; 43% in Tongan only, and 7% illiterate

of:.household heads Were reported to

50% were' literate in Tongan and

Further,. 48%

have-had primary education.

a.

1'
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and another"qh:some:secondary education,

3. Apart from three brief news broadcasts,inEnglish'from the

BBC, London, Radio New Zealand, and ABC, Melbourne, all

broadcasts are in Tongan.

4 The vast majority of services in the many churches are in

'Tongan, 'here. is a weekly English service in the.Anglican

Church, and English Mass every second Sunday in the Roman

Catholic Basilica and an interdenominational evening.serViCe
.

in the Royal Chapel.

5. But there are government plans to delay the introductidn of English.

6. While there is no mail delivery in Tonga, there are over 500.

post 'office boxes irk' the. Nuku'alofa. Post Office and', in

addition, a list is displayed of:,the_ names of people whop
43

'mail has been received. In the villages, mail isieht to and

distributed by the Town Officer.
. 4-0''

In the Tongan system, primary school has six classes. Secondary

school begins with

:Any or all Tongans

'Mariner's account

book into Tongan;'

in 1981:

a seventh class followed by tile first form.

we asked spoke highly of the accuracy of

Work is underway totranalate Martin's
.

e'Englih:edition:14as reprinted in,TOnga

A written code was adopted in 1839, a further Code-ofLaws

Issued in Tongan in 1850 and ammended in 1862.$ and a Constitul

(t'Onii Written. in. Tongan, was adopted. in '1875.

Jr10 tsinstructivenote that theltiallast translation of the4-

Bible is 'ecitialjy accepted and used 'tholics and

Mormons.-
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11. The absence of'ma,jor dialect variety, in Tongan is also impor-

tant to no

12. Beaglehold's 1941 description of the village of Pangai gives

a picture of the situation in literacy. At that time, most

villages could read and write Tongan but only the Town

Of the church pastor, and a few, others made much use

of. literacy for anything other than checking forgotten passages,

the Bible

13. There are, however, occasional campaigns to encourage but not

..'to enforce the speaking of English at .school; 14ukuniiku Secondary

School, for instance, Nts an English week every month.

187:
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:74.04'0iitlnuing controversy'over th$.1aRguw education of.._

minority children providtsseeMingly inexhaustible supply of
T. ,,0

140

_ ,

evidence for t hRseof uSfW seliilingual EducatiOn neva...cc:n.7-

plex, multi - faceted phenoMAWi'; Among the labyrinth of'iaaes,.

it is easy to lose' one's way. Those teachers:who are,WOrkfr4 in

the classrooms- with minority children can' be TorgiVen for their

readiness to grasp at simple solutions; but there is little that.

can excuse scholars who offer a simple new 41411ipis or label as

a quick and easy remedy forcomplex proble am notlr

going to suggest that the socioringuisti iteracy ia,the

blmnte weapon to solve the problemS* uage education for

minority children or othe4s. My clairMiitAcW'more modest: I
AV

will try to demonstrate that it helps_ii derstind one important

factor that we .might otherwise not b le to account for in

order to see why some approaches to education are successful in

some circumstances and why others are not. -I Plan ,irr paper 0
. .

.

to do three things: first, to show the plAce of literacy in

lailguage education'in general and Bilingual ..education and'TESOL

-in particular; second, to sketCh the sociolinguistice.Of lite-

racy; and third,,and this will be the main part of the paper,

"'to apply this sketch to a description of three very different
Fr.

situations- involving language,minoritytducation.

With all:the range of factors that are relevant to the

language.education of,minority children (Spolsky, Green, an4

Read 1976), the two most important are usually the political

Ahd_t4p,edtcational. Discussions about bilingualism or Bi

ipitigual Education are as likely to'be political as educational..

When people in 'Belgium argue whether to offer educat4on in

.-french or Dutch or both, they are talking about a political

190
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qutualou and 0Ot dealing with the edueatiiinal-koblema created
i

by Oe fact that most children come to school. apeaking . ..r

neither standard language but rather a nOn-statWara clinieti' .ii,:/.,,

or Cermn or a migrant language (Bustpmente, Nan bverpe *e.. . .

VerdoodA,1918). 'It lOvery important thetefore to distIngUah
...,

among the various [flatlet jtivolved: and partiCular, to
dist-inguish the peaagugical.luolltion-of'how.best tb educate,

aiildren of aAirticulax,4Anguage background from the

Tiqestion of:wiilltilinguage variety they 'should lean?. But it

equally important that decisions about'language education -,Jp.

pplivy be groundedi.,in sociolinguistic reality. Jusc asj hoe

previously argued that language education-policy mus.t take Inco,--y

account spoech'community (Spolsky 1974), so I

assert that it must recognize the reality of literacy.that;.ektiosc'

in the commun ity. Educators may choose to try to change .

sit_wition (us seems .to be the case with the Rock Paht progtam .

i discuss below) or tO,K11.1.d on it (as the Pacific, Nor.thwest.

In(Vtn Reading program does), but they will be very likely to

fail if they ignore the local societal pattern of li;teracy.

\i,The critica,1 and central fact is that in a multilin

societ%i, each lanuage has not just different uses but a
/

different attitudes to it and diff4rent resulting expectations
a

of use, Using Fishman's terms, just as there is a marked and

unmarked language in a Bilingual Education program, with the
.4

marked- language being the one that would not be used°if the

program were monolingual, so it is very.often the case that

thdre is a marked and unmarked language -for literacy and that
0 ,

.

these two langw0,es need not be the 0It is this that
.

.../.onnects literacy to Bilingual Education an4 that makei it such -,

yati' critical issue. . Because the' lay .public is generally lets
191
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concerned.abdut,the spoken language and much more interested'

in the achievement of an appropriat9 level of individual,

Jitgracy, learning to read and wri is considered the first

'step An education\ It is thus natural that reading and writing

Ahould be so much at the forefront of the publiC debate over

liiIingualEduCation and-TESOL.:
,

Even if this argument for the importance 'of literacy is,

accepted, Why,do we need to have a.sociolinguistics.of literacy?

the term generally us:ed,for individual literacy, either

for the minimal ability to read and write or, as in newspaer
,I1

c . ,

edic torialS, .for the extent of educationAtynd experience of
9

the.literature of a language? That use of tilt term iscertainly

common, but it has turned out to be most worthwhile to follow

the-suggestions of Ferguson (1979),, Fishman (1980) and Stubbs

.(1980)and study literacy as a social phenomenon, looking at
/

the role played bS7 the 'written language in the functioning)of-
\

a community. Th re'are two'complementary approaChes to the

"socioiinguistic.4s of literacy: we.can.look at the social dis-

tributiOli of theskill, or we can look.at the functional significance

of the written word. Sore -examples of functional societal

literacy willDake this distinction clearer.- A mediev.al kingdom

(Bauml 1980), a modern office,' and a Navajo school board

'(Spolsky 1981) are each of them literate communities, for:

each depends on the written ,medium for records andcommunication.

In each case, however, the access tiel literacy 'is through a

speCialist:- a scribe clerk, a stenographer, or a secretary-
,,

-interpreter. It does not make any difference Nether thea. king
e 1 .

-for"the manager or thee members of theischool board can read or
e ..

IV

n\write, and so they"are not concerned about how the writing is
.

1:-
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done. When we take a sociolinguistic approach 'to literacy,

, then, we ask who is literate in which language.and for

what, purposes. With this approach, societal literacy turns

out to be a very complex matter, forthere are many .kids.

We might start with the.one that we often assume to be ideal,

the school-tplated essayist literacy of the kind expected of
.

graduates of' humanities departments in modern Western'univer-
. .

, . ,. .,.0' .

.

sities. The-distinguishing feature of this kind of literacy
e

is the ability tb communicate in writing to strangers a large

amount f new information, or to.receive such infbrmation froM

the printed page. It is the kind of communication that calls

0
for autonomous verbalization (Kay,197 ); the written word

carries the maximum weight. Developing controllof-this Wind

of iiteracyrts not easy; it takes a long time, for it needs

training and extensive experience not just in the skillS or

reading and writing but also in .kind,of logic and method of

thmAht-preferred by modern Western 'education (cf. Scollon and

Scollon). We often forget how recent this kind of literacy

(it fiist appears in the seventeenth century) and how few

people ever achieve it At the opposite end of the scale of

autonomous verbalization is the kind of literacy required to

keep a personal diary that only the writer will read or to

writeletters to close -friends and relatives. In personal

letter-writing or note-taking literacy, I can rely on the fact

that the reader knows, me (or will be me) and is familiar with

'Most of what I am talking about, so that-references can be

allusive and messages ritualized: To mastbi. this kind of

literacy, all that is needed is the technical skill of reading

and wr'iting, for the written style is close in language and,

ek 1 8'7
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logic to the:spoken. And it ;is cleat, as teachers of freshman

coMpOS'itionlsoon come to learn, that mastery of this kind of
,

literaCy hallittle to do with the special skills and knowledge

called for in academic essayist literacy. These are only two of

the many kinds ofsocietal literacy. Otherstinclude sacred text.

literacy(which will be further discussed below), civic literacy

(the requirements a state makes of'its citizens) and bureaucratic

literacy (which a state requires of those who keep track of its

activities) .

Two important points come out of even this limited dis-

cussion' that the analysis of societal literacy involves

ognitipn of the social roles with which it is associated, and

that literacy is more than just the skills of reading and writing:

it involves also a set of attitudes to cotpmunication and ways

of thinking that areindependent of thd medium and technical

control of it.- I have'described elsewhere (Spolsky 1931, in
1

press a) some of the elemaits of a sociolinguistics of lite-

racy. Such .a model,,parallelling Breitborde's model of a

speech.coMmunity, helps'accountfor- the .choice of language for

literacy just as it will, help deal with other features

dynamism, in languagd use. Rather th n developing the model

further° here, I will describe three cases to see how it can

work.

The first case is Jewish education in the first and second,

centuries of the present era in Palestine and in the Lands of

Exile, partVularly Babylon, after the final defeat by the

Romans or Jewish attempts to regain political independence.

Until the end of the Bar Kokhba revolt in 135 CE, the Jews

of Palestine were essentially triklossic, using Hebrew, Aramaic

1 DA

am.
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and...Greek for different purposes and in different parts of

the - country (Rabin 1976, Lapide 1975).. Hebrewwas.the language
. ,4.

.0f:-.1earning and prayer, the language of the sacred texts the

spoken'lanKund'Of scholars, and the.mothertongue of natives

of Jerusalem and of the'Villages and towns of'Judea. Aramaic

was the language:of.coMMerce'and legal documents, the language
,

of intercourse with most non-Jews, ,and the mother tongue of

Jews,who lived in Galilee and in Babylon. Greek was the fang -
, C

uaAefor communication with the Roman government and of those
.

in.closa contact with. them,. for trade with the Greek colonies

in Palestine and elsewhere, and the mother tongue of.Jews who
, .

lived in such colonies in Palestine atd throughout Amp Minor.

In the disruption of Jewish life that followed the Roma

brush of the Bar Kokhba revolt, accompanied as it,was b

"killin Starvation, and enslavement of 'large parts of the
P 6

Jewish population of Palestine, two changes in particulaK upset

this trigfossia and d to the favoring of Aramaicras the mother

tongue oftPalestinian as 'well as. Babylonian,Jews. First, the
r

destructfo of the Judean.villages and the social upheaval led

to the loss of-monolingual Hebrew speakers, and second, the

bitter experiences with thieek-speaking government led to

a revulsion against the language and those who used it. For

the first' tiMe, the Rabbis started to speak against Greek, and

even banned its .teaching. It was at this time that we find the

first stront.arguments for the advantages of Hebrew-over Aramaic

and a number of statements urging fathers-to...teach-their-sons

'Hebrew, good .eviaenceof the gioWing concern for language loss.

These pronouncements, like so,many'other'lin the field of

language policy, hadllttle effect; in spite of-them, Aramaic

195



deV'eloped Lo beCom,e the lahguage of the Babylonian Talmud and
I

OfOtiental,Jews generally until it was replaced 1Y5? ArabiC,
.

, , . , .. ., .[

and-there were not to be native sijeakets of Hebrewfor another
. ,r . ' '. 4 .

I

-seVenteen hundred years. There waS,,:howeverTha is change in

Jewish educational policy that had, I believe; a m jot effect

/on the possibility of Hebrew language,maintenance. To under-

stand this changp, we need first to describe .ttle pattern of

societal literacy that preceded it Two kinds of literacy

were specially approved and encouraged. One was the ability

to write contracts, che.most significant being..Those for mar-

riage and divorce. , like other official and commercial

documents, were written in official Aramaic, following set

formulae. But with some interesting exceptions, 'Only
(-9 4

is is needed to know h W to do this. Of much more significance

was sacred text literacy: the ability to copy or to'reqd aloud

the text of the Holy Scriptures. There were scribes whose

basic task was to copy these texts, maintaining their accuracy
)

and authenticity, and who ,had as, a second job that of teaching

young boys how tO read2thtextS- aloud. In actual fact, reading

aloud meant memorization'Of the full text, for the writing syvem
.

,

did not mark either vowels or. cantillation; and there were

certain cases where one word must bp written but another read

aloud.. Insttuction in this 'reading skill_and in the translation

Of the sacred text was the basic task of the be the

general elementary school; and bY.the.period we are talking

about, there. were such'schools in all towns and large villages

in Palestine (for fuller discussion, see Spolsky, in press b) ,

There were however some kinds of literacy that were specifi-
.

cally disapproved: it was forbidden at. that time to write
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down prayers, or translations of the sacred texts, or anything

:other than brie' and private notes of the debates and decisions

t of °the Rabbinical schools over the interpretation of theHoly

SCriptures or over the specific lawsto be learned from them"

(Kaplan 1933,'Gerhardsson- 1961; but see also Neusner 1975). 4'
" )

Thus, there wasset clear. Adistinction between the Written

Law. which must be learned fxom a. written text; and the .Oral

Law, which must be learned fromthe words spoken by a teacher.

In both cases, "learning" mdantjnemorization, but-learning by

reading was limited to the Written Law;-thd Holy Scripturesi.

There were written records of Rabbinical deeiSions, but they

seem to have been limiteduto personal or prifrate archival use.

The maintenance of the authenticity of the. :texts, of b6th the
,-1

Written Law 'and the Oral Law depended on the working *of theiotwo-

tiered educational system. The social upheavals that followed

the Roman supression.of the Bar Kokhba revolt, the final loss
.

iof an
Y

chancy of political independence'', and the, start of the
, .

two thousand years of exile and wandering threatened seriously
r

not just the language but also the content of Jewish tradi-

tional knowledge. TWo steps Were taken that assured the con-

r.:Iinuity of both text and'Ianguagee First, the work of the

'Masoretes who prepared authoritative writte., versions of the

Holy Scriptures that incorporated vowel signs and cantillation

,.signs made possible the preservation of the authentic text

of the Hdly Scrtptures, and made easier the work of the

teachers tile elementary schools. Second, permission was

given not just to write down the Oral Law but also to learn it

frorn 'a written version. Thus, Continuity of content and form

was assured. But the special way of writing'the TalMud did

19'7,
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more', for it developed its own kind of literacy: the Talmud

is not written to be read, like 'a textbook or an essay: Rather,

you mist learn it, from a teacher, and Preferably in company

with other stUdents, for_it consists essentially of notes and

7 minutes of hundredsjof years of debates-and discussions and

arguments 'and decisions: only by entering into the debate ca

"you make sense of the decisions. In this,waY, not only was the

content preserved, but a way was found to male a tradition
, .

/that can remain aliVe and flexible, for the v4ry proceis of

learning Talmud produces scholars able,to tackle new qUestions..

The
.
process of fixing and writing the Talmud happened twice,

r?'

once at the close of the period of the/MiShna arid a second time

when persecutiond in Babylon threatened the continuation of.

, :,.. .

/ .

. .. .

Rabbinical academies thei.e: The Hebrew language was preserved

by the combination of,tilese
r
actions and.theworkiiirof two prin-

e.

ciples , the Masoretic text involved-the development of forpat
..

',.' 4

Understanding of the struFtur.of the Hebrew *guake;, and the
c ,Talmud maintained t at- sacred texts and earlier .authoritieS

,should always be qu ted it the original, even if they could b.e
r

discussed in any language. Thus, the Talmud itself moves freely%

, ,from the Hebrew of the Holy,Scriptures'
1

and of the Mishna to
,

the Aramaic of the Gemara, and baCk; t , similarly, genera-

tions of Jewish scholars haVe learned in Arabic or Yiddish from
IY .

1

texts written in Hebrew andAraMaic;.an&',thus,-too, Modern"

students learn in English rrench'or.ModernHebr47;.freely
0

using Yiddish terminolOgy, as they continue to study a text in
JV

Hebrew and Aramaic. The effect of this ''policy was to

among JeWs 06 central impi,rtance of Hebrecec, of,the HcHy
.

uage,jeven.While they were: reely adapting or adOpting b0.

1.68
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languages around them for everyday use,. The high value attached

1.

to the roles of students and teachers and the central impor-

tance of education in Jewish' life, meant that Heblit maintained
.

9-

its value and importance throughout the nearly twqthousand

years it.lacked native speakers. Through this long-peritd, its%

continuesi to be the'main Jewish language fdr litersacy, a9d so
, .1

was, availablejfor development once again as aspokenlanguage
4

as part of the modern Jewish national liberation movement.

The 'second case I want "to describe Is 'quite different: the

ddvelopment of bilit'eracyin Navajo and English as part of the

Bilingual Education prpgram at Rock Point Community School

(Rosier and Holm 198'0 The 160;000 or,Sd.Navajo people live
4.4*

. on a.-reservatiOn about the size of West Virginia; individually,
A

the -'are among the poorest Americans. Rock Point Community

School is located:ina traditional Area; the community is'poor,
,

even by reservation standarc1s, and most children comb to schdol.

monolingual in Naajo

The avajo.ReServation asj:a whole isfan example, Of the

special kind of,Aiglossia that occurs' when a different language..
. .

is used for writingand for speaking (Spolsky 1974)., The un-

marked language for oral
,

u'se', including such H functions as
.

.u'se',.,
. ,

,

.radio, televisi,on,, Court ribal Council, Chapter,meetings,

and the school board meetings is Navajo. The unmarked language
91

for writing; including the tribal newspaper, court, records, N'

minueeit of meetings, and e en L functions such as most. perSonal

letters, is English. Liter
'4'

cy in Englih is unmarked, .whether

.the'speciallized literacy,of secretary-interpreters or bureau-

crats or more generalized scooiencouraged pOpular literacy%

Public signs, .ether fixed. dr temporary, tend' thiel'efore to

'11
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he fin English, with the occasional use of NvaAo being marked

.as symbolic and not functional' There are however two major

exceptions to this generalization. First, there is a Navajo

translation of the Bible used in Protestant churches, so that

there is a special kind of vernacular-baSed sacred-text lite-

racy associated with Christfanity. Second, there is a small

number of schools with Bilingual Education programs that also

teach reading and writing in Navajd, and Rock Point is one of

two or, three leaders in this movement.

The/academic results of the Rock'Point Bilingual 11U.literacy

prograllt

positive

have been fully reported by Rosier and Holm. They are
.

and striking:" Navajo children at, Rock PointlaUght

to read and Write-in Navajo first are
I

by the third grade'readin

in English better than children who ha've been taught in English

from the first\and so have had longer training irr it. The

-results are cumulative, so that the'children in the bilingual

blasge's' draw further and further ahead each grade of similar

children Efi-Direct Method English or. English as Foreign Language

only classrooms. Whatever else it hag-done, the,Rock Point

experience has'demonstratesi the potential of Bilingual Education.

Reading Rosier and Holm (1980), one is struck by the fact

that they give effects of the program ,oh scores on English,

tests of reading a4d'arithmettc. One reason for this is the

absence of standardized tests of Navaijo reading. A second,, no

less important, is that the first aim ofthe program haS been

improve achievement in normal school learning which, in the

U.S., is in English. The community's first goal was to use a'

Bilingual Education program to impove the acquigition of school-
.,

related skills in the unmarked language for school use, English.

0
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It was not an immediate aim of the Schobl to change the socil-

linguistic situation% It would probably not'be unadceptable

to the community if the program produces graduates who are

bilingual in' Navajo and English but like the community as a

. whole,,monoliLerate in English. To start with, then, literacy

in Navajo was purelrainstaimentat., a means to therend,ot English

literacy.. Functidnal literary in the schOO1 (most signs, all

administrative business) cont to be in.EngliPi, But as

time has gone on, the Sc4lool staff have realized the p4dagogical

implications of this sociolinguistic limitation: if al language

is not important-enough to us6 for lixiting;, and if writing inA'

---WaVajo is' connected only with school learning and.not.witl

real life aokft6lities, what is the point in lerning it? As a

,lesult,of this undeestanding, more and more functional signs
*

and being put up around the school ancLtn the classrooms,-and

teachers are -themselvd becoming more a.11311 more at ease.witb

literary in Naval9. `Wt n, in the not too distant future, the

first generation.of bilingual and biliterjte graduates,come back

to the school as' teachers, there will bea critica.k decision
of ,

point, for this'will be the first generation fully capable of

choosing to help develo Mrivajdfrom a learning medium to a

functional-written language. From the evidence that has been

noted of gradual language loss (Spolskr 1975), and from the

evidence-of the.s ,nif4cance of a written ranguage in checking

Joss that Ipliv just' described for lierew,-1 believe that a

.deci5ion to develop. wider roles for Navajo literacy will be

fundamental in the preservation of the language % and the culture.

The two cases I have described so far have both involved

language maintenance and the evelopment of literacy in the
41.
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vernacular. The third is different, for it shows the poPsibility (7

of using a program for literacy in the standard or second,

language in order to help maintain cultural and ethnic-tdentity.-

ThePacific Northwest Indian Readibg and Language Program, supl:' '

poi-led by grants from the National Institute for Education, began,
.

Ln 1W2 and &upends on cooperation among fifteen different Indian

'tribes in thefour-stpte area of Oregon, Washington,.Idaho and

Montana.. The original aim of the program was to deveIpp,a

4 supplementary reading and language arts 'program in English for
. .

elementary grade Indian and non-Indian children in public schools,

an aim that was based on the belief thit specifically ,Indian

content for the materialseould both increase motivation and

lessen cultural conflict. The governing-Policy Board, con-
*

entiTely of representatives of the Indian communities,'
,

set as a basic guideline that all material published must be

producedby, and under thefull control, of, the Indian tribes-.
e

All books have been written by members of local committees,

illustrated by 10itcal qrtists, approved by Tribal Councils, and

publis'hed 0): a prbgram staff all of whom are Indian:' Since the

tt

J

,-program started, they have published sixty Indian stories for
I.

the first level (erwivalent to the first thjee elementa0 grades)

and sixty-seven more are in various stages of preparation for

the, next level., The program has (prepared teachers' Oidea and

carries out field toting, teacher training, and evaluation. An

vbvious qustion,is whyjs.this Indian Reading series in EAglish
.k

and .not in one or more of the Indian languages itmlved? There

are two..answers First, because the obvious linguistic com-

plexIty wofild have demanded fifteen Indian Rending programs

rather than one, and second, because English is what the Indian

20,3
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communities themselves wanted. For one cannot ignore the

cerytral fact, one that anyone mho has' worked with Native American

groups will recognize, of tp remarkable accomplishment of the

prograill in achieveing such a highlevel of tribal cooperation
?

and community participation. The fact that the books are
9

written and iLlilstrated by members. of fifteen tribes, approved.
6- 4

by fifteen Tribal Councils and used by such a mixed group of

school systems is the clearest evidence one could ask for that

thiaxe is community need and full support. Hqw can the.soci0-

lirwuistics of literacy help us understald this situation?

'One of the main tasks of aneducational system is to mediate

betwOen the home and che outsVde community; in particular,

school takes over the task'of7teaching bur-alldren things we

know we cannot- teach.t.hem at home.. Thus, we ,expect. school to

'teach the varieties of language that we do not teach At home.

Jt is for tiles fundamental reason'that. most communities expect

th,scho.ol to teach the,standard variety'of,language;. it is

also why a community can easily interpret the proposal of

bilingual educators.to teach in the home language'ag an inters-
,

t'ion not to teach the standard language and so deny the chil-
i

dren access to the wider Society. Similarly, -ajmeajor task:of'
.

school is to provide students with access tip 4 'skill in. the

va.rious kinds of publiclyppprc6ed literacy. There are many

hofiles whereAfteracv is important, homes that' are themselves
N.,

literate communities, where living rooryff and bed rooms are

fu)_ nished with book-T wher'Y faitilly members leave notes for
. s

each ot ( r, where letters are writteAkand received daily, and..-

where reading is the preeferred leisure-time.activiqy. .Children.

tyro-light up in such homes are of course well prepAred for the

literacy attitudes and activities .of the school: But for a

_
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child coming from a hOme where the written word is `rare or
.

'..ab'septand.'where all -coMmunicatiOn..iaotal (which in,this

literate electronic'age'gan include homes with telephones. and

television), school may well be the first plaCe.the child meets

th(emedium. FOr. children coming from a home with a different

,la doge or c lture, the transition is even harder. For 4meri-

carlaIndian'children, themessage of school is often not just

that they Must leaWn a new medium for podftnicatiOn but also

that they must give up their own language and cultue. The

school, by rejecting the home language, valUes, and traditions,
60

sets up a major conflict for the child, forcing him or her to

choose between them. One-Li-Way to avoid the destructivene§§-of

this conflict" is to hive a Bilingual Education progfam: in
4 ,

useuse of4the home language the school, even transi-

n
,

tionalfry, but obviously much more in a maintenance programs f:

_

the school is saying that the ch6ice is neither absolute or

final: just'as school is bilingual and bicultural,. the child

canbe too. -Thechild can learn to live, .'like the school, with

the difficult but necessary' tension between modern and tradi-

tional culture The adquisition of modern knowledge and-values

together With'the standard variety of language, in which it -is

expressed and the styles of literacy with which it is associ-

ated need not mean rejecting traditional knowledge and.values:

one can learn to speak'and write the school variety' of language

without having to give up the language of parents and grand-

parents. This, it will be said, is the rationale fora Bi-

lingual Education program. How does it fit the case of the

Indian Reading Series written in English? The, clue 'to the

answer is that the contents and choice of languagei.(ihcluding

2f1A
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style) is under the full control of the Indian coTmunity and

so can function. as abilingaf'program-Thight. 'If we look. at
. .4., .

. .,
.,,.

.

the situation from the viewpoiftt of a sociolinguistiCs-f.:
- -..

lilkeracy, we can see that what' has been done is not to 'intro-

duce the community language into-the,schocil.but-rather to give.

the community full control of part of the very center of the

'school language Curriculum, its reading program. The Indian

Reading Series says cleartY to the Indian tribes and their

members that their importance 'and power are recognized: by

sending their children to school, they are not giving up con-
.

trol. For the Indian children, the message too is.clear:

learning to read is not just for alien, school-relatei thing's:

it canalso be a way to gain access to the traditional

ledge a:hdyales of,parentS and grand-:parents. Finally /for

the teachers, most of whom are not themselves Indian, the

Series makes clear that reading can be used to relate students

not just to the modern values and traditions ofTWeStern culture
,

.. .
but a SO to the:Values and traditions:of the Indian peoples.

i -
Thus, althoughthe.Indian Reading Series does not make use of

the vernacular languages (it coexists in some tribes with

Bilingual .Education program)., to" serve the same pur-

pose of introducing the home and itst culture into the school

and so can lessen the potential conflict between them. Where

once school and writing might have be/n seen as.both alien and

inimical to the traditional values bf the Indian homeQ, now

they share with parents. and the Tribes the task of maintaining

knowledge and appreciation of them:

is unnecessary. to belabour the pints to be drawn from

these dases. In each ,-.:We Jiave seen the- eed: to recognize the.

19.9
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complexity of.fiteracy and.of the' socio-educational context in

which it.;,oPerates: The)labis..of. Talmudic dayS found-. a Way .to

mahltain a iulture by modifying their atti.tudes.to literacy

and ,by deveroping a special style of 1.4k; the teachers and

parents at Rock Point are building brliteracy is a way'to

maintain thpir culture; the Indian Reading Program and the

'Tribes that control it .are taking advantage of starkdard lang-

uage literacy to gain access tm the schobl curriculum. Each

. community has' its own problems and, its own goals; there is no

simple:, and'siligle solution for all But.clearly, the socio-

linguistics otliteracy is providing us with new tools for

understanding the problems of language' minority childireni any

educational program, whether it calls itself TESOL and con-

centrates on teachin he standard variety, or Bilingual

Education, and stressesthe role of, the home lEinguage, that

fails to take these,lessons into account will be poorer and

less able to meet the needs of its pupils. 4.
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The opinion that initial literacy must be in the verna-

cular has enjoyed a popularity that the research on the topic

hardly warrants (cf. Engle 1977). In the last few years, there

has continued to be contradictdry evidence on the question:.
I

extensive studies.of Canadian immersion programi have been

showing how in the circumstances that obtain there, English-
.

speaking children do not suffer academically if they are taught

to read in French first,' and a good study of the native lang-

uage approach at Rock Point ,Community School has shown that

Navajo children taught to read in Navajo first now far surpass

the English reading scores of similar children,taught in 'English .

from the'beginning. Realizing,that the issue cannot be re-.

solved by dictum or by simple single - factor research, we have

chosen a sociolinguistic approach,to help clarify our under-

standing of the choice of a language Cor literacy in bilingual

education. We hope thus both to understand cases such as these

and to explain some of the, difficulty met in adding bpiteracy

to bilingual education programs. Our work has involved a study

of different communities and historical periods, looking at

societal literacy.

While the term literacy is most commonly used to refer

to the ability of the individual to read or write (or to the

extent'of*his or her experience in reading a specifjc body at

literature), it has turned out to be most worthwhile' to follow

the suggestions,of Ferguson (1979), Fishman (1980). and Stubbs

(1.980) and study literacy asa sociarphenomenon, looking at

the role played. by the written language in the functioning of

a community. There are two complementary approaches to the

sociolinguistics of literacy: we can choose to look either at
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the social qistribution of the skill among individuals pr at

the function, and social role of the written word, When we do

this, we see the distinction between the literacy of a social

group and that of its memberlk; the literacy skills of a com-

, A
munity cite specialized and unevenly distributed among-the men-

,bers ancicontrol of literacy may mell.be a result of power

rather than skill. Just as communities permit specialization
-

inithe work skills of their members, so they make varying dethands

on.the: literacy skills of each social role.

When we take a sociolinguistic ,approach to literacy, then`,

we ask which members of a community (defined by their roles)

are literate in which language and for what purposes. From

this point of view, societal literacy turns out to be very

complex and to include many varieties: not just the school-

related essayist literacy that is expected of graduates of

humanities departments in modern Western universities and at

the opposite end on the scale of autonomous verbalization the

style of literacy required to keep a personal diary that orgy

the writer will read or to write letters to close frietids.and

relatives, but also such specialized kinds as the ,various modes

of sacred text literacy, civic literacy (the requirements a i

state places on its citizens), and bureaucratic literacy (which

a staiie or large organization requires of some of its workers>.

As we co e to realize that literacy is far from-monolithic, we

are incTasingly prepared to understand that the- adoption of

literacy by a community is not a simple momentary change, but

rather a long and gradual process of'changes in functions,

forms and attitudes; with varying and changing demands on the

various members of the community.
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Consiaer. the histOry.pf',Iewish.literacyjn the period from

abodt 200 BCE Until.th Renaissance, and note'the various stages
4 4 /

that must be distingui.hed:

Second TemplelPeriod:. Sacred te)qS (TVinPritperl Law)
.

were maintAined in Hebrew.- ,Scribe's were, responsible for the

tiuthentic'tty of the texts and for teaching:people:haw to read

the texts. This reading involved public recitation with correct"

cantillation. New texts continued tp be produced in Hebrew.

Clmercial and legal docum*nts were ritten in Aramaic by

specialists: the ability to write s ch documents was con-
a

sidered a public service. The writing down 'of the Oral Law

in any of its forms was discoUraged.-e The ability to read was

clued mainly for public reading of Written Law.

2. Talmudic Period: The recording of thelpral Law and

of iattrpretation and translations of the Written Law became

acceptable only slowly and late. Writing them in Aramaic was

then also acceptable, but in aftyle that required learning

from a teacher. Reading these texts then still required de-
.

t fled instruction line by line: the written text was still

n t autonomous. At the same time, preparation of the Masoretic

text.was a start on making reading of the Written Laliess

dependent on:a teacher.

3. Gaonic period. (Early middle ages). With increased
10

disperson, the writing of Rabbinic answers to questions
r,

(Responsa) became highly valued (note that this kind of writing,

a mark of early Christianity, was riot favoured by the Rabbis

of the Talmud). Prayers were written down.

4. Middle Ages. The writing of summarles and Codes of

the Oral Law and of extensive commentaries on the Written Law

212. 20(
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.

becomes widespread, Individual literacy becaMe.impdrtant for

trade and for maintaining r
4/

lations between .separated members

of families. CoOlUnity aetihties were recorddli 1n writing..'

With some exceptions, Hebrqr was tle unmarked language for

these written aeavitips.
1

5. Renaissance. .Prinring permitted the multiplication

of copies texts Writing a commentary became.th e mark not

lust o f a scholar-but also of anyone with more than .average

education. Increasing us;started to be made of vernaculars

or of Jewish. languages written in Hebrew letters.

Later periods are marked by increasing addition of uses

and by changes in language-choice. nly in the last decade

or so have editions of the Talmud started to appear that can

be tackled by a reader without a teacher present. This short

sketch shows how complex is the question we are dealing with,

and suggest that we might do best to consider the adoption of

Illiteracy as an example of cultural diffusion: to understand

how it Works,. we need to 'trace it through the various social

networks, looking for what features and uses are accepted by

which members of the social group.

In this light, let us look at the introduction of acy

in Tonga. The introducers were the misisionaries who presen ed

it for religious purposes and in the veynaculAv Learning to

read and becoMing a Christian went together, and/the rapidity

of the conversiorrlo Christianity was in fact matched bythe

rapidity..of.the development of reading and writing ability

among all levels of,Tongan society. We have accounts of how

. quickly chiefs and kin became Christian and learned to read.

Chelof OWn langiage. Tongan rulers soon discovered the .
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. value of Writing for government, and written laws'ard written
, t

records of government soon became a regular rt of Tongan

11.fo. Hy the td-nineteenth century, literacy' in Tongan had

tvoprincipal)funCtions: it was used (and by then
. \

the church wan thoroughly adapted to' TongenWays and it was

c.
used to maintain traditional Tongan goveOment. ahus/,' in

quick order, the alien innovation of literacy had eep heti-

vized, andlhanks'to an educational system that kept,

. and lacking the compet4tion of literacy in english, Tongan

literacy in the vernacular. was firmly established.

The Navajo (Arse was quite different. sOnly a compeatively

small number of Navajos were converted to" Chriseianity,and
,

this conversion served to lessen rather than increase their

influence. Furthermore, there Were no indigenous function

waiting to be carried out in writing; tribal government, when

it was established, was an alien innovation. It was apprd-

priate therefore that an outside language, English, should be

used to record the affairs of this nen-native institution,

and the provision of secretary-interpreters, reflectletig a So

the continuous presence of non-Navajo speakers significa in'
i

government-, did nothing to changezhe emphasis. ,;All that was

needed was a school system that saw no place for Navajo, whether

oral or written) for the pattern to be set, one in which the

Navajo people are becoming bilinguabin Navajd and English

but remain virtually monoliterate in English. There are two

main exceptions-to.this: a Bible-related literacy among.

Pro es 'ant Christians, and a schoOl-encouraged Navajo literacy

to be fo d in four or five schools on the Reservation."- So

far, these two exceptions have not led.to .any marked increase
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in the finvetional Liao ot- writ' )n Navajo; we have ident fled

onty rare indlvldliala who uauNavaje for peraonal lett ra,

tor 4natance. The varieloa attomptu in the past al encouraging

Navajo literacy have alao t n italiens the literacy work in the
%

W1I intended to explain stock reduction and the aocond

world wisr and in the 1 '601r3 wilt; aliaociated with reiocativn,

Only now littrjcy atarring to come into the achoo under
S

the control of Navajoa; a6 1-777, bnly ne it), there e chance

for a change' in the situation. But the pattern will be hard

to alter.

The tw21,firticular CdSON of Cherokee and Eskimo have an .-

intcrestino, feature in common: the develop a.sp\ciaL1;916tirt"."--

orthography that quicklx indigenized literacy and gave it goo'd .

A

reason to continue in tho vernacular. With Cherokee, literacy

was formally accepted by the tribal government; moreover lite-

racy in the),Sequoyah hyllabary provided IndigenOus opposition

to school- encouraged English literacy. In the vrse of Cherokee;
4

however, literaCyrunable to survive the loss of n4ional

and political power. 'The importance of political power is 'also

borne out by ()Lir studies of the history of Spanish literacy in

New Mekiccl. There, we have found evidence of a growing use'of.

the language for writing in the late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries, a growth that was effectively stunted as

the schools encouraged English literacy and the indigenous

institutions were unwilling or unable to fight against the
1

anglicisation.' Thus, New Mexico speakers of Spanish have been

forced to depend either"on English literature or on Spanish

literature from elsewhere, pfoviding little basis for current

attempts at raising the status_fof the language through bilingual

education Programs in some schools.
215
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['tuna our studies We are coming Lj sob that the eeirtired .

or obem0t1(0 th4t, 4i4lit tit; invludod in 4 suciolingui§tic model

of vernacular literacy Are 4U leamt the following:

1..rhe nature of introduction: a. In what language to

litefiwY introduced? h. rilo ghat ti lot functiono? We
0

betieve Mat A tirtit necemmary condition for literacy in the

vernacular in that those who introd u t1 literacy, whether
14-

.1or cuittire brokers, must hats' themselves

beep wIllIu to have it in the vernacular:

1-**
. The status of those accepting it a. Is literacy

in ciuhvr language accepted as voluablo by traditionnlly

influential members of the community? .b. Or is it rather a

source of Influene to, a new group, whether they `are

IntiOnary or a:;!ifmi.Lationist? We believe that'll second necem-

mary condition for literacy in the vernacular is acceptance of

by traditionally influential,members of the community.

i. The functions for which it is u ed. a. Is literacy

used only for alien and introduced functions? b Or is
,

it used for functions that are indigenous or have alrea4y

or at thy, same time been .ind genized? We believe that lteracy

in the vernacular is only likely to remain strong when it is

used for native or nativized functions,

4. fhe. eXiskence of political independence and especially

.!Ontrol of an educational system. a. Isliteracy encouraged

mainly by an alien educaional system? b. Or is the ystem

under locl control. We believe that literacy in the verna-

cular must be Maintained by a powerful educatiorial system under

local control if it is to be .able to compete with similarlyr,

taught standard language.literacy.
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rintillY, in Mw it ended, the maintenance of literacy.

in the vernacular depends on the continued living use of the

141Wilsgo or /on its firm assignment to another malor soclet41

1,(14ing nt tne60 enet0u-S, wo nUnrt to reali40 why literacy

,in the vernacularoiq the marked entir, for it seems to dep6nd,

onton mloqoal'congruenco'oC a number ofconditions each of

which is necessary but none of which is alone sufficient.

` / The sociolinguistic perspective on literacy has on

Amportant place in planning for bilingual programs. For

p,preholinui,;tic,reanonn, it is often assumed that initial

literacv must be taught in Abe vernacular, but this decision

nacular literacy for the purposeitt Li*-4enool, to deYelop

of.toaching reading doe9 uromaricafly lead to a change

- n on established pattern ( cifitalhilingualism and, mono-

1 teracy. The Pattern is so strong; that even ,teachers in

hi ingual classos and .school administrators often 'continue

to promote it unconsciously by using the standard language

for all important comm9icative functions (giving homework,

notkehoards etc.) while restricting the marked

language to practice and,,symbolic 'functions and so developing

a kind of eTanstional biliteracy.

The attempt to establish 6:ir re-establish) literacy in

the vernacular is often self-cOnseious and intellectual,'

in Pa.raguay, where Lhe_diarsia is marked by two extremes:

Guarani-Spanish pattern in the villages (and among poorer

and more recent townspeople) where the normal, spbken-language

is Guarani and the Spanish is used fin. official and educa-

tional functions; and a Spanish-Guarani pattern in the cities.
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and among the middle,classes and intellectuals, where the

Guarani is used mainly as a marker of national identity. Each

of these patterns has its respective characteristip pattern

of literacy:in the former, all literacy is in SpaniSh except

when a school or,literacy programlis attempting to teach

literacy through the Vernacular.: In thecitres on the other

hand, Guarani literacy is 'large* symbolic names of stores
" .

are written in it; one Yoke. a week appears in a humourcoltmn

in one of the daily Spanish newspaOrs, songs are printed in

it, and a small group of Guarani enthusiasts.work 'to encourage'

the use of the language and the writing of folk and national,

literature in it as part of the development of new national .-

Great Tradition. But this- is not easy, foi, as we saw, even

in .a place like New Mexicovhere there once' walige strong base

1- of literacy in SOnish, it, still seems to require a major
'. . ,

o
I:

tieffori'to overcome the challenge f English, the language most
. . , .

clearly associated witWeducation,:-and technologY.

All the modern social pressures seem to favor bilingualism
.

without biliteracy, but one must be' 'cOncernea for the4esulting

danger!Of langUage loss .; n the moderntWorld, language main-

tenance depends on a major effort not restricted to the school

and the classroom; other institutional support is needed and

clearly literacy Can be such a source of strength. But we
\

must.not underestimate the diffLculty.of the task nor its

complexity.


